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I.

INTRODUCTION

The class of synchronous finite state systems is large and varied.
It varies from the smallest of digital controllers to some of the largest
of digital computers.

It includes elevator control systems, traffic con-

trol systems, satellite and missile control systems among others.

It also

includes more abstract entities such as computer programs.
This paper is concerned with the description, development, testing
and production of such systems.

It describes a language in which such

systems may easily be described, a method for simulating and testing systems described in that language, and a method for automatically producing
the state tables of the system described in that language.
There are three basic methods for describing a finite state system.
A description of the hardware, in the form of logic or wiring diagrams, is
the most connnon for such systems as computers and control circuits.

Pro-

grams and control circuits often have their function described in terms
of an algorithm which will perform that function.

The third form of des-

cription, state tables or state diagrams, is applicable to all types of
systems but, to date, is not as connnonly employed.
Hardware descriptions are employed because they are needed to build
and maintain the system.

Such descriptions give a great deal of detail

in explicit form, and consequently humans require a great deal of time
and effort to generate them.

It also requires a great deal of time and

effort to use such descriptions unless the user is already very familiar
with the system.

2.
For the purpose of studying the behavior of a system, properly
annotated state diagrams have certain advantages over hardware descriptions of a system.

The usual question asked of a system's description

is, "If the system conditions are
the inputs are ___ ?"
matter of table look up.

---,

how will the system behave if

The state table makes answering this question a
A complete state diagram of a system describes

its behavior under every possible condition and, if the table includes
useable definitions of the states and input states, makes the problem of
determining behavior under any particular set of conditions quite simple.
State diagrams can also be used as an intermediate form in the production of hardware descriptions for a system.

The literature on logic

design contains algorithms for producing logic diagrams for an implementation of the state table and a small amount of extra information concerning the input-output formats of the system.

While these logic diagrams

are idealizations of the real system, the transformation from idealization
to actual hardware is not difficult.
For certain types of computer programs it may prove more convenient
(or efficient) to execute the state diagram of the program rather than the
program itself.

If the program involves large amounts of calculation and

is run often, it may be more economical of machine time to produce the
state table of the system and use it to perform the functions of the program since it describes the behavior under all conditions in an easy to
reference manner.

State diagrams are not easy to produce, however,

Most

useful systems contain a great many states; human beings are not particularly suited to the production of large tables of this type.

3.

An algorithmic description of a system is usually the most convenient

description of the system for designers to produce.

People tend to think

in terms of general rules for performing functions rather than an example
by example detailing of system action.

In learning to extract square roots

one learns a large complex algorithm rather than memorize a table.

The

process of designing a system, such as a traffic control computer, begins
with an algorithmic description of the way the designers want it to func- .
tion.

This description might even be in the form of a computer program

which could then be simulated and altered until the designers are satisfied
that their algorithm description is suitable to the task.

Then they start

to implement that algorithm.
Common computer languages such as ALGOL are not suitable for describing general finite state synchronous systems.

They indicate a series of

actions to be performed on a general purpose machine which is constrained
to perform only a limited number of actions simultaneously.

A program in

ALGOL or IPL or COBOL or any other such language describes a series of
such actions but cannot describe the behavior of an arbitrary system in
which any number of actions may be carried out at any clock pulse.
languages contain no facilities for expressing timing.

These

They also do not

contain adequate facilities for declaring certain variables to be inputs
from an external system or outputs to an external system.
The naming of variables in input-output statements might be considered to perform this function, but these languages contain no restraints to
keep a variable whose initial value was read in from being used as a state
variable in the program and changing value.

Inputs to a system may, in

general, change independently of the state of the system.

Outputs should
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have defined values at all times during the operation of the system.
This paper defines a language - a dialect of ALGOL known as SFDALGOL (System Function Description-ALGOL) - whose purpose is algorithmic
descriptions of finite state synchronous systems.

It then describes an

algorithm for converting this algorithmic description to a state table,
and for converting the algorithmic description to a program which simulates the system for test purposes.
included.

Several illustrative examples are

5.

II.

BASIC PRINCIPLES

This section introduces some basic definitions upon which the later
sections of this paper are based.

A.

SYSTEMS

A closed physical system is a set of physical objects which, for
the purpose of the analysis being conducted, can be considered to be completely isolated from the rest of the universe.
A physical system with inputs is a set of physical objects which,
for the purpose of the analysis being conducted, can be considered to be
completely isolated from the outside world except for those parts of the
environment designated as inputs to the system.
A physical system is either a closed physical system or a physical
system with inputs.
A closed abstract system is a set of variables together with a set
of rules describing the changes of value of those variables, such that
the value of the system variables are completely determined without reference to any variables outside the system.
An abstract system with inputs is a set of variables together with

a set of rules describing the changes of value of those variables, such
that the values of the system variables are completely defined in terms
of (1) the previous values of the system variables and (2) the present
values of a finite set of variables outside the system which have been
declared to be inputs to the system.

6.
An abstract system can be either an abstract system with inputs

or a closed abstract system.
A system can be either an abstract system or a physical system.
A description of the state of a system is a complete description
of the values of all the variables within the system at a particular
instant of time.

For any physical system this description would be effect-

ively infinite since the number of variables and the number of values that
the variables can take on is extremely large for even the smallest physical
systems.

Fortunately, for any particular analysis, only a small number of

these variables are actually relevant.
An A-state of a system is a description of the values of all the var-

iables relevant to the analysis A.

For convenience, wherever the analysis

being conducted is clear, we will abbreviate 'A-state' as 'state'.
A system is said to be a finite state system if, for the purpose of
the study being made, it can be considered to take on only a finite number of distinct states.
The class of finite state systems includes principally those systems
classed as digital systems, i.e. systems in which information is represented in terms of symbols in a number system rather than representing them
by magnitudes of physical quantities.
A system is said to be synchronous if all changes of state of the
system can be considered to occur on the occurrence of a clock pulse, and
the system can be considered completely inactive between such pulses.
This paper deals only with synchronous finite state systems.

The

word synchronous may on occasion be omitted where this property of a system is not vital to the point being made.
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B.

EXAMPLES OF SYNCHRONOUS FINITE STATE 3YSTEMS

In this section we will describe briefly several finite state synchronous systems, some of which will be used as illustrations in later
sections.

Here they serve to illustrate the definitions just completed.

One of the simplest possible closed finite state systems is a digital clock, a counter which counts to a predetermined maximum value, then
resets and restarts.

If the system has a battery power supply enclosed

within it, or if our analysis is such that we need not consider the power
supply as relevant, and if the clock pulse is generated within the system
not outside it, then the system is closed.
If we allow the clock pulse for the system as an input to the system, we have a finite state physical system with inputs which counts
(modulo the maximum value) the number of clock pulses it receives.

An

alternate way of achieving this function is to have the clock pulse internal and have the system only change state when an input to it is one
or some other predetermined value.

The system then counts the number of

times the input had that value while the clock pulse was on.
A digital combination lock is another physical system with inputs.
This system would have as inputs an arbitrary number of buttons.
put controls a lock of some sort.
quence of buttons was pushed.

Its out-

It would open only if the proper se-

It is important to note that the usual

dial type of mechanical combination lock can be considered a finite state
system only if, for the purpose of the analysis being made, the dials
and internal parts can be considered to have only a finite number of
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positions.

It can be considered synchronous only if, for whatever pur-

pose the system is being studied, the clock pulse can be considered to
occur whenever the dial is moved and last the entire time that the dial
is moving.

It is interesting to note here that nothing in our definition

of 'synchronous' implies that the clock pulses must be regularly spaced.
It implies only that no state changes take place between clock pulses.
The most common examples of abstract finite state synchronous systems are computer programs.

Such a system would be considered closed

only if its action could be considered entirely independent of any values
or programs not included in the system.

An

ALGOL program which computes

a table of trigonometric functions for a predetermined finite set of
arguments, without reading any cards or otherwise inputing information,
would be considered closed by its user; the authors of the ALGOL translator with which he tries to run his program would consider the same program to have a great many inputs, if they were trying to find the errors
in their system which caused it to misfunction.

If the user were concern-

ed about extreme accuracy, he could not consider the program a closed
system, for one of the features which would affect the way it ran would
be the type of arithmetic used by the machine upon which it ran.

This

illustrates the fact that while the abstract system, the ALGOL program,
defines completely accurate abstract values, in most cases people are
interested not in the functioning of the abstract system but in the functioning of the physical model of the abstract system which is .the program
running with an actual translator on an actual computer.
If this program were altered to read the arguments in from cards or
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tape then it must be considered as an abstract system with inputs.

It

is no longer a finite state system unless the inputs are restricted to
a predetermined set of values (e.g. stipulating that they have no more
than four significant figures and lie between 0 and n).
C.

STATE TABLES

A convenient manner describing the internal behavior of a finite
state system is by means of the state diagram or state table.

This form

of description makes no reference to the actual physical components of a
physical system or to the variables of an abstract system.

It refers

only to names given the various states which the system can assume.
If the system is a closed system, the state table lists the sequence
of states that the machine assumes.

This sequence is, for the purpose of

the analysis for which the states were deemed an adequate description of
the system, completely determined and unchanging.

By definition, the

state definition must include all factors relevant to the future action
of the machine.
Of more interest is the system with inputs.

In this case the state

table contains, for each state and combination of input values, the next
state of the system.

This is, again by definition, completely determined.

Each possible combination of input values is called an input state.
The internal state augmented by the input state gives the total state of
the system.

The state table indicates what the next internal state will

be for each possible total state.

It has as many rows as there are in-

ternal states, as many columns as there are input states.
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A closed system can be considered to be a system with one i~put
state.

Having only one input states indicates that the input(s) never

change value and consequently supply no information and may be neglected.
Two examples of state tables follow.

The first is for a closed

system which counts up to 4, then restarts.

The second is for a system

with one input which counts the number of times the input is one when a
clock pulse occurs.

It also counts modulo five.

Count is zero initia-

lly.
NEXT
PRESENT

NEXT

PRESENT

I is 1

I is 0

A

B

A

B

A

B

C

B

C

B

C

D

C

D

C

D

E

D

E

D

E

A

E

A

E

More complex examples are to be found in a later section.
If the system being described is designed by men, it is for the purpose of presenting some information to the outside world.

To completely

describe such a system the state table must have appended to it another
table known as the output table, with which is associated a list of definitions for output states.
An output state is a combination of values of those variables declar-

ed as system outputs.

The definition of an output (or input) state lists

the combination of values which have been given that particular name.
The output table is identical in form to the state table except that
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its entry is the particular output state corresponding to that total
state.

The output is assumed to occur on the clock pulse during which

the input signals are read and the state transition occurs.

It is im-

portant to realize that the output may be determined in part by the input at the exact time the output occurs.
In some of the literature, the state table and output table are referred to as a whole as the state table of the machine.

We shall refer

to it as the appended state table so as to avoid confusion.

If the ap-

pended state table, clock rate, and input-output formats are given, then
the machine is completely described from the point of view of the world
outside of the machine (for the particular purpose for which the state
definitions were considered adequate).

If two machines, however differ-

ent internally, are identical in these three respects, then as far as
the analysis under discussion is concerned, one may be substituted for
another without making any changes on the external world.

If they were

enclosed in identical sealed cases the analysis could not detect any differences between them.
If the two machines for which state tables were given earlier were
designed to output a 1 if the number of counts made was even (include the
current count), then their output table would be as follows:
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OUTPUT
STATE

OUTPUT

STATE

A

1

A

1

0

B

0

B

0

1

C

1

C

1

0

D

0

D

0

1

E

1

E

1

0

I is 0

I is 1

It should be noted that if the above were the only purpose of
these machines they could be reduced to two states each and function
identically.
Further examples follow in another section.
D.

DETERMINING THE STATE OF A COMPUTER PROGRAM

A fundamental difference between abstract systems and physical
systems is that the variables of the abstract system are not physical quantities but carefully defined abstract values.

The laws

governing the change of values in abstract variables are not poorly
known physical laws but exactly defined rules set up by the man who
defined the system.

As a consequence, the abstract system can be com-

pletely described and the states can be discovered and defined without
the hedging qualification "for the analysis under consideration".

In

the field of abstract systems there is no difficulty in finding one
with a finite number of states.

The system is defined with a finite

number of variables, each of which is restricted to a finit.e number
of values.

The problem of finding the state table of a computer pro-

gram which is a finite state system is basically much simpler than
finding the state table of a correspondingly complex physical system,
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because the step of defining the relevant variables is unnecessary.
Consider the computer program to be a series of statements, each
one of which is to be executed in one bit time or at a single clock
pulse.

If the program is a closed system we can completely determine

the future action of the program by discovering the statement which is
about to be executed and the values of all the variables defined in the
program.

In the case of a program with inputs we cannot completely de-

termine the future action of the program because it depends on the inputs
whose future action may be unpredictable by us, but if we know the input state as well as the statement in control and the values of the defined variables we can completely predict the next statement which will
be executed and the values that the variables will take on.

We can

conclude from this that the state of the program is described completely by the statement in control and the current values of all variables
defined.
We can also say that the state table for the program could be computed by a series of "thought experiments" in which the program is imagined to be in a previously discovered state and each of the possible input states is tried and the next state discovered.

If the next state is

one not previously discovered, a new row is added to the state table.
The experiments continue until the complete table is filled in.

If the

system is a finite state machine, there can only be a finite number of
experiments; the number of experiments will be exactly the number of
entries in the table.

The only difficulty is in discovering an initial
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state. This must be specified in some way before the process can start.
It should be noted that the classic literature on cybernetics contains an alternate procedure.*

There is a procedure by which a state

diagram for a system which will perform the exact function of a finite
state system enclosed in a "black box" can be discovered without opening the box. This procedure cannot discover the state diagram of the
machine in the box, only a diagram equivalent to it in the sense of producing the same output behavior. The method is essentially one of
pruning

down a large tree of possible tables until only one is left.

To limit the tree to a finite number of possible state tables, a maximum number of states for the system being investigated must be specified.

Even with an accurate estimate, the process is lengthy and time con-

suming.
A quick study of this classic method will convince the reader that
it is far more efficient to use the available information about the structure of the program than to attempt the classic black box approach.
The "thought experiment" approach is the only way to discover the
actual state diagram of an abstract system.

Any attempt to conduct act-

ual experiments would involve building a physical model of the abstract
system, and since such models are likely to be imperfect there would be
no assurance that having a correct state table result.

Even the apparent-

ly safe method of conducting experiments upon the program while it is

*Refer to Ashby, William

Introduction to Cybernetics.
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being run on a computer has the same drawback.

The running computer

program is only a physical model of the abstract program.

It is quite

possible for the values of the variables in this model to differ from
those predicted by the abstract model.

I refer here not only to errors

in the hardware and programming systems which are relatively rare and
usually detected, but to errors introduced by limitations on the physical system such as finite word size and finite memory size.
The "thought experiment" approach, while the only way to find the
state table of the abstract program exactly, is completely impractical
for all but the smallest systems.

We need to investigate larger systems

by having a program conduct experiments on the implementation of the
abstract system, and consequently the fuzziness of definition which was
present in our investigation of physical systems is present also in the
investigation of a large scale abstract system.

It must always be rem-

embered that any automatic production of the state table of a computer
program produces the table for a physical implementation of the program
which is not necessarily that of the abstract program.
There are a large number of languages in which computer programs
can be written.

These range from machine languages which are defined

in terms of a particular machine to the abstractly defined machine independent languages such as ALGOL.
ALGOL, an attempt at a standard machine independent language, has
a property which complicates, to some extent, the definition of "state
of a computer program" discussed above.
dynamically.

In ALGOL, variables are defined

They may be defined at various parts of a program but not
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in others.

The same variable name may be used to represent types of

quantities at various parts of the program.

Thus, while our basic

definition of program state still holds, we find that the number of variables which enter into our state vector is variable.

While this makes

ALGOL a very powerful and convenient programming language, it does complicate the state analysis of a program considerably.

Another property

of ALGOL is that certain variables may be defined and vital to a determination of the state of the program, because the name of the variable
has temporarily been given another meaning.

A third complication arises

because variables defined in inner parts of an ALGOL program are not
accessible to an outer part of the program which may wish to halt execution of the program and determine the state of the program.

For all

of these reasons, the state analysis of an ALGOL program to be discussed
later appears fairly complex at times, but the reader must remember that
the basic definition of the state of the program is simply the command
about to be executed and the values of all the variables defined at the
time.
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E.

THE AUTOMATIC DESIGN OF FINITE STATE SYNCHRONOUS AUTOMATA

The principle concern of this paper is with the automatic production of state tables for systems described by an algorithm or computer
program.
design.

One major application of this process is in the field of logic
If the state table for a desired sequential circuit has been

produced, it is a relatively simple task to produce a logic design for
the circuit.*

The ability to produce the state table of an algorithmic

program introduces the possibility of the completely automatic design
of computer circuits beginning with a computer program which performs
the function of the circuit.

For this reason, the next two sections of

this paper contain a brief description of the previous work in the field
of automatic design.
1.

A Brief Review of Common Design Techniques for Finite State
Synchronous Automata

In this section, a brief discussion will be made of the standard
textbook techniques for designing a finite state system.

No attempt will

be made to teach or even outline the techniques themselves.

The purpose

of this section is to inform the reader of the standard techniques that
are available to be used by a designer and the state of the art in computer design.
The vast majority of finite state machines constructed at the present time comprise binary elements.

*

These elements may take on only two

Bashkow, T.R., A Sequential Circuit for ALGEBRAIC Statement Translation,
IEEE Transactions on ELECTRONIC Computers, April 1964.
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distinct values.

They fall into two classes, memory elements and

decision elements.
The memory elements are the state variables of the system.

They

are the only elements which can carry from one clock pulse to the next,
information about the previous state of the machine.

Hence, their

values alone give the state of the machine.
The decision elements output values which are completely dependent
on their inputs at the particular instant.

They calculate instantaneous-

ly (again an idealization); their past history has no influence on their
behavior.

The values they output depend only on the values of the mem-

ory elements at that clock pulse and on the values of any inputs to the
system.

It is for this reason that the internal state of the machine

can depend only on the states of the memory elements whose present values have been calculate<l at the previous clock pulse, whose next values
are calculated entirely on the basis of present inputs and system values.
Our definition of "state of a physical system" stated that it must
describe the relevant variables.

Since knowing the state of the memory

elements and the input state completely determines the next state to
which the machine will go, the values of the memory elements alone are
sufficient to determine the state of the machine.
The function of the decision elements is to calculate the next
values of the state variables and any information that must he communicated to the environment.
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Since both the decision elements and the memory elements have
only two possible output values, the principal tool of the designer
is boolean algebra, a mathematical language for describing interrelations between variables which can take on only two values.

The

behavior that the desi gner would like for each of the elements in his
syst e m, in terms of the inputs and other elements, can easily be expressed in this algebra.
Most elementary textbooks contain algorithms with which the
designer can reduce his boolean expressions to minimal parenthesis-free
forms,

leading directly to a minimal implementation not exceeding the

level limitations of most hardware.

For designers who are not concern-

ed over the number of logic levels their machines employ, there are
more advanced t e chnique s which r e duce the expressions to forms readily
implemented into absolute minimal circuits.
If the desi g ners' initial specification of the machine is a state
diagram of a system which will perform the appointed job, there are
algorithms which will produce a minimal state diagram (smallest number
of stat e s) which will have the same performance.

There are published

heuristics which will automatically assign to each state a configuration
of flip flops, which will make possible a cheaper than average implementation of the circuit.

Once the state assignment has been made, a

simpl e algorithm will produc e boolean expressions which can be minimized using the algorithm s discussed above.*

*

Furthe r details on this ·can b e found in Logic Design of Digital Computers
by M. Phister.
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Although none of the above algorithms has been published
in a machine-independent language (such as ALGOL), they are straightforward and well documented and could easily be coded in an ALGOL-like
language.

If they were going to be widely used, however, they should

be more efficiently coded with respect to time and space, probably
using machine-dependent techniques.
The design process beginning with a state diagram, as described above, is not widely used because state diagrams are not the
natural vehicle for men to describe machines.

State diagrams are

essentially exhaustive enumerations of the machine's behavior under
all possible conditions, and the human designer thinks more easily in
terms of general concepts or algorithms.

Thus the human designer gen-

erally laboriously writes out all the boolean expressions describing
the behavior of the machine that he wishes to design.
Generally, the engineer designs his machine in sections,
since the overall machine is too complex and involves too much detail
for him to handle accurately.
These limitations of the human designer tend to produce machines which use more memory elements and often more decision elements
than would be obtained if the minimization techniques for state diagrams
were used.

It should be pointed out, however, that the circuits produc-

ed are more easily understood, and repaired, when a failure occurs than
the algorithmicly produced machines would be (unless extensive automatic
diagnostic machinery were included).
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2.

Semi-Automatic Design

The process of designing a large finite state machine, such
as a computer, contains many long, tedious and repetitive tasks.
would be natural to use a computer to do these tasks.

It

As was mention-

ed earlier, many of the tasks such as minimization of boolean functions
are accomplished by readily programmed algorithms.
a circuit has also been aided by computers.

The checking out of

Languages have been written

in which the circuit can be described and then simulated to see if it
actually performs up to specifications without the costly step of building the hardware.
Many of the parts of a computer (e.g. arithmetic registers),
consist of many repetitions of a basic subcircuit.

Several of the com-

puter producing companies have programs which will take a description
of a subcircuit, together with instructions on assembling the subcircuits
into a whole part of the computer, and produce the logic diagram of the
whole part.
Even where the designer has produced a complete logic diagram,
there remains the very tedious task of producing a wiring diagram for
the machine.

Programs for such purposes are also in use by the major

companies in the field.
The largest published step towards automatic design of computers was made in A LOGIC DESIGN LANGUAGE by D. F. Gorman.*

In this

paper the authors noted that the general organization of present day
* 1962

Fall Joint Computer Conference.
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computers was one of registers and circuitry providing for information
transfer to and from these registers.

He then specified a language in

which registers could be declared and the progrannner could indicate
certain standard types of information transfer between them.

Associat-

ed with this language was a "translator" which produced standard circuitry to perform the information transfers.

No really new techniques

were used, but the concept when fully developed relieves the designer
of the tedious parts of the design problem, while leaving him in full
control of the shape of the machine and the method by which it performs
its job.

The machine produced is essentially the same one which the

designer would have produced without the aid of the language though
with nruch less effort and, in all probability, with fewer errors.
3.

Function Specification of a Machine

The task of the computer designer begins when he is presented
with a description of the functions that the machine or his part of the
machine is to perform.

This specification must have two parts.

A des-

cription of the inputs and outputs of his circuit and a description of
an algorithm which would calculate output values from the input values.
A very good way of trartsmitting such algorithms would be by means of a
computer language which had facilities for expressing the lagorithm
completely, including timing.

At present a flow chart is a commonly

used technique for transmitting such specifications and it would require
very little effort to produce a program in an ALGOL-like language from
a flow chart.
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As has been mentioned previously, it is now feasible to

attempt producing the machine automatically from this algorithmic
description.

A state table can be produced from the algorithmic spec-

ification and from this table and the input-output format information
a machine can be designed.
A machine designed this way bears very little resemblance to
the machines produced by the previously discussed attempts at automatic design or by hand designers.

There are no clearly defined registers,

and no parts are specifically connected with any one function of the
machine.

This complicates servicing, but the circuits produced require

fewer parts.

The reduced costs of the circuits probably off-set any

servicing difficulties that might arise, especially in such applications
as missile and satellite control circuits.

There is also the added ad-

vantage that the system could be fully debugged by debugging the algorithm through simulation and state table analysis.
ed further in later sections.

This will be discuss-
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III.

REPORT ON THE SYSTEM FUNCTION DESCRIPTION LANGUAGE SFD-ALGOL
A.

INTRODUCTION
Previous sections of this report have made reference to a lang-

uage in which the functions of finite state systems could be fully described by means of an algorithm which performs that function.

In this

section a complete syntactic and semantic description of that language
will be given.
The language is a dialect of ALGOL.

ALGOL was selected because it

is the closest thing to a standard machine-independent language available
at present.

It is widely known, well defined, easy to learn, and a rela-

tively convenient language in which to program.

For these reasons, as

much of the language as possible has been kept close to ALGOL.

The main

body of the report that follows will be kept as close as possible in form
and wording to The ALGOL-6O Report.

Although this will involve substan-

tial duplication of previously published material, it will leave the report as a complete reference document.

The main body of the report is

preceded by a short section on the philosophy underlying the SFD-ALGOL
language, a summary of differences between SFD-ALGOL and ALGOL, and a
sample short SFD-ALGOL program.
B.

PHILOSOPHY OF THE SFD-:ALGOL LANGUAGE
ALGOL is unsuitable for system description because:
1.

It lacks facilities to express the simultaneous execution

of an arbitrary block of statements during the occurrence of a single
clock pulse.
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2.

ALGOL does not contain facilities for declaring certain

variables to be inputs to the system or outputs of the system.
3.

ALGOL does not have facilities for expressing the input states

for which a system is required to function, or even the number of such
input states.
4.

ALGOL cannot specify the initial state of a system.

The principal changes in SFD-ALGOL are direct responses to these
four deficiencies in ALGOL.
1.

The changes are:

An extra statement parenthesis has been added.

The effects

of executing all statements between a 'TIME BEGIN' and the corresponding 'END' are considered to be the actions taken by the system during
the occurrence of a clock pulse.
red to as time blocks.
within a time block.

These groups of statements are refer-

Almost any legal ALGOL statement may appear
Time blocks are considered to have the properties

of ALGOL blocks even where there are no declarations at the block head.
Consequently time blocks cannot be entered except through the 'TIME
BEGIN'.

The definition of time block is not recursive - no time block

may contain a time block.
In order to keep the timing of every state change in the system
completely defined, no state changes are to be specified outside of
time blocks.

This restricts st.atements in outer blocks to declarations

and, of course, to time blocks and outer blocks.

The restriction on

state changes in outer blocks prohibits dynamic array declarations at
that level, since such declarations change the value of variables that
are implicitly declared (namely the upper and lower bounds of the
subscript).
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2.

Two additional declarators have been added to the language.

are 'INPUT' and 'OUTPUT'.

They

The syntax of SFD-ALGOL permits these decla-

rators to precede any of the standard type and array declarations.

Al-

though the syntax allows these declarators to appear anywhere in the
block structure, the semantics of such declarations is only clear if
they appear in the outer-most block.
3.

The outer-most block nrust contain the declaration of a procedure

'INPUT' with one parameter.

The user must write this procedure so that

the call of the procedure with actual parameter

i

(i being a positive

integer not greater than the maximum number of input states) results in
th
·
·
h input
.
. bl es.
t h e assignment
o f t h e i·
possi·bl e input
state tote
varia
A systems statement preceding the first BEGIN of the program must state
the number of input states for which the system is to be effective.
If the system is to be effective for an infinite number of input
states this can be stated, and the procedure INPUT will define the class
of states included,
4.

The initial state is, by convention, declared to be the result

of executing the first time block.
In addition to these four changes which are direct responses to the
deficiencies of ALGOL for system description, there are two minor changes.
1.

OWN declarations are not allowed,

The scope of a variable

declaration should indicate the period during which the information must
be retained by the system.

Since this is not true of OWN variables, it

was felt that they had best be omitted.
2.

An additional declarator NONSTATE is introduced,

It is intended

to precede declarations for data which will remain fixed during the program.
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Its main purpose is increasing efficiency in the state-analysis process.
It is to be used whenever an array or variable is introduced in an
outer block for programming convenience and contains values which are
unchanged throughout the execution of the program.

Since these values

do not change, they need not be considered in determining the state of
the program.

Making the NONSTATE declaration reduces the time and space

needed by the state analysis.

If variables are declared as NONSTATE,

when their values do change, an erroneous state table may be produced.
The NONSTATE declarator might be used, if it would be convenient to
have an array containing a reference table of values, such as powers of
two, or costs or other items fixed during the existence of the system,
which are used in several time blocks.
To describe a system in SFD-ALGOL, one uses the following procedures.
Declare the inputs and outputs of the system and then write a program
which would perform the function of the system in the sense of giving
the outputs the proper values.

All statements changing the value of state

variables must be included within the statement parenthesis TIME BEGIN
and its corresponding END.

The effect any group of statements enclosed

within such brackets will be considered to be that of executing them in
order on the occurrence of a single clock pulse.
The programmer must be very careful about the problem of timing.
The system will be considered inactive between clock pulses.

On a clock

pulse the described system is considered to:
1.

Read the input values;

2.

Perform the calculations in the appropriate time blocks;
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3.

Produce the new output values;

4.

Decide on the next state.

It is important to note that if the system is in state~ and a
clock pulse occurs, the output values are not those associated in the
porgram with state~ but with the next state.

Only if this convention

is established can the outputs at clock pulse n depend on the inputs at
clock pulse n, if desired.

This is necessary if the language is to be

capable of describing any arbitrary finite state synchronous system.
At present there are no facilities in the language for declaring
certain combinations of input state and internal state to be forbidden.
The inputs are assumed to be independent of the system.

If there are

forbidden total states, the programmer should write his program in such
a way that these states lead to an error state when a forbidden input
occurs.
The following is a very simple program in SFD-ALGOL intended to
illustrate the above remarks.

It describes the machine described by the

second state table presented earlier.
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SY

NUMBER OF INPUT STATES= 2

BEGIN
INPUT INTEGER; I
OUTPUT INTEGER EVEN;
INTEGER COUNT;
PROCEDURE INPUT (STATE) ; INTEGER STATE; I: =STATE- 1;
INITIALIZE:

TIME BEGIN

COUNT:= O;
EVEN := 1;
END;
UP:

TIME BEGIN
IF I= 1 THEN BEGIN
COUNT:= COUNT+ l;

IF COUNT= 5 THEN COUNT:= O;
END; EVEN : = IF COUNT

=1

V COUNT

=3

THEN O ELSE 1 ;

GO TO UP;
END;
END;
A complete description of the language will be found in Appendix A.
More complex examples are presented later in the paper.
The reader should refer to the example in Appendix B for a more detailed explanation of system description in this language.
A list of the sections in which this report differs from the ALGOL-6O
and a short description of the difference follpws:

Section 1.
This section is substantially altered, reflecting the changes in
the structure of the language.
Section 2.3.
The syntax for bracket has been altered t0 include 'TIME BEGIN'.
The syntax defining declarator has been altered to include
NONSTATE, INPUT, OUTPUT.
Section 4.1.1.
This section is substantially changed to allow for the addition of
time blocks and their non-recursive nature.
Section 4.1.2.
This section has been altered to include examples of the various
types of blocks.
Section 4.1.3.
This section has been altered to give a detailed explanation of the
significance of the distinction between outer, inner and time blocks.
Section 4.1.4.
This section has been added to discuss the restriction that all state
changes in the description should take place within a time block.
Section 4.5.1.
This section has been altered to indicate that only an inner block
may occur as an unconditional statement (not a time block or outer block).
Section 5.1.

and 5.2.

This section has been altered to detail the meaning of the added declarators and to discuss the problem of dynamic-array declarations in outer
blocks .
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Section 5.4.
This section has been added to discuss the required procedure INPUT.
Section 6.
This section has been added to discuss the required system statements.
Section 7.
This section has been added to discuss the problem of initialization of the system.
Section 8.
This added section discusses the problem of timing in the synchronous system described.
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IV.

THE SIMULATION OF SYSTEMS DESCRIBED IN SFD-ALGOL

Initial specifications of a system are more often than not faulty.
It is important to remove as many errors as possible before extensive
effort is put into implementing the system.

One way in which this may

be done is by simulating the system and comparing its performance with
that desired.

One of the principle advantages of specifying a system

in SFD-ALGOL is that it is quite easy to convert the system description
into a program which will simulate the system described.

It is desira-

ble to do this algorithmicly, so that any possibility of error in converting from description to simulation program is minimized.
describes a scheme for performing this transformation.

This section
A working ALGOL

program which performs this function and some examples of its use are
appended to this paper.
The scheme here is based upon the fact that the systems interconnecting with the given system are only concerned with the values of the
output variables as control passes through the block head of a time
block.

All actions taking place inside the time block are considered

to take place in the sequence prescribed by the rules of ALGOL, but
instantaneously.*

Input-output can take place between execution of the

time blocks as there is no change on system state variables involved.

*

While this idealization is never true, the usefulness of the language
and associated systems lies in the fact that a large class of real systems can be considered to perform in this way where suitable selection
of clock rate (not necessarily regular) is made. The selection of the
clock rate and an associated description depends, of course, on the
purpose of the study being made.
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The basic function of the scheme is to examine the source program
(1) and replace each occurrence of 'TIME BEGIN' with

1

TIME;BEGIN 1 •

The user then adds to the outermost block a declaration of a procedure
TIME (D).

I.

This procedure must perform the following functions.
Output the output variables either to the printer or an inter-

acting program as the user desires.
2.

Supply values to the input values either from a predetermined

list, or from cards, or from an interacting program as the user desires.
These values will be used in computing the next set of output variables.
3.

Return control to the point where called.

This procedure (TIME) performs the last action of the previous
clock time and then the first function of the next clock time returning
control to the transformed description to perform the intermediate
functions.

This process, although it may appear to split the functions

supposed to occur simultaneously, maintains the timing sequence specified in the report defining SFD-ALGOL.
Although it would be possible to produce an acceptable (in a minimal sense) procedure TIME (D) automatically from the system description,
a far more useful procedure can be produced with litt.le effort by the
user who can apply an understan4ing of the purpose of the system to his
selection of the way that TIME will perform the necessary input-output
functions.
A few other functions must be performed by the program (A) which
converts the description to the simulation.

All non-ALGOL declarators
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must be removed.

In the program (A) appended to this report this is

done by preceding the declarator with 'COMMENT' and following it with

' .' ' .
Either the initial occurrence of TIME (before the initialization
block) must be removed or TIME must be written in such a way that its
execution before any action has been taken by the program does not
interfere with the subsequent simulation.

A useful task which might

also be done by this program (A) (and is performed by the program appended to this report) is to make the program more readable by moving the
left margin to the r i ght after each 'BEGIN' and restoring it after each
'END' so that the block structure is easy to follow.

It also appears

useful to punch each statement of the transformed program on a separate
card to ease both reading the program and making changes.
It is important to emphasize the difference in purpose between the
type of simulation described here and the simulation done in such languages as SOL and SIMSCRIPT or GPSS.

The SFD-ALGOL description of a sys-

tem describes in detail the response of a system to any sequence of inputs.

Simulation of a system from such a description is designed to test

the algorithms which enter into the system both for freedom from "bugs"
and appropriateness to the task at hand.
The "simulation languages" describe the flow of transactions or
tasks through networks of facilities.

They make it easy to describe

systems in terms of routing through these facilities and quantity of output .

The simulation from such descriptions is designed to test the ade-

quacy of ' the capacity of the facilities but not the actual control rules
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involved in the functioning of the system.
Either type of language can accomplish any desired simulation of
a synchronous system.

A system may be described in SFD-ALGOL interms

of capacities and random variables.

Subroutines may be added to des-

criptions in the other languages so that control details may be tested.
Each however is intended for different purposes and is likely to be more
suitable for that purpose than the other.
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V.

AN ALGORITHM FOR PRODUCING THE STATE DIAGRAM OF SFD-ALGOL
DESCRIBED SYSTEM
In this section a computer program which will take as input a

SFD-ALGOL description of a finite state synchronous machine and produce
from it a state diagram of that machine is described.
A.

PHILOSOPHY OF THE SYSTEM

The particular computer programs described herein is not intended
to become a production system.

Several fundamental properties which it

possesses reduce the efficiency and introduce space limitations which
make extensive use over a long period of time impractical.

The program

is intended purely as a pilot program which will
1.

Demonstrate the possibility of completely automatic production

of state diagrams.
2.

Communicate accurately and completely the algorithm for accom-

plishing this in a widely known completely defined language.
3.

Provide an easily modified structure for experimenting with

changes and possible improvements on the method.
4.

Provide the experience necessary to produce a more efficient

programming system.
5.

Allow use of the system quickly at any installation having an

ALGOL translator.
B.

DEVIATIONS FROM ALGOL-60

The program is written in ALGOL-20, a close dialect of ALGOL-60
which is available on the CONTROL DATA G-21 at Carnegie Institute
of Technology.

ALGOL-20 allows several constructions not available
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in the reference language ALGOL-60, but with one exception these have
been avoided.

Because of this, the program is very nearly machine in-

dependent and should be easily adaptable for use on other ALGOL systems.
The vital parts of the program are completely machine independent with
the exception of the input-output statements.
The points in which this program differs from ALGOL-60 are given
below together with justification for their use.
1.

Input-output statements - No such statements were specified

with the ALGOL-60 report.

The recently proposed standard input-output

forms* were published after the major part of the program was written
and are not yet available with the ALGOL-20 system.

The language used

does correspond closely to the language specified in A FORMAT LANGUAGE,
published by A. Perlis in "Communications of the ACM", Volume 7, No.2,
February, 1964.
2.

The assignment of strings of not more than four letters to real

variables and their use as numerical constants in arithmetic expressions.
In ALGOL-20 these strings represent the internal representation of the
characters in the G-20.

There internal representations were necessary

to read the SFD-ALGOL program and it was felt that the use of the string
representation was superior to the use of the actual numerical value of
the strings although that would not have deviated in syntax from ALGOL-60.
3.

At two points in the program the internal representation of the

quotation mark on the G-20 was used.

* Communications of the ACM, May 1964

The internal representation is 63
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and must be used because the quotation mark is not a legal ALGOL-20
string.
4.

There is only one quotation mark available.
Recursion is not currently available in ALGOL-20 and is not

dealt with by the system at all.

The structure could be expanded to

allow recursion in the SFD-ALGOL program where recursion was permitted
on the ALGOL system but in all likelihood this expansion would require
some machine dependent code.
C.

GENERAL STRUCTURE OF THE SYSTEM
1.

Methods and Aims
To keep the system essentially machine independent, the

state analysis program functions as a two-stage translator and makes
a double use of the standard ALGOL translator.
The system converts the SFD-ALGOL program (1), not to machine language program, but to an ALGOL program which must then be translated by the ALGOL translator.

In this way, no reference need ever be

made to machine code and the translator is only machine dependent for
input-output operations.

The efficiency of such a system is clearly

not optimal but there are many benefits of the method for a pilot systern.
One of the major limitations of the system is that the translation from SFD-ALGOL to ALGOL uses what is in essence a two-pass (and in
some aspects a three-pass) translator.

A production system could easily

be made one pass with only minor modifications to the algorithm, provided
that machine dependent operations were allowed.

This will be clear later
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when the algorithm has been detailed.
The ALGOL program produced by the translator consists of an
outer program which conducts the state analysis and an inner program
which is essentially a modified version of the source SFD-ALGOL program.
The modifications eliminate the constructions allowed in SFD-ALGOL but
not in ALGOL 20 and, further, allow the outer program access to the
information that it needs.
There are several fundamental properties of ALGOL which make
it difficult for the outer blocks of a program to conduct anything but
a "black box" analysis of its inner blocks.

The first of these proper-

ties is that it is impossible for control to jump from outside a block
to a point within it without passing through the block head.

The second

difficulty is that the values of variables declared in inner blocks are
not accessible to the outer blocks.

Finally, values of variables which

are defined in some of the inner-blocks may not be accessible at points
in the program because of a redeclaration of the identifier in a subblock.

The main effort of the initial or translator stage of the program

is devoted to overcoming those difficulties.
It might be pointed out that the major portion of the work of
the translator could be greatly simplified by making certain restrictions
on the source language (SFD-ALGOL).
(1)

This was not done because

ALGOL is the proposed standard (computer oriented) language.

The value of having such a standard language is great enough to make considerable effort worthwhile.
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(2)

The very features which complicate the analysis here

(and the translation to machine code of ALGOL programs) are those which
make ALGOL such a powerful and useful computer language.
(3)

These features are especially convenient for indicating

the scope of defined quantities and thereby reducing the number of initially apparent states when the program is analyzed.
Before giving a detailed discussion of the translation process, it
will be useful to indicate the way that the program produced is expected
to behave.
2.

The State Analysis Process
The literature on cybernetics indicates that by conducting ex-

periments on a finite-state system enclosed in a black box with only
those variables indicated as outputs available to the experimenter it
is possible to determine the state diagram of a system which will behave
in an identical manner.

The only information required is an upper bound

on the number of states the system can possibly have.

In other words,

without any knowledge of the internal structure of the system, with the
exception of a number known to be greater than the number of states the
system can have, it is possible to discover the state diagram of that
system or at least an equivalent system.

The process is essentially one

of starting with a class of systems which must include the given system
and by conducting experiments with the system eliminating all systems
but the one which is in the black box or its equivalent.
The above suggests one possible method by which the SFD-ALGOL program
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could be converted into a state diagram.

Modify the SFD-ALGOL (source)

program to an ALGOL program which simulates the system, a fairly straightforward modification, then run the classic experiments on the simulated
system.

The number of experiments required, however, is prohibitively

high for any system for which the process coulJ be considered even useful.
Fortunately, in trying to translate the SFD-ALGOL description to a
state diagram, we are not restricted to looking at the system as a black
box.

The program's structure can be studied and the information obtained

thereby can be used to drastically reduce the number of experiments.

In

a sense it is possible to eliminate all experiments if a complete study
of the program is made, but this would in most cases amount to running
certain parts of the program interpretatively and would result in reduced efficiency.
The method chosen was to make a detailed study of the structure of
the outer blocks of the program while investigating only a few features
of the time blocks and inner blocks.

It was noted that the state of

the machine at any particular clock pulse, (a clock pulse is considered
to occur each time that control passes to the block head of a time
block), is given by the values of all the variables defined at that time
block and an indication of which time block was about to be entered.

No

other information could possibly effect the action of the program (system) hence these items represent the complete state of the system though
some of the information may be redundant.

The experiments conducted

consist of placing the program in a known state, setting up an input
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state, running the appropriate time block, and checking the values of
all the variables to discover what state the machine has entered.
new state discovered adds a row to the state table.
fills in one item in a row.

Each

Each experiment

The number of experiments which must be

conducted is at most one more than the number of entries in the table.
If information is kept about which variables are actually used or changed in a time block, the number of experiments can be reduced below this
level for certain types of programs.

Only experimentation will show

whether the extra bookkeeping involved is worth the effort.

In any

event, the experiments conducted are all of. length one, that is they
consist only of one execution of one time block.
The states mentioned in the above discussion should more properly
be labeled apparent states.

Two states which may appear distinct in

the sense defined above may actually lead to the same sequence of output behavior under every possible input sequence.
later be merged into one.

These states can

This will occur after the analysis of the

SFD-ALGOL program is completed as the standard state reduction algorithm
will handle it adequately.

It is hoped that the users of such a system

will understand the translation process well enough to keep such extra
states to a minimum by skillful programming as these extra states result
in a significant amount of extra work.
3.

The Requirements on the Translation Process
It should now be apparent why the ALGOL structure makes the

self-analysis method more difficult.

To carry out the procedure just
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described it is necessary to execute a time block, study the results,
then perhaps transfer off to a completely different time block which
is quite likely not to be directly accessible because its label is
local to the block in which it appears.

In a machine dependent system

this would present no problem as the machine location of the time block
desired could

be referred to as machine locations.

In order to make

the system machine independent, the following changes had to be made
in the SFD-ALGOL program to make self-analysis possible.
Irrnnediately preceding the block head of each outer block and preceding, though not immediately, the block head of each time block a
reserved label is placed.

In the block head of each outer block a

switch is declared with the labels on each of the sub-blocks of the
block as its switch list.

The first executable statement in each outer

block is a go to statement with this switch and a special index as the
designational expression.

This mechanism makes it possible for an exec-

utive program (C) which knows the block structure of the SFD-ALGOL program to set up directions for getting to a particular block and then
get there by transferring to the appropriate sub-block of each outer
block.
Communication arrays are set up, one for each type of variable
which will communicate the values of each variable, except those declared
as inputs or nonstate, subscripted or simple, to the analyzing outer
block.

These same communication arrays are used to set up a previously

discovered state for a new experiment.
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The TIME of each time block is replaced by
(1)

A set of statements storing the then defined variables

and the number of the time block into the communication arrays.
(2)

A go to statement leading to the point in the outer pro-

gram which does the state analysis.
(3)

The special label described earlier.

(4)

A set of statements storing the values from the connnuni-

cation array back into the program variables.
These actions permit transfer to and from a particular time block
and connnunication of the state variables outside of the block in which
they are declared.

The remaining problem, accessing variables whose

identifiers may have been temporarily redeclared is solved by the replacement of each redeclared identifier with a new identifier so that
the old variable will still be accessible for storing in the connnunication arrays.
All of these actions require the maintaining of information concerning the block structure, variable definitions, and such in a manner
which will allow the arbitrarily complex block structures the language
permits.

This requires extensive use of several forms of list struc-

tures, all of which are handled in ALGOL not a special list structure
language.

The details of the translation process will be presented in

the next section.
4.

The Three Main Phases of the Translation Process
The translator can be considered as divided into three main

phases.

The first is th~ subscan phase.

This part of the program
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converts the ALGOL code into a sequence of integers which have a one
to one correspondence with the identifiers and reserved words or the
original program.

It eliminates all comments from the code.

The second phase is the information collection phase.

In this

the most complex and important phase of the translator, a detailed
record of the block structure is kept and record is kept of which variables are defined at the various time blocks in the program.

This

stage also makes systematic changes to any identifiers which are either
redeclared in an inner block or used as formal parameters in a procedure
declaration so that all variables defined at any point in the program
are accessible at that point, and so that it would be relatively simple
to determine which variables are used in a time block.

This phase also

generates much of the code and labels which are to be inserted in the
program to make the analysis possible.
The third phase performs the final assembling of the translated
program using the information generated by the second phase.
The final process is placing the products of the third phase into
a standard outer block (C) and executing the resulting ALGOL program on
the standard ALGOL translator.
It would be possible if desired to make the. first phase a routine
in the second phase though this would introduce a minor complication.
This was not done however, because the organization of the subscan as
a separate phase eliminates the need of keeping it and its tables around
during the second phase of translation thereby saving space should space

become an important factor.
5.

The Subscan
This part of the translator is quite straight-forward and re-

quires little explanation other than a rough outline of the method used.
The basic problem is that of recognizing delimiters, identifiers,
and constants and replacing the delimiter with a preassigned integer
while consistently replacing each occurrence of an identifier or constant with an integer assigned to it the first time it is encountered.
Since the G-20, and most other machines, have no facilities for
underlining delimiters such as 'BEGIN' these must simply be treated as
identifiers with reserved meanings.

The lack of underlining also re-

sults in the need to need to consider spaces as delimiters rather than
ignoring them as the original ALGOL-60 report called for.

The subscan

used in this program considers delimiters, constants and identifiers
as similar entities and stores them in the same way.

This is possible

because the numerical values of the constants are not actually used until
the translated program is run at which point the subscan on the standard
ALGOL translator has the task of determining the values of the constants.
The subscan does however put a tag (a minus sign) on numerical constants
so that no attempt at doing excessive record keeping for these items will
result.
The syntax of SFD-ALGOL allows identifiers and constants of unlimited
length.

In order to allow this, a specialized list structure, herein term-

ed a data list was set up.

The data list consists of a large array in
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which the actual data is stored, and a smaller array which is in a
sense a directory for the larger array.

In the case under discussion,

the large array was named IDENTS and in it the identifiers were stored
as four-letter groups, left justified.
The directory array was known as LIST and IDENTS [LIST[r]J contained the first four letters of the I
LIST

th

identifier.

By looking at

[rJ and LIST [I+ 1] the space devoted to the I th identifier could

be determined, and the identifier could be found and used.

If an iden-

tifier does not contain an even multiple of four letters or digits there
is wasted space in the system but this is more than compensated for by
the ease in accessing the information, and the need not to record information concerning the part of a particular variable which is devoted to
a given identifier.

The trailing blanks are, of course, irrelevant both

when the modified program is printed out and when a check is being made
to see if the identifier has been found again.

This data list structure

allows identifiers of a length limited only by the overall size of the
array IDENTS and the length of two arrays, one used for temporary storage of an assembled identifier, the other used for temporary storage of
the individual symbols.

The data list is initialized before any of the

data is read so that it contains in this representation, all the delimitors of more than one character in length (except

':='

by the subscan as two single character deliminators).

which is considered
The operators

and punctuation marks and such are identified by a seperate routine
which

compares them to individual items on a FOR list unt.il it
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finds a match.
The subscan f~nctions by assembling individual characters in a
temporary array until it finds a delimiter or blank.

It checks to

see if the number of characters assembled is greater than one.

If

there is only one character and it is not a letter it is quickly identified and the scan continues.

If the number of symbols assembled is

greater than one, the character is an identifier or constant, the identifier is packed into the four per variable representation and then
compared with the identifiers already on the data list.

If a match is

found, the number assigned the character is recorded and the scan continues.

If no match is found, then the identifier is added to the data

list and a new number thereby assigned to it and recorded.

After each

such process, a check is made to see whether a 'BEGIN' or 'END' has been
processed and, if so,an appropriate change is made to the statement parenthesis count (SPC).

When this parenthesis count becomes zero the subs-

can is discontinued and the next phase begins.
The input to the analysis phase of (B) consists of the sequence
of integers generated by the first phase, together with a count on the
number of identifiers discovered by the subscan.
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6.

Program Analysis and Initial Alterations
a.

Function
The main job of this phase is to collect and produce the

information which will be used by the later phases of the program.

The

main items of information are the details of the block structure (expressed in the form of directions to each time block) and information
about which variables are defined at each time block.

The directions

to each time block are stored for use in the final phase, (that where
the translated program is run and the state diagram produced).

The

information about variable declarations is assembled in the form of
code which will store those variables into the communication arrays and
read them back out again.

Each array declaration is also recorded and

a special procedure is generated which stores the contents of the array
into the communication array.
This phase keeps a careful record of each identifier and its
present state, resulting from the declarations, and delimiters that have
been processed.

If an identifier is declared in an outer block and

then at a later stage redeclared, this is recorded and the second variable is given a new identifier and all occurrences of the old identifier
are replaced by the new one.

There is no limit to the number of times

that this may occur (except space limitations on two arrays), and all
variables are thereby kept accessable during the entire scope of their
declaration.
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A detailed description of the processes performed by the second
state is best begun by a description of the data structures involved,
and their function in the program.
b.

Data Structures
INTEGER ARRAY CODE
Initially, this contains the product of the first phase of sub-

·scan.

As new code is generated for insertion by the final stage, it is

stored in CODE with the array TIMEADD being used as a directory indicating where each group of code begins.
INTEGER ARRAY DIRECTORY:

INTEGER DIRECTOR; INTEGER ARRAY DIRECTIONS;

INTEGER DIRECTPNT;
These data structures are used to keep a record of position in the
block structure which is under analysis at the moment.

If DIRECTOR= 3

and the first three entries in the directory are 1, 3, 2, this would
mean that we were inside the second sub-block of the third sub-block of
the outer-most block.
The information is produced by the following algorithm.

An integer

variable BLOCKCNT is used to keep a record of the number of the last subblock of the given block that we are analyzing.
the following occurs.
receives BLOCKCNT + 1.

When a block is entered

DIRECTOR. is increased by one.
BLOCKCNT is set to zero.

DIRECTORY [DIRECTOR)

Whenever an 'END' is

encountered BLOCKCNT is set to DIRECTORY [DIRECTOR] and DIRECTOR is then
decreased by one.
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Whenever a 'TIME' is encountere~ there is stored in these variables the directions for getting to that sub-block starting from a
block encompassing the whole program.

These directions are r ·e corded

in DIRECTIONS for which DIRECTPNT is a directory using the data list
structure described earlier.

The manner in which this information is

used will be described in a later section of this paper.
INTEGER ARRAY STACK;

INTEGER STACKPNT;

This is a key data structure for the functioning of the whole program.

It is used to ke~p track of the declarations and levels of block

structure.

Items are stored in the stack by a procedure STACK! which

increments STACKPNT and stores the desired data in STACK [STACKPNT].
The procedure UNSTACK! removes items from the stack by reducing
STACKPNT by 1.
When a BEGIN is encountered,no change is made in the stack, but
each identifier declared is entered in the stack and when the last declaration for the block has been processed the BEGIN is stacked.

If a

'TIME BEGIN' is encountered,the same procedure is followed except that
TIME is stacked rather than BEGIN.

Procedure declarations are process-

ed in a very similar manner except that the stack also contains a marker which indicates whether the procedure was declared in an outer block
or in a time or inner block.

Specifications at this point are dealt

with in much the same manner as declarations.

When terminator is en-

countered (END or ;) the last item on the stack indicates what changes
to make.

If the terminator is a semicolon, action is taken only if the
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last item on the stack is PROCEDURE.

In any case where action is

indicated, the action consists of removing the top marker, or in case
of procedures, the top two markers, and restoring all the identifiers
encountered to their previous states.
INTEGER ARRAY PRESENT, OLD;
These are the data structures used to keep track of the state of
each identifier as the analysis progresses through the block structure.
If an identifier with the internal code I is declared for the first
time then present
it represents.

[IJ is set to a code indicating what type of variable

Should the identifier be declared again in a sub-block

the code in PRESENT

[rj

is stored in OLD[I] ; LISTCNT, the number of

identifiers defined at the moment, is incremented by one, PRESENT [I]
gets LISTCNT and PRESENT [LISTCNT) gets the code for the type of declaration.

These arrays then form a type of linked list which can handle

a number of redeclarations of a variable limited only by the overall
size of the arrays.

If the number of redeclarations got high, this meth-

od would become inefficient but this was considered fairly unlikely.
Along with the above actions each declaration results in the stacking
of the identifier declared.

In the event that this is a redeclaration,

the identifier stacked is the one which was in effect just previous to
the declaration.

When the appropriate terminator is encountered, the

identifiers are to be restored by storing into PRESENT what had been
temporarily placed in OLD.

If the declaration being restored was a

redeclaration, LISTCNT is decreased by one.

It should be noted that
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this list structure was kept relatively simple, with only forward
links and a simple method of removing items because in this particular application the last item added is the first removed.

Before

the analysis is begun, the array PRESENT should be zeroed out as far
as the number of identifiers encountered by ·the subscan.

Some space

is wasted in this system because space is reserved for constants which
never use it, but the increased processing efficiency obtained by the
simplified addressing that this allows seems sufficient justification.
INTEGER ARRAY ARINF;

INTEGER ARINCNT

This array is used for the storage of information about the size
and number of dimensions of an array.

This is done in the form of a

procedure which stores the contents of the array into the appropriate
communication array.

ARINFCNT is a pointer indicating where the last

information in ARINF is stored.

After the last declaration in a block

has been processed, a zero is placed in ARINF as a marker.

If several

arrays are declared with the same bound pair list, only one procedure
is stored.
INTEGER ARRAY BEGSTACK, INNER BLOCKNO;

INTEGER BEGCNT, BEGPNT;

One of the items of information needed by the final phase of the
translator is the number of sub-blocks in each of the outer blocks.
Although this information is actually generated by the procedures mentioned above in connection with DIRECTORY they are not stoLed in a convenient manner in those data structures.

The number of inner blocks
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is stored in INNER and the position of each block in its surrounding
block is given in BLOCKNO.

The storage of this information is accom-

plished by the following procedure.
When a 'BEGIN' is encountere~ BEGCNT is incremented by one.
is also incremented by one.
BEGCNT.

BEGPNT

BEGSTACK (BEGPNT) is given the value

BLOCKNO (BEGCNT) is given the value BLOCKCNT (described above).

INNER for the previous entry in BEGSTACK is incremented by one.

When

an 'END' is encountered the last entry on BEGSTACK is removed by reducing
BEGPNT by one.

When the program has been completely processed the des-

ired information is in INNER and BLOCKNO.
c.

The Analysis Phase
The overall structure of this part of the program is quite

similar to that of the PRODUCTION phase of the C.I.T. ALGOL translator.*
In the ALGOL translator there is a set of productions for each part
of an ALGOL program which must be translated.

Thus there is a set of

statements to process declarations, a set to process arithmetic expressions etc.

Phase II of this program is similarly organized.

Firs 4 there is a set of statements to analyze outer blocks.

This

is followed by a set of statements which will handle the actions necessary inside of time blocks. Last there is a set of statements for
handling procedure declarations.
The first group of statements beginning with the label Sl is

i(R_efer to A. Evans, ALGOL-60 Translator, Carnegie Tech, Pittsburgh 13,
Pennsylvania.
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intended to process anything that occurs in an outer block except declarations.

Since outer blocks are severely limited by the syntax

these statements look for terminators, labels and the BEGIN of other
blocks or time blocks.

Anything else is considered to be an illegal

character.
If a BEGIN (internal symbol 25) is encountered, a new character
is read, the data structures concerning block structure are suitably
altered, and control is transferred to the set of statements which processes declarations in outer blocks.
If the symbol being scanned is a semi-colon (internal symbol 17),
then a call is made to the procedure UNSTACK which checks to see if
this is the end of a procedure declaration.
the appropriate restorations.

If it is, UNSTACK performs

Then a new character is scanned and con-

trol is returned to Sl.
If the symbol being scanned is an 'END' (internal symbol 30), then
the next character is scanned and control is transferred to the set of
statements which process time blocks.
The set of statements intended to process declarations is labelled
DI.

Each of the statements in this group checks for a certain type of

declarator and upon finding it, calls the appropriate subroutine to place
the proper code in the PRESENT and OLD arrays and to stack the identifier.
If a type declarator is found, control is transferred to D2 where a
check is made for a second declarator, (e.g. array or procedure) and then
the appropriate subroutine calls are made.
The main exception to these rules result from procedure declarations
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which, before calling the procedure PROCEDE, sets a variable called
PLACE which will be used to mark where the declaration occurred.
This is necessary because the procedure may have an arbitrary ALGOL
block structure.

PROCEDE then processes the changes in the records

concerning the identifier, and stacks both the identifier and place,
but then transfers control to another set of statements which processes the specification part of a procedure declaration.
In each case after a declaration is processed control is returned
to DI.

When no declarators are found by the statements labelled DI,

the BEGIN is stacked and control is returned to SI.
The statements intended to process the time blocks and INNER
BLOCKS are similar to those described above.

The main distinctions

arise out of the fact that more types of statements (in fact almost
any ALGOL statement) are allowed inside of time blocks so the statement
processing group of statements is more complex.
These statements are divided into two groups labelled TSI and TS2.
The first group of statements is designed to handle the occurrences of
'BEGIN', 'END' and';', and these are handled in a manner very much
like these occurrences outside of time blocks.

The second group of

statements handles everything else (except declarations).

The main

function of these statements is to make alterations to any identifiers
which have been redeclared and detect any label declarations and record them.
The first statement TSO is the one which is transferred to when
a 'TIME' is encountered.

It checks to see that a 'BEGIN' follows the
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'TIME' and then calls the procedure which does the final alteration
to the directory and the procedure which records the directory and
prepares the code which must be inserted at that point.
Declarations inside of time blocks are handled exactly as those
in the outer blocks.

When the declarations of the time block are com-

pleted a 'TIME' is stacked.

After the declarations of inner blocks

are completed a 'BEGIN' is stacked.

When 'TIME' is encountered in the

stack by UNSTACK control returns to the statements for processing outer
blocks.
The statements for processing procedure declarations, all of which
have labels beginning with 'P', function somewhat differently.

These

statements are entered with the first character after the procedure
identifier in scan.

If this character is a left parenthesi~ the pro-

gram scans over to the corresponding right parenthesis redeclaring all
identifiers found in between.

This redeclaration consists of the usual

following up the linked list until the proper code for the present state
of the identifier is found, but , instead of storing a code for the type
of variable (as yet unknown) a zero is stored.

In other words if the

identifier is currently unused,no change is made, but if it has been
declared earlier, it is considered as redeclared but with its type as
yet undefined.

After the right parenthesis is encountered a check is

made for the VALUE list.

If there is one, it is processed only to

change any identifiers which may have been altered in the previous step.
Then the specifications are processed in a manner very much like that
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of the declarations,

except that the identifiers have already been

stacked and LISTCNT increased if necessary by the earlier statements.
When all the specifications have been processed control is transferred
to the statements which process time and inner blocks.

It is necessary

to maintain a count PROCCT of the number of procedures the scan is within so that the proper statement parenthesis will be stacked.
The results of the information gathering phase are:
1.

The original program with redeclared identifiers suitably
altered.

2.

Information about each array declaration in the form of procedures storing that array into communication arrays.

3.

The code to be inserted at the start of each time block.

4.

Information giving the necessary details about the block
structure of the source program.
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7.

The Final Assembly of the Altered Program
The job of this phase is relatively simple.

The previous phases

have prepared information in a form specifically intended for t~is use.
When a 'BEGIN' is encountered the reserved label assigned to it is
printed (and punched on cards) followed by th e 'BEGIN'.

The switch

pointing to the reserv ed lab e ls for the sub-blocks ' is also outputed.
The declarations made in the block(with any alterations made necessary
by previous declarations with the same identifier) are then produced.
If the block included any array declarations the procedures for
storing these quantities into the communication arrays are outputed
as well.

This is one of the few parts of this phase of the final

assembly process which requires much processing.

This is because for

each bound pair list in the original declaration only one procedure
was stored.

For each array declared two procedures are outputed.

One

getting the values from the communication array, the other storing them
into the communication array.
the same bound pair list.

An arbitrary number of arrays may share

The names of the arrays which share the

bound pair list precede the procedure stored.

They are stacked.

The

procedure is then printed, the modified procedure storing the values
in the opposite direction is then printed.

Then the top variable is

removed from the stack and this process is repeated until the stack is
empty.
Following the declarations there is printed a statementl which
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if we are still transfering from outside to a time block for an experiment, will use the switch declared earlier and the directions to
select the appropriate sub-block.
When a 'TIME' is encountered it is replaced by the group of statements described in earlier sections of this paper.

These have been

stored earlier in the array CODE and referenced by the array TIMEADD.
Another task of the final phase of the translation process is to
print out some ALGOL statements storing the value of the DIRECTIONS
array for in the appropriate arrays in the state diagram producer.
The program contains a boolean variable PRINTONLY which if true
suppresses card punching.
and the images printed.

If PRINTONLY is false then cards are punched
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8.

Production of State Diagram

The final task, production of a state diagram is done by a procedure exactly paralleling the "thought experiments" discussed in an
earlier section.
The results of each experiment are present in the three communication arrays, the three pointers for those arrays, and the variable
FATIME which contains the number of the time block about to be executed.
The states discovered previously are stored in data list structures
similar to those described earlier for storing identifiers. A procedure,
similar to, though more complex (because of the three types of variables)
than, the identifier recognition procedure compares the results of previous experiments with the results of the latest experiment.
state has been discovered it is added to the list.

If a new

The results of the

experiment are recorded in an array STTBLE.
The outermost block contains declarations of two integer variables
NOINPUTS and MAXSTATE.

In this outermost block NOINPUTS is set to the

number given in the required systems statement, the number of input
states.

MAXSTATE is set to an estimate of the maximum number of states

in the system.

When the number of states discovered exceeds this number,

computation ceases and the state table (incomplete) is printed out.
purpose of this is to detect non-finite state systems or systems with
vastly more states than the designer expected.
also used in several dynamic declarations.

These variables are

The
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9.

Limitations on the Present System
There a few minor limitations on the present pilot system

which must be noted.

They represent little or no inconvenience to

the user and in the opinion of the author, represent items in which
further effort is not justified for a pilot system.
(1)

There is no END comment convention.

(2)

The alternate form of parameter delimiter* is not available.

(3)

The system statement required must be inserted as a statement in the standard outer block rather than at the start
of the program as the reference language states.

(4)

An

estimate of the maximum number of states is required.

(5)

The user may have to adjust some of the array dimensions if
his is a large program with a preponderance of one type of
variable.

Extremely large problems will require use of ex-

ternal storage.
(6)

The first symbol in the description must be BEGIN.
is permitted.

*

Section 3.2., Appendix A.

A label
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VI.

EXAMPLES OF SFD-ALGOL PROGRAMS AND ASSOCIATED STATE TABLES
In this section several examples are presented first with a brief

verbal description of their purpose, the SFD-ALGOL description and finally the state table for the SFD-ALGOL description.
A.

A SMALL ELEVATOR CONTROLLER
This system is intended to control an elevator for a three floor

building.

It has inputs telling it when the elevator is wanted on a

floor in a given direction, and when it is properly located at a floor.
It remembers what floor it is on, and outputs connnands to the door,
motor and gears that determine direction of travel.

The algorithm

allows change of direction only when the elevator is not wanted in the
direction that it is presently traveling but is wanted in the opposite
direction.

Going is the state variable which indicates whether the car

is in motion.

Going up is used to remember direction of travel while

pausing at a floor.
The input arrays UP and DOWN indicate whether or not the elevator
should bother to stop on the floor.

It should stop on a floor and open

the door if it is wanted on the floor by a person going in the direction
that the elevator is traveling in.

Thus, if someone wishes to go up

from floor two and the elevator is on its way to one it should not stop.
If someone in the elevator has asked to get out at two it should stop
at two under any circumstances.

It should be seen then that these bool-

ean arrays do not correspond directly to any buttons either in the
elevator or out of it.

The rider pressing

1

2 1 has the same effect as
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prospective riders on floor two pressing both the UP and the DOWN
button.

The elevator controller being described need not distinguish

between these possibilities.
The above statements imply that an additional device will be needed to convert the pressing of the various buttons into the form of
information that this system requires but this is not a difficult task.
It should be noted also that the system cannot be responsible for turning the DOWN[2] input to FALSE as these variables are inputs to the systern and would not be strictly speaking the system inputs if the system
were given the job of turning them off.

The elevator controller controls

the elevator on the basis of the inputs.

The inputs react to the ele-

vator when the system is built but this need not be included in the
description of the elevator.
B.

A ONE BIT PUSH DOWN STACK WITH A MAXIMUM PUSH DOWN DEPTH OF FIVE
The system described is a push down stack which can input a bit

of information pushing down any information which may already be in the
)

stack~ a maximum of five times.

The pushed down information is retain-

ed and may be popped back up unless it has been pushed down more than five
times.

Such units could be paralleled so that they could accept infor-

mation in groups of any size.

The unit described contains bottom input

and output so that several of these units could be cascaded to provide
stacks of greater maximum depth.

There are two control lines, CONTROLUP

and CONTROLDOWN, which indicate if information is being popped up or
pushed down.

The INPUT procedure indicates that the system is not

C , 7 "~ - "'.! ~ ~ r-- ~ .! r "' . ~
i \ ~: : ._: ',·--\ . _, .: ~ : <.:_j
!"•

I
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expected to function for the case where both ~f these input lines
are true simultaneously.

There are two input lines, TOPIN and

BOTTOMIN, which are used as the source of information in pushing
down or popping up respectively.

In any particular case at least

one of these input lines is ignored by the machine.
The SFD-ALGOL description is self-explanatory.
a simple one when viewed as a program.

The system is

The state table of the system

contains 32 states and 12 columns, and would be quite feasible to produce by hand though the job would be quite tedious.

A very small chan-

ge in the program would increase the depth of the stack to the point
where the state table would grow too large to be considered a reasonable job for hand computation,

If we allowed the data stored and in-

puts to be integer or real variables the system described could be a
stack of larger width, and the state table would again be much larger.
This system is an example of one which it might be desired to implement as a network of logic elements.

The standard state assignment

algorithms together with the usual algorithms for implementing state
tables would produce from this state table an efficient circuit for a
hardware push down stack.
In the particular case of a one bit stack -a good logic designer
would be able to produce a network for this system very quickly.

The

system which would be described if we allowed the inputs to take on
three values would not have this property.

In such a case the human

designer would probably produce a larger machine than necessary unless

67.
he employed the system state table and the logic design algorithms
which apply to design from state tables.
This example also provides a clear view of the relation between
a program and its state table.

The reader who is unfamiliar with the

state table representation of a sequential machine should study the
state diagram and associate state definitions as this example makes
clear the meaning of the state diagram.
This example also indicates how the state table of a program may
be a more efficient representation of the program than the program itself.

The execution of the program shown for a bit time involves at

minimum one conditional test and if any state changes are being made
the execution of a FOR loop involving assignments to array elements.
If the state table were stored in the machine, a program to execute it
would involve only simple array access.
would involve less computation.

Execution of the state table

The more complex computation having

been done once in the execution of the state table need not be repeated.

The advantages of this in terms of computation time become great-

er as the system grows more complex as the programs will generally involve more computation but execution of the larger state table can be
done as quickly.

The main problem with extensive use of this technique

is the large amount of space needed to store a large state table in an
easily executed form.

Often an alternative form in which much of the

information is stored in registers external to the system would result
in an efficient compromise in terms of time and space.

68.
A copy of the SFD-ALGOL description of the system discussed here
together with a detailed discussion of the description and the action
of the state analysis program on the description is included as appendix B.

Also included in appendix Bis a simulation of the system.

69.

C.

A MULTI-PROCESSOR TIME SHARING SYSTEM
A problem of current interest in the field of computing sys-

tems is the setting up of systems in which several processors share the
burden of the computation involved with a program and several programs
being run simultaneously.

Such systems, while simple in their most

gross aspects require large and complex executive routines to insure
the successful completion of all required tasks in as efficient a manner as possible.
Such systems using digital computers are finite state systems, but
the number of states involved is so large that for most practical purposes they can be considered to have a non-finite number of states.
The systems will in all likelihood not be synchronous as the two processors will work independently, possibly even with differing clock rates.
In spite of the size and complexity of these systems useful models
of certain aspects of such systems may be made which are both synchronous and with a reasonable number of states.

This is done by making

certain approximations about the behavior of the system and considering .
certain aspects of the system to be irrelevant to the study for which the
model is being constructed.

For example, if we are concerned with moni-

tor algorithms for such systems and the problem of sharing work between
the processors, the majority of the data in the system will not be of
interest to us because it is necessary for the program being run and not
for the monitor system.

Similarly, the majority of the processing done

by the system should be irrelevant to monitor study.

Only those state-

ments in the program which call on those aspects of the monitor system
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which we are studying need concern us.
Because of this we can picture the system as synchronous by
considering the system inactive between clock pulses which are assumed
to occur at regular intervals for timing purposes or whenever the monitor is called on.

In this way no state changes occur in our model ex-

cept on clock pulses.
The model to be discussed below consists of two processors, one
(A) designated to handle input-output, the other (B) handling the remainder of the processing.

One line buffers are provided for the pro-

cessing machine input-output.

If the input is needed but the buffer is

empty or, output is ready but the buffer is full, the second processor
simply switches to another program.

The input-output machine maintains

a large buffer for each of the programs currently in the system and has
the task of providing the service to the one line buffers for the program processor, and when possible and necessary filling the main buffers
from a card image source.
The description which follows suggests a very simple algorithm for
governing such a system.

It is not suggested that this algorithm is a

satisfactory one for the system or even that the basic setup described
above is satisfactory.

The work here is merely intended as an example

of the way that techniques described in this paper may be used to study
such systems.
The full system described herein has a large number of possible
states and input states.

A state table analysis of such a system is
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impractical both in computer time required to generate the whole table,
and time required to study it.

The system however consists of two in-

dependent processors and the behavior of each of the processors could
be studied seperately.

The resulting state tables indicate whether or

not the individual processors performed as exp~cted in the states which
arise.

For each processor some state variables are not used or changed

so consequently in such a test not all possible states for the system
are generated but by suitably choosing the initial state(s) all the relevant states are generated and the future behavior charted.

Once the

algorithms are adjusted so that each processor behaves as desired in
every case which can occur the whole system must be studied.

The pro-

duction of a full state table may be undesireable but a partial state
table will give a good indication of the behavior of the combined system
in specially selected cases.

More signifigant tests on the system as

a whole can be made by means of simulation of the system.

To perform

the desired tests, the procedure TIME would be written to provide each
of the possible input states with certain probabilities.

This procedure

would also keep statistics on certain features which indicate the efficiency of the algorithm such as the number of times that the program
being processed by the B computer had to be delayed to wait for the A
computer, the number of times each machine was found to be idle for lack
of work or inability to continue, etc.
Roughly speaking, in such a study the state tables would be used to
determine if the algorithm for governing the system functioned exactly
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as we would have intended.

The simulation then determined if the

algorithm was satisfactory in terms of overall response under a given
work load.
The SFD-ALGOL description of this system does not declare any
of the state variables as outputs simply because the system was considered self-contained.

In this particular application the function

of the system would have been the same irrespective of the output status of any state variables.
The distinction between state variables and outputs is important
only if a state reduction is planned or if it is planned to implement
the system and connect it with other systems.
The state variables FULLIN, FULLOUT, INEMPTY, and ININCOMP are
arrays, one member of each array being associated with each program
presently available for running by the 'B' computer.

These variables

describe the status of the input-output buffers for these programs.
FULLIN and FULLOUT refer to the one line buffers available to the
computer.

1

B1

INEMPTY and ININCOMP refer to the large input buffers main-

tained by the 'A' computer for use in keeping the one line quick access
buffers filled.

The status of these buffers as described by these two

variables is best given by a table.
INEMPTY

ININCOMP

MEANING

TRUE

FALSE

Buffer is empty and not even partially refilled.

TRUE

TRUE

Buffer is empty but partly refilled.

FALSE

FALSE

Buffer is full and available for use.

FALSE

TRUE

Buffer has been refilled but should not be
used yet.
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These large buffers are supposed to be filled from a source such
as a card reader and hence can only be filled one at a time.

Once

they are full and opened for use information can be removed from any
of them.
The integer state variables RUNTIME contain the time remaining to
each of the programs presently in the system.

They are decremented on

each clock pulse following a period in which the appropriate program
has been executed by the 'B' computer.

They are also presumed to be set

to zero by a program which completes its processing before its alloted
time has expired or if input is requested from an empty file.
The state variable APROG and BPROG contain the program that each
machine is attending currently.

The A computer is considered to have

three tasks.
(1)

Filling the one line input buffers.

(2)

Emptying the one line output buffers.

(3)

Filling an input file which has been emptied (from a card
source).

This refers to the large files used for filling

card buffers.
The first two tasks are given higher priority.

The third is perform-

ed only when there is no way of performing the first either because there
is no need or all input files are empty and need to be filled.
The B computer attempts to keep running a single program until it
must input from an empty buffer or output to a full buffer.
occurs B "swaps" programs.

When this

If there is no program upon which B can

work it must idle until A makes it possible for it to continue.
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The system has four Boolean inputs, two relevant to each computer.
WANTIN is an input from the program being run indicating that it wants
a line from the input buffer.

If the input buffer is full, the program

simply uses the line and continues, but if it is empty the program is
"swapped".

A swap terminates processing for the clock period in which

it occurs.
The input variable WANTOUT is analagous to WANTIN but concerns output.
The input EMPTFILE indicates to the A machine that the input file
it has just accessed is now empty.
file is set to TRUE.

When this occurs INEMPTY for that

If another request for input occurs for that file

it will not be serviced.

This is an error condition and work on that

program must be terminated.
The SFD-ALGOL program which follows is a description of such a
system.

Following that is a simulation of the system collecting data

on the number of SWAPS and idle times which occurred in the simulated
system.
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VII.
A.

FURTHER THOUGHTS ON THE USE OF SFD-ALGOL

USE OF STATE TABLES FOR DEBUGGING APPROPRIATE PROGRAMS AND
SYSTEMS
It was pointed out in a previous section that it is important

to debug, as much as possible, certain programs and systems before implementing them.

One way of doing this is by simulation, but it is often

impractical to do anything near an exhaustive simulation.

A system may

have a very large or even infinite set of legal input strings.

Simula-

tion can only check system behavior on a small subset of those.
In producing a state table, however, a systematic search is made
of every possible combination of internal state and input state.

All

possible states are discovered, all possible occurrences tried in these
states.

A thorough examination of a program's state table should reveal

all possible errors and undesirable responses.

Experience has shown

that even a hasty look at an incomplete state table will reveal a great
many errors and undesirable responses which might otherwise go unnoticed
for long periods of time.
In doing the third example of the previous section the author found
the partial state table invaluable in discovering conditions which should
be deemed erroneous.
For certain types of programs only part of the state table may be
needed (or practical to produce and use).

A capable ALGOL programmer

could easily modify the programs described earlier to produce only parts
of the complete state table, if he so desired.
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Producing the state table of a student's solution to a well
specified programming problem may prove to be an excellent way of
seeing if he has completely solved the problem.
B.

USE OF SFD-ALGOL TO PROGRAM MULTI-PROCESSOR SYSTEMS
Because of its ability to express simultaneity of actions, a

modification of SFD-ALGOL should prove a convenient tool for programming
multi-processor systems.

The convention could be set up that all actions

within a time block could be done in a random order but control could
not progress to the next time block until all actions in that block were
finished.

Note that this is not the meaning assigned to time blocks when

the language is used for the system description.

The translator could

then assign tasks to the various processors so as to make maximum use of
the equipment.
C.

APPLICATIONS OF THE TRANSLATION PROCESS DESCRIBED EARLIER TO THE
PROBLEM OF MAN-MACHINE INTERACTION.
If an ALGOL program were modified in the manner described in the

section on producing state tables, it would make possible far more complete interaction of the progrannner with the machine.

The programmer

could halt execution of his program, study it, restore it to any desired
state and let it continue.

The unmodified program would be much harder

to do this with because of the inaccessability of labels and variables
declared local to inner blocks in the original program.

APPENDIX A
DESCRIPTION OF THE LANGUAGE SFD-ALGOL
I.

Structure of the Language
The purpose of the language is the description of the external

behavior of finite state synchronous systems.

The method for doing this

consists of providing a vehicle for writing a program which will cause
the variables designated as output variables to take on the values that
the system being described would produce on its output terminals under
identical conditions.

The majority of the language is designed to des-

cribe the computational processes necessary to produce these outputs.
Variables other than those declared as input-output variables can be
considered as notational conveniences as the system being described
need have no equivalents of these.

Only the behavior of the outputs

is being described; there is no need for the system being designed to
use methods resembling those used in the program.
The basic concept used for the description of calculating rules
is well-known arithmetic expression containing as constituents numbers,
variables and functions.
applying

From such expressions are compounded, by

rules of arithmetic composition, self~contained units of the

language - explicit formulae - called assignment statements.
To show the flow of computational processes, certain non-arithmetic
statements and statement clauses are added which may describe.; e.g.,
alternatives, or iterative repetitions of computing statements.

Since

it is necessary for the function of the statements that one statement
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refer to another, statements may be provided with labels.

Sequences

of statements may be combined into compound statements by insertion
of statement brackets.

Special brackets are used to enclose state-

ments intended to be executed simultaneously.
Statements are supported by declarations which are not themselves
computing instructions, but inform the translator of the existence of,
and of certain properties of, objects appearing, such as the class of
numbers, the input-output status of the numbers, or even the set of
rules defining a function.

Each declaration is attached to and valid

for one compound statement.

A compound statement which includes dec-

larations is called a block.

There are three types of blocks.

A

TIME BLOCK indicates that all actions described within it are to take
place in one bit time or at one clock pulse.

An OUTER BLOCK is out-

side a time block and contains nothing but declarations, other outer
blocks and time blocks.

An inner block is within a time block.

A DESCRIPTION is a set of system statements followed by a selfcontained outer block i.e. an outer block which is not contained in any
other outer block and which makes no use of statements not contained
within it.
In the sequel the syntax and semantics of the language will be
.

given.

1

1
Whenever the precision of arithmetic is stated as being in general
not specified, or the outcome of a certain process is said to be undefined,
this is to be interpreted in the sense that a description only fully .defines a certain system's behavior if the accompanying information specifies the precision assumed, the kind of arithmetic assumed, and the course
of action to be taken in all such cases as may occur during the execution
of the computation.
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1.1

Formalism for Syntactic Description
The syntax will be described with the aid of metalin-

guistic formulae.

2

Their interpretation is best explained by an ex-

ample
<ab> : : "" (

I [ I

<ab> (

I <ab><d>

Sequences of characters enclosed in the brackets<> represent metalinguistic variables whose values are sequences of symbols.
::"" and

I

nectives.

The marks

(the latter with the meaning of or) are metalinguistic conAny mark in a formula, which is not a variable or a connec-

tive, denotes itself (or the class of marks which are similar to it).
Juxtaposition of marks and/or variables in a formula signifies juxtaposition of the sequences denoted.

Thus the formula above gives a

recursive rule for the formation of values of the variable <ab>.

It

indicates that <ab> may have the value ( or [ or that given some legitimate value of <ab>, another may be formed by following it with the
character ( or by following it with some value of the variable <cI>.
If the values of <cI> are the decimal digits, some values of <ab> are:
[ ( ( ( 1 ( 37 (
( 12345 (
( ( (

[86

In order to facilitate the study, the symbols used for distinguishing the
metalinguistic variables (i.e. the sequences of characters appearing

2

cf. J.W. Backus, The syntax and semantics of the proposed international algebraic language of the Zurich ACM-GAMM Conference. Proc.
Internat. Conf. Inf. Proc., UNESCO, Paris, June 1959.
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within the brackets<> as ab in the above example) have been chosen to
be words describing approximately the nature of the corresponding variable.

Where words which have appeared in this manner are used elsewhere

in the text they will refer to the corresponding syntactic definition.
In addition some formulae have been given in more than one place.
Definition:
<empty>::=
(i.e.
2.

the null string of symbols).

Basic Symbols, Identifiers, Numbers and Strings.

Basic Concepts.

The reference language is built up from the following basic
symbols:
<basic symbol>::= <letter>J<digit>J<logical value>J<delimiter>
2.1.

Letters

<letter>::= a!blc!dJei figlhliljJklllmJnJoJpJqJrJsJtJuJvJwJxJyJzJ
AJBJCIDJEJFIGJHJIJJJKJLJMJNIOJPJQJRJSJTJUJVJWIXIYIZ
This alphabet may arbitrarily be restricted, or extended with
any other distinctive character (i.e. character not coinciding with any
digit, logical value or delimiter).
Letters do not have individual meaning.
ing identifiers and strings

3

3

They are used for form-

(cf. Sections 2.4. Identifiers, 2.6. Strings).

It should be particularly noted that throughout the reference lan&,-uage underlining [in typewritten copy; boldface type in printed copy--Ed.J
is used for defining independent basic symbols (see Sections 2.2.2. and
2.3.). These are understood to have no relation to the individual letters
of which they are composed. Within the present report [not including headings--Ed.], boldface will be used for no other purpose. ·
·
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2.2.1.

Digits

Digits are used for forming numbers, identifiers, and strings.
2.2.2.

Logical Values
<logical value> : ==

~ , false

The logical values have a fixed obvious meaning.
2.3.

Delimiters
<delimiter>::= <operator>l<separator>l<bracket>l<declarator>j<specificator>
<operntor> ::= <arithmetic operator>l<relational
operator>j<logical operator>!<sequential operator>
<arithmetic operator>

+l-lxl/1-=-lt

<relational operator>

: ==

<logical operator> : :=

=I !VIAi,

<sequential operator> : :=
<separator> : :=
<bracket> : :=

<1~1=1~1>11

_&£

tol ifl thenl else! for! d/

, 1 · I , 1: I; I ==I I stepj until Iwhile Icomment
( I) I [I] I I Ibeginj endj time begin
0

<declarator>::= ~,Booleanjintegerjreallarray!switchl
procedurelinput outputjnonstate
<specificator> ::= stringjlabellvalue
Delimiters have a fixed meaning which for the most part is
obvious or else will be given at the appropriate place in the sequel.
Typographical feahures such as blank space or change to a new
line have no significance in the reference language.
be used freely for facilitating reading.

They may, however,
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For the purpose of including text among the symbols of a
program the following "comment" conventions hold:
The sequence of basic symbols:

is equivalent to

;comment <any sequence not containing;>;
begin comment <any sequence not containing;>;
end <any sequence not containing end or ; or else>

begin
end

By equivalence is here meant that any of the three structures shown in
the lefthand column may be replaced, in any occurrence outside of strings,
by the symbol shown on the same line in the right-hand column without any
effect on the action of the program.

It is further understood that the

comment structure encountered first in the text when reading from left to
right has precedence in being replaced over later structures contained in
the sequence.
2.4.
2 .4.1.

Identifiers
Syntax
<identifier>::= <letter>l<identifierXletter>l<identifier>
<digit>

2.4.2.

Examples
q

Soup
V17a

a34kTMNs

MARILYN
2.4.3.

Semantics
Identifiers have .no interent meaning, but serve for the

identification of simple variables, arrays, labels, switches, and procedures.

They may be chosen freely (cf., however, Section 3.2.4. Standard

Functions).
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The same identifier cannot be used to denote two different
quantities except when these quantities have disjoint scopes as defined
by the declarations of the program (cf. Section 2.7. Quantities, Kinds
and Scopes, and Section 5. Declarations).
2.5.
2.5.1.

NUMBERS

Syntax

<unsigned integer>::= <digit>l<unsigned integer> ~digit>
<integer>::= <unsigned integer>l-+<unsigned integer>!
-<unsigned integer>
<decimal fraction>::= .<unsigned integer>
<exponent part> : := 10<integer>
<decimal number>::= <unsigned integer>l<decimal fraction>!
<unsigned integer> <decimal fraction>
<unsigned number>::= <decimal number>l<exponent part>l
<decimal number> <exponent part>
<number>::= <unsigned number>!+ <unsigned number>!
- <unsigned number>
2.5.2.

Examples
0

-200.084

- .083 10-02

177

+o7 .43,08

-,o7

.5384

+o. 7300
2.5.3.

9. 34 10+10

,o-4

+,a+5

2-,04

Semantics

Decimal numbers have their conventional meaning.

The exponent

part is a scale factor expressed as an integral power of 10.
2.5.4.

Types

Integers are of type INTEGER.

All other numbers are of type

AB.
REAL (cf. Section 5.1. Type Declarations).
2.6.

STRINGS

2.6.1.

Syntax

<proper string>::= <any sequence of basic symbols not containing \or-'>l<empty>
<open string>::= <proper string>! '<open string>'l<open string>
<open string>
<string>::= '<open string>)
2.6.2.

Examples

' •. ThisL...,I is
2.6.3.

I..J

a w 'string1 J

Semantics

In order to enable the language to handle arbitrary sequences
of basic symbols the string quotes ' and
denotes a space.

I

are introduced.

The symbolu

It has no significance outside strings.

Strings are used as actual parameters of procedures (cf. Sections
3.2. Function Designators and 4.7. Procedure Statements).
2.7.

QUANTITIES, KINDS AND SCOPES

The following kinds of quantities are distinguished:

simple

variables, arrays, labels, switches, and procedures.
The scope of a quantity is the set of statements and expressions in which the declaration of the identifier associated with that
quantity is valid.
2. 8.

For labels see Section 4.1.3.

VALUES AND TYPES

A value is an ordered set of numbers (special c~se:

a single
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number), an ordered set of logical values (special case:

a single

logical value), or a label.
Certain of the syntactic units are said to possess values.
These values will in general change during the execution of the program.
The values of expressions and their constituents are defined in Section
3.

The value of an array identifier is the ordered set of values of the

corresponding array of subscripted variables of (cf. Section 3.1.4.1).
The various "types" (INTEGER, REAL, BOOLEAN) basically denote
properties of values.

The types associated with syntactic units refer

to the values of these units.

3.

EXPRESSIONS
In the language the primary constituents of the programs des-

cribing algorithmic processes are arithmetic, Boolean, and designational
expressions.

Constituents of these expressions, except for certain

delimiters, are logical values, numbers, variables, function designators,
and elementary arithmetic, of both variables and function designators
contain expressions, the definition of expressions, and their constituents, is necessarily recursive.
<expression>::= <arithmetic expression>j<Boolean expression>j
<designational expression>
3.1.

3.1.1.

VARIABLES
Syntax

<variable identifier>::= <identifier>
<simple variable>::= <variable identifier>
<subscript expression>::= <arithmetic expression>

AlO.
<subscript list>::= <subscript expression>l<subscript list>,
<subscript expression>
<array identifier>::= <identifier>
<subscripted variable>::= <array identifier>[<subscript list>]
<variable>::= <simple variable>l<subscripted variable>
3.1.2.

Examples
epsilon
detA
a17

Q[7, z]
.![sin (nx.£.i/2) ,.9.(3 ,.!!., 4]]
3.1.3.

Semantics

A variable is a designation given to a single value.

This

value may be used in expressions for forming other values and may be
changed at will be means of assignment statements (Section 4.2.).

The

type of the value of a particular variable is defined in the declaration for the variable itself (cf. Section 5.1. Type Declarations) or
for the corresponding array identifier (cf. Section 5.2. Array Declarations).
3.1.4.
3.1.4.1.

Subscripts
Subscripted variables designate values which are

components of multi-dimensional arrays (cf. Section 5.2. Array Declarations).

Each arithmetic expression of the subscript list occupies one

subscript position of the subscripted variable, and is called a subscript.
The complete list of subscripts is enclosed in the subscript brackets [

J.

All.

The array component referred to by a subscripted variable is specified
by the actual numerical value of its subscripts (cf. Section 3.3.
Arithmetic Expressions).
3.1.4.2.

Each subscript position acts like a variable of

type integer and the evaluation of the subscript is understood to be
equivalent to an assignment to this fictitious variable (cf. Section
4.2.4.).

The value of the subscripted variable is defined only if the

value of the subscript expression is within the subscript bounds of
the array (cf. Section 5.2. Array Declarations).
3.2.

FUNCTION DESIGNATORS

3.2.1.

Syntax

<procedure identifier>::= <identifier>
<actual parameter>::= <string>!<expression>!<array identifier>!
<switch identifier>l<procedure identifier>
<letter string>::= <letter>l<letter string> <letter>
<parameter delimiter>::= ,!)<letter string>:(
<actual parameter list> ::=<actual parameter>!
<actual parameter list><parameter delimiter>
<actual parameter>
<actual parameter part> : := <empty>! (<actual parameter list>)
<function designator>::= <procedure identifier>
<actual parameter part>

3.2.2.

Examples
sin (!!_-b)
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R

~(~-S)Temperature: (T) Pressure: (i)
Compile(' :=')Stack: (Q)
3.2.3.

Semantics

Function designators define single numerical or logical values,
which result through the application of given sets of rules defined by
a procedure declaration (cf. Section 5.4. Procedure Declarations) to fixed
sets of actual parameters.

The rules governing specification of actual

parameters are given in Section 4.7. Procedure Statements.

Not every

procedure declaration defines the value of a function designator.
3.2.4.

Standard functions

Certain identifiers should be reserved for the standard functions of analysis, which will be expressed as procedures.

It is rec-

onnnended that this reserved list should contain:
abs (E)

for the modulus (absolute value) of the value of the expression E

sign (E)

for the sign of the value of E(+l for E >O, 0 for E=O, -1
for E <O)

sqrt (E)

for the square root of the value of E

sin

(E)

for the sine of the value of E

cos

(E)

for the cosine of the value of E

arctan(E)
ln
exp

(E)
(E)

for the principal value of the arctangent of the value of E
for the natural logarithm of the value of E
E
for the exponential function of the value of E (e ) •
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These functions are all understood to operate indifferently on arguments both of type REAL and INTEGER.

They will all yield values of

type REAL, except for sign(E) which will have values of type INTEGER.
In a particular representation these functions may be available without explicit declarations (cf. Section 5. Declarations).
3.2.5.

Transfer functions

It is understood that transfer functions between any pair of
quantities and expressions may be defined.

Among the standard functions

it is recorrnnended that there be one, namely,
entier(E),
which "transfers" an expression of real type to one of integer type,
and assigns to it the value which is the largest integer not greater
than the value of E.
3.3.

ARITHMETIC EXPRESSIONS

3.3. I.

Syntax

<adding operator>

... ·-- +I-

<multiplying operator>::= xl/17
<primary>::= <unsigned number>l<variable>I
<function designator>! (<arithmetic expression>)
<factor>::= <primary>l<factor>t<primary>
<term>::= <factor>l<term> <multiplying operator> <factor>
<simple arithmetic expression>::= <term>!
<adding operator> <term>i<simple arithmetic expression>
<adding operator> <term>
<if clause>::= IF

Boolean expression THEN
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<arithmetic expression>::= <simple arithmetic expression>!
<if clause> <simple arithmetic expression> ELSE
<arithmetic expression>
3.3.2.

Examples

Primaries:
7 .394,0 -8
sum

w[i+2,8]

..££! (_y+p3)
(a-3/~t8)
Factors:
omega

~ t ..££! (_y+~x3)
7 .394,0 -8t}:![i+2,8]

t (a-3/~t8)

Terms:

u
omegax~t.,££! (y+zx3) /7. 394,0 -8t}:![!_+2, 8] t
(a-3/yt:vut 8)
Simple arithmetic expression:
U - Yu+omegaxsumt.££!.(y¼:zx3) /7 ,394 -8t}:![i+2,8] t

(a-3/~ut8)
Arithmetic expressions:
'WX_!!,-Q (S+cu) t 2

IF _q>O THEN .§.+3x_g/~ ELSE 2x§.+3X_g
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IF a

< 0 THEN Q+.Y ELSE IF ~~17 THEN u/v ELSE IF

1 -/

:t. THEN

.YI.!!

ELSE 0

2f. sin(omegaX_!)

o • 5 7 ,o 1 2x~ ~ (!! - 1) / 2, oJ
(A.xarctan(y)+~) t (7+_g)
IF~ THEN~ - 1 ELSE.!!
IF ~<O THEN
3.3.3.

_!:/1

ELSE IF ~O THEN ~/!:_ ELSE z

Semantics

An arithmetic expression is a rule for computing a numerical
value.

In case of simple arithmetic expressions this value is obtained

by executing the indicated arithmetic operations on the actual numerical
values of the primaries of the expression, as explained in detail in
Section 3.3.4. below.

The actual numerical value of a primary is obvious

in the case of numbers.

For variables it is the current value (assigned

last in the dynamic sense), and for function designators it is the value
arising from the computing rules defining the procedure (cf. Section
5.4.4. Values of Function Designators) when applied to the current values of the procedure parameters given in the expression.

Finally, for

arithmetic expressions enclosed in parentheses the value must, through
a recursive analysis, be expressed in terms of the values of primaries
of the other three kinds.
In the more general arithmetic expressions, which include if
clauses, one out of several simple arithmetic expressions is selected
on the basis of the actual values of the Boolean expressions (cf. Section 3.4. Boolean Expressions).

This selection is made as follows:
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The Boolean expressions of the if clauses are evaluated one by one in
sequence from left to right until one having the value TRUE is found.
The value of the arithmetic expression is then the value of the first
arithmetic expression following this Boolean (the largest arithmetic
expression found in this position is understood).
ELSE

The construction:

simple arithmetic expression

is equivalent to the construction:
ELSE IF TRUE THEN
3.3.4.

simple arithmetic expression

Operators and types

Apart from the Boolean expressions of if clauses, the constituents of simple arithmetic expressions must be of types REAL or
INTEGER (cf. Section 5.1. Type Declarations).

The meaning of the basic

operators and the types of the expressions to which they lead are given
by the following rules:
3.3.4.1.

The operators+, -, and X have the conventional mean-

ing (addition, subtraction, and multiplication).

The type of the expres-

sion will be INTEGER if both of the operands are of INTEGER type, otherwise REAL.
3.3.4.2.

The operations <term>/<factor> and <term> 7 factor

both denote division, to be understood as a multiplication of the term
by the reciprocal of the factor with due regard to the rules of precedence (cf. Section 3.3.5.).

Thus for example

2./J2!..7/(2,-s)xy/~
means
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( ( ( (a (b

-1

) )x7)x ( (p-q)

-1

) )xv)x (s

-1

)

The operator/ is defined for all four combinations of types REAL and
INTEGER and will yield results of REAL type in any case.

The operator

is defined only for two operands both of type INTEGER and will yield
a result of type INTEGER, mathematically defined as follows:
a-:-b = sign (a/b) X entier (abs(a/b))
(cf. Sections 3.2.4. and 3.2.5.).
3.3.4.3.

The operation <factor> t <primary> denotes exponen-

tiation, where the factor is the base and the primary is the exponent.
Thus, for example,
2tntk

means

2t (ntm)

means

while

Writing! for a number of INTEGER type, r for a number of REAL type, and
a for a number of either INTEGER or REAL type, the result is given by
the following rules:
a i

I f _i>O, ~~ ••• x2_(! times), of the same type as a.

If i =

If i <

o,
o,

if !.! "f

o,

1 , of the same type as a.

if a=

o,

undefined

if 2. Cf

o,

1 / (.!!_X.!!_X ••• X2_) (the denominator has -i factors),

of type REAL.
if 2. = 0, undefined.
a r

If a > 0, exp(.!,Xln(a)), of type REAL.

If a= 0, if r > 0, 0.0, of type REAL.
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if E

~

0, undefined.

If~< 0, always undefined.
3.3.5.

Precedence of Operators

The sequence of operations within one expression is generally
from left to right, with the following additional rules:
3.3.5.1.

According to the syntax given in Section 3,3.1. the

following rules of precedence hold:

3.3.5.2.

first:

t

second:

x/7

third:

+ -

The expression between a left parenthesis and the

matching right parenthesis is evaluated by itself and this value is used
in subsequent calculations.

Consequently the desired order of execution

of operations within an expression can always be arranged by appropriate
positioning of parentheses.
3.3.6.

Arithmetics of REAL quantities

Numbers and variables of type REAL must be interpreted in the
sense of numerical analysis, i.e., as entities defined inherently with
only a finite accuracy.

Similarly, the possibility of the occurrence

of a finite deviation from the mathematically defined result in any
arithmetic expression is explicitly understood.

No exact arithmetic

will be specified, however, and it is indeed understood that different
hardware representations may evaluate arithmetic expressions differently.
The control of the possible consequences of such differences must be
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carried out by the methods of numerical analysis.

This control must

be considered a part of the process to be described, and will therefore be expressed in terms of the language itself.
3.4.

BOOLEAN EXPRESSIONS

3.4.1.

Syntax

<relational operator>::= <l~l=l~l>li
<relation>::= <simple arithmetic expression>
<relational operator> <simple arithmetic expression>
<Boolean primary>:== <logical value>j<variable>I
<function designator>l<relation>I (<Boolean expression>)
<Boolean secondary>::= <Boolean primary>l-,<Boolean primary>
<Boolean factor>::= <Boolean secondary>j
<Boolean factor> A <Boolean secondary>
<Boolean term>::= <Boolean factor>j<Boolean term>
V

<Boolean factor>

<implication>::= <Boolean term>l<implication> ~ <Boolean term>
<simple Boolean>:== <implication>!
<simple Boolean>= <implication>
<Boolean expression>::= <simple Boolean>j
<if clause> <simple Boolean> ELSE <Boolean expression>
3.4.2.
X

Examples

= -2

Y>VV~<q
a+b >-SA~-~> ~t2
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_£/\_gV~/y
_g=,3!A,_£V~V~ ~ ---,_!:
IF k < 1 THEN s > w ELSE h

~

c

IF IF IF a THEN b ELSE c THEN d ELSE_!: THEN _g ELSE~

3.4.3.

Semantics

A Boolean expression is a rule for computing a logical value.
The principles of evaluation are entirely analogous to those given for
arithmetic expressions in Section 3.3.3.
3 .4. 4.

Types

Variables and function designators entered as Boolean primaries
.must be declared BOOLEAN (cf. Section 5.1. Type Declarations and Section
5.4.4. Values of Function Designators).

3.4.5.

The operators

Relations take on the value TRUE whenever the corresponding
relation is satisfied for the expressions involved, otherwise FALSE.
The meaning of the logical operators-, (not), A (and), V (or),
(implies), and== (equivalent), is given by the following function
table.
bl

FALSE

FALSE

TRUE

TRUE

b2

FALSE

TRUE

FALSE

TRUE

-,bl

TRUE

TRUE

FALSE

FALSE

b1Ab2

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

TRUE

b1Vb2

FALSE

TRUE

TRUE

TRUE

bl b2

TRUE

TRUE

FALSE

TRUE

bl=b2

TRUE

FALSE

FALSE

TRUE

3.4.6.

Precedence of operators

The sequence of operations within one expression is generally from left to right, with the following additional rules:
3.4.6.1.

According to the syntax given in Section 3.4.1. the

following rules of precedence hold:
first:

arithmetic expressions according to Section 3.3.5.

second:

< ~ = ~ > -:/

third:

,

fourth: ·/1.
fifth:

V

sixth:
seventh: 3.4.6.2.

The use of parentheses will be interpreted in the

sense given in Section 3.3.5.2.
3.5.

DESIGNATIONAL EXPRESSIONS

3. 5. 1 •

Syntax

<label>:: = <identifier>j<unsigned integer>
<switch identifier>
<switch designator>

: ==

<identifier>
<switch identifier> [ <subscript

expression>j
<simple designational expression>·· = <label>j<switch designator>!
(<designational expression>)
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<designational expression>::= <simple designational
expression>l<if clause> <simple designational
expression> ELSE
<designational expression>
3.5.2.

Examples
17
.£

9

Choose [n- 1]
Town [IF :t.. < 0 THEN !! ELSE !!+1]
IF Ab <.£ THEN 17 ELSE .9. [IF ~ ~ 0 THEN 2 ELSE

!i}

3.5.3.
A designational expression is a rule for obtaining a label of
a statement (cf. Section 4. Statements).

Again the principle of the

elvaluation is entirely analogous to that of arithmetic expressions
(Section 3.3.3.).

In the general case the Boolean expressions of the

if clauses will select a simple designational expression.
a label the desired result is already found.

If this is

A switch designator

refers to the corresponding switch declaration (cf. Section 5.3. Switch
Declarations) and by the actual numerical value of its subscript expression selects one of the designational expressions listed in the
switch declaration be counting these from left to right.

Since the

designational expression thus selected may again be a switch designator this evaluation is obviously a recursive process.
3.5.4.

The subscript expression

The evaluation of the subscript expression is analogous to
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that of subscripted variables (cf. Section 3.1.4.2.).

The value of

a switch designator is defined only if the subscript expression assumes
one of the positive values 1,2,3, ••• ,n, where n is the number of entries in the switch list.
3.5.5.

Unsigned integers as labels

Unsigned integers used as labels have the property that
leading zeros do not effect their meaning, e.g. 00217 denotes the same
label as 217.
4.

STATEMENTS
The units of operation within the language are called state-

ments.

They will normally be executed consecutively as written.

How-

ever, this sequence of operations may be broken by .8.£ _££ statements,
which define their successor explicitly, and shortened by conditional
statements, which may cause certain statements to be skipped.
In order to make it possible to define a specific dynamic succession, statements may be provided with labels .
Since sequences of statements may be grouped together into compound
statements and blocks, the definition of statement must necessarily be
recursive.

Also since declarations, described in Section 5., enter

fundamentally into the syntactic structure, the syntactic definition
of statements must suppose declarations to be already defined.
4.1.
4.1.1.

COMPOUND STATEMENTS AND BLOCKS
Syntax

<unlabelled basic statement> := = <assignment statement>j<go to statement>!
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<dummy statement>j<procedure statement>
<basic statement>::= <unlabelled basic statement>j<label>:<basic
statement>
<unconditional statement>··= <basic statement>j<for statement>!
<compound statement>j<inner block>
<statement>::= <unconditional statement>j<conditional statement>
<compound tail>::= <statement> END

I

<statement>;<compound tail>

<block head>:== BEGIN <declaration>l<block head>;<declaration>
<unlabelled compound>:== BEGIN <compound tail>
<unlabelled inner block>::= <block head>;<compound tail>
<inner block>::= <unlabelled inner block>j<label>:<inner block>
<compound statement>::= <unlabelled compound>l<label>:<compound statement>
<time block>::= TIME <unlabelled inner block>! TIME <unlabelled compound>!
<label>:<TIME BLOCK>
<outer group>::= <block head>;<outer group> END I
<time block>i<outer group>;<outer group>I
<label>:<outer group>
<outer block>::= <block head>;<outer group> END I <label>:<outer block>
<block>::= <inner block>j<time block>l<outer block>
The syntax may be illustrated as follows:

Denoting arbitrary

statements, declarations, and labels, by the letters S, D, and L respectively, the basic syntatic units take the forms:
COMPOUND STATEMENT:
L: L ••• BEG IN S ;

S ; ••• S:

S

END
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INNER BLOCK
L:L: ••• BEGIN D; D; ••• D; S; S; .•• S; SEND
TIME BLOCK
L:L: ••• TIME BEGIN D; D; .•• D; S; S; .•. S; SEND
or
L:L: .•. TIME BEGINS; S; •.• S; SEND
OUTER BLOCK
L:L:

BEGIN D; D; ••• D; (a sequence of outer blocks or time
blocks) END
It should be kept in mind that each of the statements Smay

again be a complete compound statement or inner block.
4.1.2.

Examples

Basic statements:
2- : = _p_+_g

GO TO Naples
START:

CONTINUE:

W := 7.993

Compound Statement:
BEGIN x := O; FOR y := l STEP 1 UNTIL n do
x :=

2£f-A

u1;

IF x>q THEN GO TO STOP ·ELSE IF x>w-2 THEN GO TO S;
Aw:

St:

W := x-+-bob END

Inner Block:

Q: BEGIN INTEGER l,~; REAL!!;
FOR i := 1 STEP 1 UNTIL m DO
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FOR k : = i+l STEP 1 UNTIL m DO
BEGIN ~ : =

~u.il

~Ll,,iJ
==

~ili.il ;

:= w END for i and k

~

END block Q
Time Block:
TIME BEGIN INTEGER CRASH; CRASH != COUNT +23
FOR CRASH := CRASH + 1 WHILE CRASH -/ KIND DO
I :=CRASH+ SQRT (CRASH):
END
WAIT:

TIME BEGIN COUNT :s:: COUNT + 1; IF COUNT -/ TOP

THEN GO TO WAIT

END

Outer Block:
BEGIN
INPUT INTEGER TOP; OUTPUT INTEGER I; INTEGER COUNT;
REAL KING;
TIME BEGIN INTEGER CRASH; CRASH:= COUNT +23;
FOR CRASH:= CRASH+ 1 WHILE CRASH-/ KING DO
I: = CRASH+ SQRT(CRASH);
END;
WAIT:

TIME BEGIN
GO TO WAIT

COUNT := COUNT + 1; IF COUNT -/ TOP THEN

END;

END
4.1.3.

SEMANTICS

Every block automatically introduc~s a new level of nomenclature.
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This is realized as follows:

Any identifier occurring within a block

may, through a suitable declaration (cf. Section 5. Declarations), be
specified to be local to the block in question.

This means (a) that

the entity represented by this identifier need not be remembered by
the system when it is performing functions specified outside that
block, and (b) any entity represented by the same identifier outside
the block must be remembered by the system while it is performing
actions indicated in the block but may not be referred to by statements written in the block.
There is a fundamental difference between the meaning of a declaration in an outer block and that in a time block or inner block.
A declaration in a time block indicates that the quantity represented
by that identifier may need to be remembered by the system over a period of several bit times.
machine.

This quantity enters into the state of the

Declarations inside of a time block are entirely notational

conveniences.

They specify locations for the program simulating the

machine described to use as temporaries, but they do not enter into
th~ state of the machine since any memory of their values that they
take on in a particular bit time can only be carried in variables declared in outer blocks.
Identifiers (except those representing labels) occurring within
a block and not being declared to this block will be non-local to it,
i.e. will represent the same entity inside the block and in the level
immediately outside it.

The exception to this rule is presented by
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labels which are local to the block in which they occur.

It is import-

ant to note that even a time block which contains no declarations, i.e.
consists of 'TIME' preceding a compound statement, is considered to be
a block in this respect.
undefined outside.

Labels occuring in this time block will be

Transfer from inside of one time block to another

time block without control going through the block head is not allowed.
Since a statement of an inner block may itself be an inner
block, and outer blocks contain both outer blocks and time blocks the
concepts local and non-local to a block must be understood recursively.
Thus an identifier which is non-local to block A, may or may not be
non-local to the block Bin which A is a statement.
4.1.4.

Restriction on state changes

It is the intention of the syntax of the language to confine
all changes of state to within time blocks so that the timing expressed is exact.

An

action specified as taking place outside a time block

is not allowed.
4.2.

ASSIGNMENT STATEMENTS

4. 2. 1 .

Syntax

<left part>::= <variable>··- !<procedure identifier>!=
<left part list> : == <left part>l<lef,t part list> <left part>
<assignment statement>::= <left part list> <arithmetic
expression>l<left part list> <Boolean expression>
4.2.2.

Examples
s

== £

0

n := n+l

==

n == n+l+s
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~ : = !/~.-~-_gx~

~LY,
V

4.2.3.

i+2]

== _g > I_

==

3-arctan(~ X zeta)

I\ Z

Semantics

Assignment statements serve for assigning the value of an expression to one or several variables or procedure identifiers.

Assign-

ment to a procedure identifier may only occur within the body of a
procedure defining the value of a function designator (cf. Section
5.4.4.).

The process will in the general case be understood to take

place in three steps as follows:
4.2.3.1.

Any subscript expressions occurring in the left

part variables are evaluated in sequence from left to right.
4.2.3.2.

The expression of the statement is evaluated.

4.2.3.3.

The value of the expression is assigned to all in

the left part variables, with any subscript expressions having values
as evaluated in step 4.2.3.1.
4.2.4.

Types

The type associated with all variables and procedure identifiers of a left part list must be the same.
expression must likewise be BOOLEAN.
the expression must be arithmetic.

If this type is BOOLEAN, the

If the type is REAL or INTEGER,
If the type of the arithmetic

expression differs from that associated with the variables and procedure
identifiers, appropriate transfer functions are understood to be automatically invoked.

For transfer from REAL to INTEGER type, the transfer
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function is understood to yield a result equivalent to
entier(E+0.5)
where Eis the value of the expression.

The type associated with a

procedure identifier is given by the declarator which appears as the
first symbol of the corresponding procedµre declaration(cf. Section
5 .4.4.).
4.3.

GO TO STATEMENTS

4.3.1.

Syntax
GO TO

(go to statement)
4.3 .2.

designational expression

Examples

GO TO 8
GO TO exit ~+1]
GO TO Town [IF y < 0 THEN
GO TO IF Ab
4.3.3.

<

B ELSE !!+I]

c THEN 17 ELSE _g[IF ~

<

0 THEN 2 ELSE

n]

Semantics

A go to statement interrupts the normal sequence of operations,
defined by the write-up of statements, by defining its successor explic~
it!y by the value of a designational expression.

Thus the next statement

to be executed will be the one having this value as its label.
4.3.4.

Restriction

Since labels are inherently local, no go to statement can lead
from outside into a block.

A go to statement may, however, lead from

outside into a compound statement.
4.3.5.

Go to an undefined switch designator

A go to statement is equivalent to a dummy statement if the
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designational expression is a switch designator whose value is undefined.
4.4.

DUMMY STATEMENTS

4.4.1.

Syntax

dummy statement
4.4.2.

empty

Examples
L:
BEGIN

4.4.3.

;John:

END

Semantics

A dummy statement executes no operation.

It may serve to place

a labe.
4.5.

CONDITIONAL STATEMENTS

4.5. I.

Syntax

<if clause>::= IF

<boolean expression>

THEN

<unconditional statement>:== <basic statement>l<for statement>
<compound statement>l<inner block>
<if statement>::= <if clause> <unconditional statement>!
<label>

<if statement>

<conditional statement>::= <if statement>l<if statement> else
<statement>
4.5.2.

Examples

IF x > 0 THEN n : = n+ 1
IF ::!. >

~

THEN

y_:

..9. := .!!~ ELSE GO TO

IF s < 0 V P ~ .Q THEN AA:

_g_

BEGIN IF ..9. < ::!. THEN

.!!_ : =

ELSE y := 2xa END
ELSE IF v > s THEN a:=

::!_-..9,

ELSE IF v > s-1

::!.I2.
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THEN GO TO S
4.5.3.

Semantics

Conditional statements cause certain statements to be executed
or skipped depending on the running values of specified Boolean expressions.
4.5.3.l.

If statement.

The unconditional statement of an if

statement will be executed if the Boolean expression of the if clause is
true.

Otherwise it will be skipped and the operation will be continued

with the next statement.
4.5.3.2.

Conditional statement.

According to the syntax, two

different forms of conditional statements are possible.

These may be

illustrated as follows:
IF Bl THEN Sl ELSE IF B2 THEN S2 ELSE S3

S4

and
IF Bl THEN Sl ELSE IF B2 THEN S2 ELSE IF B3 THEN S3

S4

Here Bl to B3 are Boolean expressions, while Sl to S3 are
unconditional statements.

S4 is the statement following the complete

conditional statement.
The execution of a conditional statement may be described as
follows:

The Boolean expression of the if clauses are evaluated one

after the other in sequence from left to right until one yielding the
value TRUE is found.

Then the unconditional statement following this

Boolean is executed.

Unless this statement defines its successor ex-

plicitly the next statement to be executed will be S4, i.e. the statement following the complete conditional statement.

Thus the effect of
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the delimiter ELSE may be described by saying that it defines the
successor of the statement it follows to be the statement following
the complete conditional statement.
The construction
ELSE <unconditonal statement>
is equivalent to
ELSE IF TRUE THEN <unconditional statement>
If none of the Boolean expressions of the if clauses is true,
the effect of the whole conditional statement will be equivalent to
that of a dummy statement.
For further explanation the following picture may be useful:

- - - t -

t - -

IF Bl THEN Sl ELSE IF B2 THEN S2 ELSE S3
l
l
t
t

- - - - -

- -

- -

S4

-- -

B2 false

Bl false
4.5.4.

- - r

Go to into a conditional statement

The effect of a go to statement leading into a conditional
statement follows directly from the above explanation of the effect of
ELSE.
4.6.
4.6.1.

FOR STATEMENTS
Syntax

<for list element>

<arithmetic expression>!

<arithmetic expression> STEP <arithmetic expression> UNTIL
<arithmetic expression>i<arithmetic expression> WHILE
<Boolean expression>
<for list>:== <for list elernent>l<for list>, <for list element>
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<for clause>::= FOR <variable>== <for list> DO
<for statement>:== <for clause> <statement>!
<label>:<for statement>
4.6.2.

Examples
FOR .9. __ 1 STEP~ UNTIL_!! DO
FOR k := 1, ~1x2 WHILE ~1 <
FOR

4.6.3.

i

== j+Q,

1,

~[ij

B

:=

l!Cil

DO

1 STEP 1 UNTIL

B,

C+D DO

Semantics

A for clause causes the statement S which it precedes to be
repeatedly executed zero or more times.

In addition it performs a

sequence of assignments to its controlled variable.

The process may

be visualized by means of the following picture:

T Initialize

test
i

i
advance

statement S

successor

t
for list exhausted

In this picture the word initialize means:
of the for clause.
for clause.

Advance means:

perform the first assignment

perform the next assignment of the

Test determines if the last assignment has been done.

If

so, the execution continues with the successor of the for statement.
If not, the statement following the for clause is executed .
4.6.4.

The for list elements

The for list gives a rule for obta ining the values which are
consecutively assigned to the controlled variable.

This sequence of
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values is obtained from the for list elements by taking these one by
one in the order in which they are written.

The sequence of values

generated by each of the three species of for list elements and the
corresponding execution of the statement Sare given by the following
rules:
4.6.4.1.

Arithmetic expression.

This element gives rise to

one value, namely the value of the given arithmetic expression as
calculated immediately before the corresponding execution of the statement S.
4.6.4.2.

Step-until-element.

An element of the form A STEP

B UNTIL C where A, B, and C, are arithmetic expressions, gives rise to
an execution which may be described most concisely in terms of additional ALGOL statements as follows:
V :=A ;

.!!l:IF(V-C)

sign(B)

> 0 THEN GO TO element exhausted;

statement S
V := V+B
GO TO LI
where Vis the controlled variable of the for clause and element exhausted
points to the evaluation according to the next element in the for list,
or if the step-until-element is the last of the list, to the next statement in the program.
4.6.4.2.

While-element.

The execution governed by a for list

element of the form E WHILE F, where Eis an arithmetic and Fa Boolean
expression, is most concisely described in terms of additional ALGOL
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statements as follows:
L3:

V

:= E

IF-, F THEN GO TO element exhausted
Statement S
GO TO L3
where the notation is the same as in 4.6.4.2. above.
4.6.S.

The value of the controlled variable upon exit.

Upon exit out of the statement S (supposed to be compound)
through a go to statement, the value of the controlled variable will
be the same as it was immediately preceding the execution of the go to
statement.
If the exit is due to exhaustion of the for list, on the o~her
hand, the value of the controlled variable is undefined after the exit.
4.6.6.

Go to a leading into a for statement.

The effect of a go to statement, outside a for statement,
which refers to a label within the for statement, is undefined.
4. 7.

PROCEDURE STATEMENTS

4.7.1.

Syntax

<actual parameter>··= <string>j<expression>l<array identifier>!
<switch identifier>j<procedure identifier>
<letter string>:== <letter>l<letter string> <letter>
<parameter delimiter>::= ,!)<letter string>: (
<actual parameter list>::= <actual parameter>!
<actual parameter list> <parameter delimiter>
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<actual parameter>
<actual parameter part>::= <empty>!
(<actual parameter list>)
<procedure statement>::= <procedure identifier>
<actual paramter part>
4.7.2.
Spur

Examples
(~)Order: (7) Result to: (,Y)

Transpose (,!i,y+l)
Absmax(~,B,!!,.YY,.!,.!S)
Innerproduct (~[!.,!,.iJ

,.!![i) , 10 ,!,!)

These examples correspond to examples given in section 5.4.2.
4.7.3.

Semantics

A procedure statement serves to invoke (call for) the execution
of a procedure body (cf. Section 5.4. Procedure Declarations).

Where the

procedure body is a statement written in ALGOL the effect of this execution will be equivalent to the effect of performing the following operations on the program at the time of execution of the procedure statement:
4.7.3.1.

Value assignment (call by value)

All formal parameters quoted in the value part of the procedure
declaration heading are assigned the values (cf. Section 2.8. Values and
Types) of the corresponding actual parameters, these assignments being
considered as being performed explicitly before entering the procedure
body.

The effect is as though an additional block embracing the pro-

cedure body were created in which these assignments were made to variables local to this fictitious block with types as given in the corres-
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ponding specifications (cf. Section 5.4.5.).

As a consequence,

variables called by value are to be considered as non-local to the
body of the procedure, but local to the fictitious block (cf. Section
5.4.3.).
4.7.3.2.

Name replacement (call by name)

Any formal parameter not quoted in the value list is replaced,
throughout the procedure body, by the corresponding actual parameter,
after enclosing this letter in parentheses wherever syntactically possible.

Possible conflicts between identifiers inserted through this

process and other identifiers already present within the procedure body
will be avoided by suitable systematic changes of the formal or local
identifiers involved.
4.7.3.3.

Body replacement and execution

Finally the procedure body, modified as above, is inserted in
place of the procedure statement and executed.

If the procedure is

called from a place outside the scope of any non-local quantity of the
procedure body the conflicts between the identifiers inserted through
this process of body replacement and the identifiers whose declarations
are valid at the place of the procedure statement or function designator
will be avoided through suitable systematic changes of the latter identifiers.
4.7.4.

Actual-formal correspondence

The correspondence between the actual parameters of the procedure statement and the formal parameters of the procedure heading is
established as follows:

The actual parameter list of the procedure
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statement must have the same number of entries as the formal parameter
list of the procedure declaration heading.

The correspondence is ob-

tained by taking the entries of these two lists in the same order.
4.7.5.

Restrictions

For a procedure statement to be defined it is evidently necessary that the operations on the procedure body defined in Sections
4.7.2.1. and 4.7.3.2. lead to a correct SFD-ALGOL statement.
This imposes the restriction on any procedure statement that
the kind and type of each actual parameter be compatible with the kind
and type of the corresponding formal parameter.

Some important part-

icular cases of this general rule are the following:
4.7.5.1.

If a string is supplied as an actual parameter in

a procedure statement or function designator, whose defining procedure
body is an SFD-ALGOL statement (as opposed to non-SFD-ALGOL code, cf.
Section 4.7.8.), then this string can only be used within the procedure
body as an actual parameter in further procedure calls.

Ultimately

it can only be used by a procedure body expressed in non-ALGOL code.

4.7.5.2.

A formal parameter which occurs as a left part

variable in an assignment statement within the procedure body and which
is not called by value can only correspond to an actual parameter which
is a variable (special case of expression).
4.7.5.3.

A

formal parameter which is used within the proce-

dure body as an array identifier can only correspond to an actual parameter which is an array identifier of an array of the same dimensions.
In addition, if the formal parameter is called by value the local array
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created during the call will have the same subscript bounds as the
actual array.
4.7.5.4.

A

formal parameter which is called by value can-

not in general correspond to a switch identifier or a procedure identifier or a string, because these latter do not possess values (the
exception is the procedure identifier of a procedure declaration which
has an empty formal parameter part (cf.

Section 5.4.1.) and which

defines the value of a function designator (cf. Section 5.4.4.).

This

procedure identifier is in itself a complete expression).
4.7.5.5.

Any formal parameter may have restrictions on the

type of the corresponding actual parameter associated with it (these
restrictions may, or may not, be given through specifications in the
procedure heading).

In the procedure statement such restrictions

must evidently be observed.
4.7.6.

Deleted.

4.7.7.

Parameter delimiters

All parameter delimiters are understood to be equivalent.
No correspondence between the parameter delimiters used in a procedure
statement and those used in the procedure heading is expected beyond
their number being the same.

Thus, the information conveyed by using

the elaborate ones is entirely optional.
4.7.8.

Procedure body expressed in code.

The restrictions imposed on a procedure statement calling a
procedure having its body expressed in non-SFD-ALGOL code . evidently
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can only be derived from the characteristics of the code used and the
intent of the user and thus, fall outside the scope of the reference
language.
5.

DECLARATIONS

Declarations serve to define certain properties of the quantities
used in the program, and to associate them with identifiers.
tion of an identifier is valid for one block.

A declara-

Outside this block the

particular identifier may be used for other purposes (cf. Section
4.1.3.).

Dynamically this implies the following:

at the time of an

entry into a block (through the BEGIN, since the labels inside are
local and therefore inaccessible from outside) all identifiers declared
for the block assume the significance implied by the nature of the
declarations given.

If these identifiers had already been defined by

other declarations outside they are for the time being given a new
significance.

Identifiers which are not declared for the block, on

the other hand, retain their old meaning.
At the time of an exit from a block (through END, or by a go to
statement) all identifiers which are declared for the block lose their
local significance.
Upon entry or re-entry into a block, the values of all identifiers
declared within that block are undefined.

If the programmer wishes any

such variables to have the value assigned to them in the last execution
of that block, then he requires that the variables have a scope larger
than the block and he must declare the variables in a larger block which
will not be exited between the two executions of that block in which
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the values are desired.

Apart from labels and formal parameters of

a procedure declaration and with the possible exception of those for
standard functions (cf. Sections 3.2.4. and 3.2.5.), all identifiers
of a program must be declared.

No identifier may be declared more

than once in any one block head.
Syntax
<declaration>::= <type declaration>l<array declaration>l<switch
declaration>l<procedure declaration>
5.1.
5.1.1.

Type declarations
Syntax

<type list>::= <simple variable>l<simple variable>,<type list>
<type> : == REALI INTEGER! BOOLEAN! INPUT REALI INPUT BOOLEAN!
INPUT INTEGERIOUTPUT REALIOUTPUT INTEGERIOUTPUT
BOOLEANINONSTATE REALINONSTATE INTEGERINONSTATE
BOOLEAN
<type declaration>::= <type> <type list>
5.1.2.

Examples
integer p,q,s
input boolean

overflow, exhausted

nonstate integer TR16
output real
5.1.3.

yaw, filter

Semantics

Type declarations serve to declare certain identifiers to
represent simple variables of a given type.

Real declared variables

may only assume positive or negative values including zero.

Integer

declared variables may only assume positive and negative integral
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values including zero.

Boolean declared variables may only assume the

values TRUE and FALSE.
In arithmetic expressions any position which can be occupied
by a real declared variable may be occupied by an integer declared
variable.
If a variable is declared to be an input, the system described
expects to have the value of this variable given to it through communication with some outside agent.

The system will check for changes in

these values, once, at each clock pulse but not in between.

The effect

of an assignment to an input variable is undefined.
A variable declared as NONSTATE is considered to have no
change of value throughout the description.

The effect of changing

the value of such a variable is undefined.
If a variable is declared to be an output, the system described will maintain the value of this variable in a form where it
can be communicated to an outside agent.

Variables declared in outer

blocks but not as outputs are used in determining an initial state
diagram for the system, but some of the information in these variables
may not be kept by the system if it is not vital in producing the
specified output performance.

If no variables ·were specified as out-

puts, the system described would be equivalent to a null or trivial
one state system.

5.2.
5 • 2. 1 •

ARRAY DECLARATIONS
Syn tax
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<lower bound>
<upper bound>

<arithmetic expression>

. ·=

<arithmetic expression>

<bound pair>::= <lower bound>:<upper bound>
<bound pair list>::= <bound pair>j<bound pair list>,<bound
pair>

==

<array segment> :

<array identifier>[<bound pair list>]

I

<array identifier>,<array segment>
<array list>:: = <array segment>j<array list>,<array segment>
<array declaration>:: = array<array list>l<type>array<array
list>
5.2.2.

Examples
ARRAY 2,,

.£,

_£[7:_g,2:!i), 2_[-2: 10]

OWN INTEGER ARRAY ~[IF _£<0 THEN 2 ELSE 1 : 20]
REAL ARRAY .9.[-7: -1]
INPUT BOOLEAN ARRAY
OUTPUT REAL ARRAY
5.2.3.

Pins [1: 12]
scores[l:6]

Semantics

An array declaration declares one or several identifiers to
represent multi-dimensional arrays of subscripted variables and gives
the dimensions of the arrays, the bounds of the subscripts and the
types of the variables.
5.2.3.1.

Subscript bounds.

The subscript bounds for any

array are given in the f irst subscript bracket following the identifier
of this array in the form of a bound pair list.

Each item of this list

gives the lower and upper bound of a subscript in the form of two
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arithmetic expression separated by the delimiter

The bound pair

list gives the bounds of all subscripts taken in order from left to
right.
5.2.3.3.

Dimensions.

The dimensions are given as the

number of entries in the bound pair lists.
5.2.3.3.

Types.

of the same quoted type.

All arrays declared in one declaration are
If no type declar&tor is given the type REAL

is understood.
5.2.4.
5.2.4.1.

Lower upper bound expressions
The expressions will be evaluated in the same way

.as subscript expressions (cf. Section 3.1.4.2.).
5.2.4.2.

The expressions can only depend on variables and

procedures which are non-local to the block for which the array declaration is valid.

Consequently in the outermost block of a program only

array declarations with constant bounds may be declared.
5.2.4.3.

An array is defined only when the values of all

upper subscript bounds are not smaller than those of the corresponding
lower bounds.
5.2.4.4.

The expressions will be evaluated once at each ent-

rance into the block.
5.2.5.

The identity of subscripted variables.

The identity of a subscripted variable is not related to the
subscript bounds given in the array declaration.

However, the values of

the corresponding subscripted variables will, at any time, be defined
only for those of these variables which have subscripts within the most
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recently calculated subscript bounds.
5.2.6.

The semantics of input, nonstate and output declar-

ators are the same as given in Section 5.1.3.
5.2.7.

Non-constant bounds on arrays declared in outer blocks

The evaluation of a non-constant arithmetic expression in an
array declaration constitutes a change in the state of the program.

If

this occurs in an outer block the change of state is not noted simply
by inspecting the values of all variables involved, and the number of
the time block about to be entered.

Since all state changes are re-

stricted to occur in time blocks, such declarations are disallowed in
the reference language.

A particular implementer may wish to allow

special cases in the interest of program efficiency.
5.3.

SWITCH DECLARATIONS

5. 3. 1 •

Syntax

<switch list>:== <designational expression>!
<switch list>,<designational expression>
<switch declaration>::= SWITCH <switch identifier>:=<switch
list>
5.3.2.

Examples
SWITCH S := 11,12 ,_g(ml
SWITCH

5.3.3.

_g

,

IF v >-5 THEN S3 ELSE! S4

:= _El,~

Semantics

A switch declaration defines the set of values of the corresponding switch designators.

These values are given one by one as the
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values of the designational expressions entered in the switch list.
With each of these designational expressions there is associated a
positive integer, 1, 2, .•• , obtained by counting the items in the
list from left to right.

The value of the switch designator corres-

ponding to a given value of the subscript expr~ssion (cf. Section
3.5. Designational Expressions) is the value of the designational
expression in the switch list having this given value as its associated integer.
5.3.4.

Evaluation of expressions in the switch list

An expression in the switch list will be evaluated every

time the item of the list in which the expression occurs is referred
to, using the current values of all variables involved.
5.3.5.

Influence of scopes

If a switch designator occurs outside the scope of a quantity entering into a designational expression in the switch list, and
an evaluation of this switch designator selects this designational
expression, then the conflicts between the identifiers for the quantities in this expression and the identifiers whose declarations are
valid at the place of the switch designator will be avoided through
suitable systematic changes of the latter identifiers.
5.4.

PROCEDURE DECLARATIONS

5.4.1.

Syntax

<formal parameter>

<identifier>

<formal parameter list>::= <formal parameter>!
<formal parameter list> <parameter delimiter>
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<formal parameter>
<formal parameter part>.·= <empty>j (<formal parameter list>)
<identifier list>

<identifier>j<identifier list>,
<identifier>

<value part>::= VALUE <identifier list>;j<empty>
<specifier>::= STRINGj<type>jARRAYj<type>ARRAYILABELjSWITCHj
PROCEDUREj<type> PROCEDURE
<specification part>::= <empty>j<specifier> <identifier list>;!
<specification part> <specifier> <identifier list>;
<procedure heading>::= <procedure identifier>
<formal parameter part>; <value part> <specification part>
<procedure body>::= <statement>j<code>
<procedure declaration>::=
PROCEDURE <procedure heading> <procedure body>!
<type> PROCEDURE <procedure heading> <procedure body>
5.4.2.

Examples (See also the examples at the end of the report.)
PROCEDURE Spur(~)Order: (~)Result:(~)

VALUE n

REAL s

ARRAY~ ; INTEGER~
BEGIN INTEGER k
s

==

0

FOR k := 1 STEP 1 UNTIL n DO s :=

~+~~,.!sJ

END
PROCEDURE Transpose(~)Order: (~)
ARRAY a

INTEGER

n

VALUE n
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INTEGER i.,

BEGIN REAL w

1

FOR i := 1 STEP 1 UNTIL n DO
BEGIN~

==

~U,.!0

~u,.!5.1

== _c!li,il

~(i,i] ==

w

END
END Transpose
REAL u

INTEGER PROCEDURE Step(~)
Step := IF O ;§ u /\ u
PROCEDURE

;§

1

THEN 1 ELSE 0

Absmax(a)size:(~.~)Result:(_y_)Subscripts:(_i,l);

COMMENT The absolute greates element of the matrix _c!, of
size n by~ is transferred toy, and the subscripts of
this element to i. and l ;
ARRAY _c! ;

INTEGER ~,~,i.,!:

BEGIN INTEGER .P.,
.Y.

==

; REAL .Y.

~

0

FOR .P. := 1 STEP 1 UNTIL~ DO FOR~:= 1 STEP 1 UNTIL m DO
IF abs(~(E,.i])>y THEN BEGIN y := abs(_c![P_,.i])

; i. := .P.; l

END END Absmax
PROCEDURE Innerproduct(_c!,~)Order:(!:,.P.)Result: (y)
INTEGER

1s..P.

REAL .Y.,_c!,~

BEGIN REAL s
s

==

0

FOR .E. := 1 STEP
.Y.

==

s

UNTIL k DO s : = -s+a.:...
- . -b

value k

:= ~

ASO.

END Innerproduct
5.4.3.

Semantics

A procedure declaration serves to define the procedure associated with a procedure identifier.

The principal consitituent of a

procedure declaration is a statement or a piece of code, the procedure
body, which through the use of procedure statements and/or function
designators may be activated from outer parts of the block in the
head of which the procedure declaration appears.

Associated with the

body is a heading, which specifies certain identifiers occurring within the body to represent formal parameters.

Formal parameters in the

procedure body will, whenever the procedure is activated (cf. Section
3.2. Function Designators and Section 4.7. Procedure Statements) be
assigned the values of or replaced by the actual parameters.

Iden-

tifiers in the procedure body which are not formal will be either
local or non-local to the body depending on whether they are declared
within the body or not.

Those of them which are non-local to the

body may well be local to the block in the head of which the procedure
declaration appears.

The procedure body always acts like a block,

whether it has the form of one or not.

Consequently the scope of any

label labelling a statement within the body or the body itself can
never extend beyond the procedure body.

In addition, if the identi-

fier of a formal parameter is declared anew within the procedure body
(including the case of its use as a label as in section 4.1.J.), it is
thereby given a local significance and actual parameters which correspond to it are inaccessible throughout the scope of this inner local
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quantity.
5.4.4 .

Values of function designators

For a procedure declaration to define the value of a function
designator there must, within the procedure body, occur one or more
explicit assignment statements with the procedure identifier in a left
part; at least one of these must be executed, and the type associated
with the procedure identifier must be declared through the appearance
of a type declarator as the very first symbol of the procedure declaration.

The last value so assigned is used to continue the evalua-

tion of the expression in which the function designator occurs.

Any

occurrence of the procedure identifier within the body of the procedure
other than in a left part in an assignment statement denotes activation
of the procedure.
5.4.5.

Specifications

In the heading a specification part, giving information about
the kinds and types of the formal parameters by means of an obvious
notation, may be included.
more than once.

In this part no formal parameter may occur

Specifications of formal parameters called by value

(cf. Section 4.6.3.1.) must be supplied and specifications of formal
parameters called by name (cf. Section 4.7.3.2.) may be omitted.
5.4.6.

Code as procedure body

It is understood that the procedure body may be expressed in
non-ALGOL language.

Since it is intended that the use of this feature

should be entirely a question of hardware representation, no further
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rules concerning this code language can be given within the reference
language.
5.4.7.

Procedure INPUT

A complete description of a system requires that a procedure

called INPUT be declared in the outermost block.

This procedure to-

gether with a systems statement to be described later on, specify the
external conditions under which the system is expected to be able to
work.

The procedure must have one parameter.

A call of the procedure

with the parameter equal to i must set up the input variables in the
.
1. th poss1'bl e input
state.
6.

SYSTEM STATEMENTS

A translator system which is to take the system description in the
language defined above and produce another type of specification for
the machine requires one item of information which is not supplied by
the language defined in the first five sections.

Many other items of

information might easily be described by the specifier and lead to a
more efficient production of the new representation of the machine.
For this reason we define a class of statements known as system statements which are to precede the first statement of the description in
the language defined above.

One such system statement is defined below.

It is left to the discretion of those who implement such translators
to specify others that will be required for their particular systems.
Hopefully the majority of these will be left as optional.

6.1.

Number of input combinations
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6.1.1.

Syntax

<input state statement>

number of input states =

<unsigned integer>

7.

INITIALIZATION

To completely specify a machine

the init::.al state, the state in

which it starts when first turned on, must be specified.

This state

shall be taken to be the state in which the machine is after the first
time block is executed for
8.

the first time.

TIMING OF THE SYSTEM

All systems specified in this language are assumed to under-go the
following sequence of events upon the occurrence of a clock pulse.
The system is assumed inactive between such pulses.
1.

The input variables are given values from an external source.

2.

The calculations specified in the appropriate time block are

performed using the values of the input variables just inputed.
3.

The output variables just calculated are placed on the output

lines.
4.

The system enters the next state and stays inactive until the

next clock pulse.
The vital factor here is that output values are calculated on the
basis of the currently inputed input values and the previously calculated state variables.

There would be in an ideal realization of these

systems no delay between input change and output response.

APPENDIX B
A DETAILED DISCUSSION OF THE ONE BIT PUSHDOWN STACK-DEPTH 5

This appendix will discuss in detail the example of the pushdown
stack discussed earlier.

The program will be discussed in small sections.

The reader is assumed to be familiar with ALGOL.
SY

NUMBERS OF INPUTS = 12
This is the required systems statement giving the number of possible

input states from which the system is expected to perform properly.

This

4
particular system has four boolean inputs which could imply 16 (2 )
states but in this example there are certain combinations which are
forbidden.

In particular, both control lines are not allowed to be TRUE

simultaneously, eliminating four input states and leaving 12 possible input combinations.
SY

MAXTIME = 200

SY

MAXSTATE = 50
These are two "optional" system statements required by the present

pilot program in the interest of program efficiency and error detection.
The first is an estimate of the maximum processing time required in seconds, the second an upper bound for the number of states.

Including this

information enables the dimensions of certain arrays in the standard outer
program to be set at reasonable values and halts the system if the time
or number of states exceeds the estimated maximum values.

Where the pro-

gram is being run under a monitor system the estimate of maximum time
allows the program to print a partial state table if there is danger of
exceeding available space of job card time.

In the pilot system
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included with this report these system statements are required to take
the form of ALGOL assignment statements to the variables NOINPUTS,
MAX.TIME, and MAX.STATE.

They are placed after the source program rather

than before it.
BEGIN
BOOLEAN ARRAY DATA [1 :5]
The array DATA is intended to represent the pushdown stack.
dimension of the array is the depth of the stack.

The

Since we wish to

describe only a one bit stack the array was declared as type BOOLEAN.
We could, however, describe the same one bit stack with variables of
type INTEGER or REAL provided that the procedure which defines the possible inputs only allows two possible values for these inputs.
is the bottom of the stack.

Data

[s]

Data

[1]

is the top.

INPUT BOOLEAN CONTROLUP, CONTROLDOWN, TOPIN, BOTTOMIN;
This statement declares four boolean variables to be inputs to the
system.

CONTROLUP and CONTROLDOWN are the control lines indicating a

pop-up or push-down respectively.

TOPIN and BOTTOMIN are the data lines.

If CONTROLUP is TRUE, then the information on BOTTOMIN will be placed in
the lowest position of the stack.

If CONTROLDOWN is TRUE, then the infor-

mation on TOPIN will be placed on the top of the stack and the remaining
information in the stack will be pushed down.
OUTPUT BOOLEAN TOPOUT, BOTTOMOUT;
In this statement two boolean variables are declared to be outputs
of the system.

These will always be set to the same value as the top
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and bottom items in DATA respectively.
new information in the system.

These variables represent no

They are needed because it was felt

convenient to store all the data in an ARRAY but only two of the five
bits of information are actually outputs.

SFD-ALGOL does not allow

the giving of special, input-output, status to two elements of an array.
PROCEDURE INPUT (I);
VALUE I;
INTEGER I;
BEGIN
The PROCEDURE INPUT is the procedure which together with a system
statement declares the possible input values for this system.

It is

required to have one parameter which should be called by value since
there is no desire to change the value of the actual parameter.
IF I< 5 THEN CONTROLUP := CONTROLDOWN := FALSE;
The system statement has already declared that there are 12 input
possibilities.

The above ALGOL statement states that in the first four

input states the control lines will both be FALSE.
IF~> 4

I< 9 THEN BEGIN

CONTROLUP := TRUE;
CONTROLDOWN := FALSE;

I:= I - 8;
END;
The above statements provide that in input conditions five through
eight the input line CONTROLUP will be TRUE, and the input CONTROLDOWN
will be FALSE.

The parameter of the procedure is reduced by 4 because
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its value modulo 4 will be used to determine the state of the data
input lines.
IF I> 8 THEN BEGIN
CONTROLUP := FALSE;
CONTROLDOWN := TRUE;
I := I - 8;
END;

The above statements provide that in the final four input conditions
the value of CONTROLUP will be FALSE, CONTROLDOWN will be TRUE.

The

parameter of the procedure is again reduced to a number between one
and four for use in the following statements.
BOTTOMIN := I > 2;
TOPIN :=I= lv I= 3;
When these statements are executed the parameter will have been
reduced to a number between one and four.

These two statements assign

the four possible combinations of TRUE and FALSE to the data input lines.
END;

This statement indicates the END of the procedure INPUT.

It should

be noted that this procedure has been written in such a way that it is
impossible to have both control lines TRUE simultaneously, and for each
possible value of the control lines all possible values of the data lines
are produced.
INITIALIZATION:

TIME BEGIN

This statement indicates the start of a time block.

The label

INITIALIZATION is actually unnecessary and serves only to remind the
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programmer and reader that this time block will be executed to determine the initial state of the system.

In this example the block will

never be entered again but that is not a requirement of the system.
INTEGER I;
The variable I declared here within a time block is not a state
variable but a notational convenience.
variable in a FOR statement.

It will be used as an iteration

It is not remembered outside of a time

block hence will not be considered at all by the program which recognizes program states.
FOR I : = l STEP l UNTIL 5 DO DATA [I] : = FALSE;
.TOPOUT := BOTTOMOUT := FALSE;
These statements determine the initial values of the state variables, hence the initial state of the system.

The nature of this partic-

ular system is such that any of the 32 states which arise from this
initial state could have been used as the initial state and describe
the same system.
table.

They would result in a different but equivalent state

If these statements had not made TOPOUT = DATA

[s]

and BOTTOM-

OUT = DATA [1], then the initial state would not have been one which
would arise normally in the system and the system described would have
had 33 states; the initial state would have never appeared in the next
state part of the state table.

END;
WORK:

TIME BEGIN
These two statements indicate the end of the first time block and

the start of the second.

The label in this case will be used.
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INTEGER I;
The integer variable I is declared again as a notational convenience.

It is declared again inside of a time block because it is not

a state variable.

If it were declared in an outer block for use in

both blocks, it would be considered a state variable and its value considered in determining the state of the machine..

This would have add-

ed redundant states to the state table (which could later be removed
by a state reduction algorithm) because I would have various values
after the execution of the time blocks.
This could have been avoided through the use of the NONSTATE
declarator which would cause the processor to ignore the variable
in spite of its being declared in an outer block.
IF CONTROLUP THEN BEGIN
FOR I : = 4 STEP -1 UNTIL 1 DO DATA

[r+1] : =

DATA

[r] ;

DATA [ 1] : = BOTTOMIN;
END;

These statements describe the shift of information up in the stack
if the up control line is TRUE.

Note that the uppermost information

is lost, and that the information in the stack is taken from the bottom
input.
IF CONTROLDOWN THEN BEGIN .
FOR I := 1

STEP

1 UNTIL 4 DO DATA

[r]

:= DATA

[1+1] ;

DATA [5] := TOPIN
END;

These statements described the shift down, just as the preceding
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statements described the shift up.
TOPOUT := DATA

[s] ;

BOTTOMOUT := DATA [1] ;
These statements set the output variables to the top and bottom
information of the stack.

It is these statements which make the output

redundant in this particular problem.

They are executed on every clock

pulse though they are only needed if there has been a state change.
This inefficiency in the program has no effect on the size or form of
the final state table of the system.
GO TO WORK;
This statement indicates a transfer to a label outside the time
block, which signals the end of the state changes which were to occur
on that particular clock pulse.

The last executed statement of the

last time block in a description must effect a transfer or else control
will procede through the final END of the system description indicating
that the system has ceased to function or perhaps even exist.

In gen-

eral, control should not be allowed to pass through the final end of
the program since the behavior of the system described when this occurs
is certainly not clear.

The processor described in this paper would

simply halt the process of discovering the state diagram should this
occur.
We have now completed the description of the system.

Its initial

state, allowed input states, and behavior under all possible conditions
have been given.

The remainder of the output shown is the output of
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the processor system indicating its progress, and for reading the
state definitions which will occur when the state table is being
computed.

THE STATE DEFINITIONS WILL CONTAIN THE VALUES OF THE OUTPUT VARIABLES
IN THE FOLLOWING ORDER:
BOOLEAN:
TOPOUT, BOTTOMOUT
INTEGER:
REAL:
THE INPUT STATE DEFINITIONS WILL CONTAIN THE VALUES OF THE INPUT VARIABLES IN THE FOLLOWING ORDER:
BOOLEAN:
CONTROLUP, CONTROLDOWN, TOPIN, BaI'TOMIN
INTEGER:
REAL:
AT TIME BLOCK 1 THE STATE DEFINITIONS WILL CONTAIN THE VALUES OF THE
STATE VARIABLES AFTER THE OUTPUT VARIABLES IN THE FOLLOWING ORDER: .
BOOLEAN:
DATA
INTEGER:
REAL:
AT TIME BLOCK 2 THE STATE DEFINITIONS WILL CONTAIN THE VALUES OF THE
STATE VARIABLES AFTER THE OUTPUT VARIABLES IN THE FOLLOWING ORDER:
BOOLEAN:
DATA
INTEGER:
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REAL:
Each of these statements is a key to reading statements which
occur when the definitions of input states and states discovered is
printed out.

These statements give the order in which the state varia-

ble values are stored into the communication arrays and this is the
order in which the standard outer program prints them out as it discovers a new state.

These statements are used in reading the outputs

as printed by the standard program or to modify the standard outer program or to modify the standard outer program to print state definitions
in a format more suitable to the particular program.

00065FAOL
00066DATA
000671
000685
00069CONTROLUP
00070CONTROLDOWN
00071TOPIN
00072BOTTOMIN
00073TOPOUT
00074BOTTOMOUT
000751
000764
000779
000788
000792
000803

00081INITIALIZATION
00082WORK
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This table is simply a key to the internal code used by the system
for the identifiers of the source program.

It is of use only in the

event of a malfunction or for a quick check against typing errors in
the source program.

It would certainly be eliminated from a produc-

tion system.
The next sequence of output is a sequence of instructions for
modifying the standard outer program included in the appendix to provide the program which computes the state table.

These lines, charac-

teriz e d by the serial numbering on the right part of the page, are
actually in a language local to the Carnegie Tech Computation Center
known as AND.

This language allows storage of programs in the form

of card images on tape, and the modification and running of those programs.

Although the use of AND is not an integral or necessary part

of the process, the AND statements are printed here as they give an
exact description of the changes made to the standard outer program.
.
ALTER i. means rep 1 ace t h e i.th image
Th e rea d er nee d on 1 y kn ow tat
h
in the program referenced with card images that follow.
j means replace all images numbered from i to j

card images that follow.
and 2.

ALTER i TO

inclusive with the

AND control cards have 'AN' in columns 1

The text that follows &n 'ALTER' instruction is terminated by

such a control card.
USER CC35DPO2; PROGRAM 5/PERIL
This line simply references the program which is to be altered
and run.
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ALTER 4 TO 6
NOINPUTS:= 12;
MAXSTATE := 50;
MAXTIME:=

260;

These simply insert the information from the system statements
into the outermost block of the standard outer program for use in setting array sizes etc.
ALTER 66

I := 0;

FOR M

:= 1

,01,01,02
DO BEGIN I := I

+

1; DIRECTIONS [I] := M END;

l:=O; FOR M := 0
,02,04
DO BEGIN I:= I+l; DIRECTPNT [I]

:=MEND;

This is the form in which the information about the block structure of the source program is transmitted to the standard outer program.
This group of statements is executed only once and just stores the data
given into the proper arrays.

This could have been handled by reading

the data from cards at run time but since the program must be recompiled
for each change in the source program, using the device of program modification seemed as convenient as any way of transmitting this information.
ALTER 174

The text which follows is the modified form of the source program.
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The reader may find the format of the program a bit confusing at times.
The ALGOL code is printed out with as much information crallUlled onto a
line as the program finds possible.

However, as the program stores

identifiers and constants in a four per word format, extra blank spaces
are inserted where identifiers were not composed of an integer multiple
of four basic symbols.
FALOOl:

BEGIN

Each BEGIN in an outer block is given a reserved identifier as a
label.

Within the framework of an ALGOL to ALGOL translation, some

identifiers must be reserved for use by the translator so as to avoid
possible duplication.

In this particular translator, all identifiers

with 'FA' as the first two letters are reserved.

In actuality, a far

more restricted class of identifiers is used but no reason was seen
to complicate the definition of this identifier class.
SWITCH FABLOCK := FAL001, FAL002; BOOLEAN

ARRAY

DATA [ 1 : 5]

Each outer block has inserted in it a declaration of a switch
FABLOCK with as many labels as there are sub-blocks.

This is for use

in transferring control through the block structure to a particular
time block.

Each label consists of the letters 'FAL' followed by an

integer giving the number of the sub-block.
The declaration of the ARRAY

DATA is included un-altered.

BOOLEAN CONTROLUP, CONTROLDOWN, TOPIN, BOTTOMIN;
The input and output declarations are produced with only the input

and output declarators missing.
BOOLEAN TOPOUT, BOTTOMOUT ;
PROCEDURE

I < 5 THEN CONTROLUP

IF

>

FAINPNT (I); VALUE

4

I

I

; INTEGER I ; BEGIN

: = CONTROLDOWN : = FALSE

< 9 THEN BEGIN CONTROLUP

:= FALSE

;I

:=I

-4

,=

TRUE; CONTROLDOWN

; END ; IF I> 8

THEN BEGIN

CONTROLUP : = FALSE ; CONTROLDOWN : = TRUE:
BOTTOMIN := I

> 2

; TOPIN

:=I

= 1

; IF I

I
I

:= I

-8

END

= 3 ; END;

This is the procedure INPUT essentially unchanged.

The only change

is the substitution of FAINPNT for INPUT because INPUT is a reserved
word for the ALGOL-20 translator and may not be used as a procedure
identifier.
PROCEDURE
DO

BEGIN

+ol

END

FAADATA; FOR
FABOOL

FADUMMYOl := 1

STEP 01 UNTIL

5

[F ABOOLCT] : =DATA[ FADUMMYO 1] ; F ABOOLCT: =F ABOOLCT

For each array declared there is a procedure declared which stores
the values of the members of the array into a communication array.
This procedure is given a reserved identifier consisting of 'FAA' followed by the name of the array.
PROCEDURE

FAAFAADATA;

DO

DATA[ FADUMMY01] :=FABOOL

BEGIN

+01 END ; PROCEDURE

FOR

FADUMMYOl := 1

FAOUTPUT; BEGIN

STEP 01 UNTIL

5

[FABOOLCT] ; FABOOLCT:=FABOOLCT
FABOOL [FABOOLCT] :=TOPOUT

With each array there is also a procedure to store into · it values
from the corrnnunication array.

This is given the reserved identifier
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consisting of the letters 'FAAFM.' followed by the name of the array.
;FABOOLCT:=FABOOLCT + 01; FABOOL

[FABOOLCT] :=BOTTOMOUT

FABOOLCT:=

FABOOLCT + 01; FARELOUT:=FAREALCT;FAINTOUT:=FAINTCNT;FABOLOUT:=FABOOLCT
END; PROCEDURE
FAAFAOUTPUT;
+01 ; BOTTOMOUT

BEGIN

TOPOUT

: =F ABOOL

:=FABOOL

[FABOOLCT]; FABOOLCT:=FABOOLCT

[F ABOOLCT] ; FABOOLCT: =F ABOOLCT+O I ; END ;

Since the output variables are common to all the time blocks and
since they are presumably of particular interest, two procedures are
declared which transfer the values of the output variables to and from
the communication arrays.

These are FM.OUTPUT and FAA.FM.OUTPUT.

OUTPUT

is also a reserved word in the ALGOL-20 translator.
PROCEDURE

FAOL; BEGIN

:=FABOOLCT+Ol; FABOOL
; FABOOL

F ABOOL

[F ABOOLCT] : =CONTROLUP

; FABOOLCT

[FABOOLCT] := CONTROLDOWN ;FABOOLCT:=FABOOLCT+Ol

[F ABOOLCT] : =TOP IN

; F ABOOLCT: =F ABOOLCT+O I ; FABOOL

FABOOLCT] :=BOTTOMIN;FABOOLCT:=FABOOLCT+Ol;

[

END ;

Although the input states are defined by the user in his procedure
INPUT it was thought advisable to printout definitions of the input
states as a check and as a ready reference.

The procedure FAOL stores

the values of the input variables into the appropriate communication
arrays so that they may be printed out by a standard routine in the
outer program.
FAINPNT(FAINPUT);
This is a call of the user's procedure INPUT with a parameter
FAINPUT determined by the part of the outer program which selects the
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experiment to be performed.

This call sets up the input variables to

the state selected for the experiment.
IF FAFIRST THEN FAFRIV(FAINPNT, FAOL);
FAFIRST is a reserved boolean variable which is set to TRUE by the
outer program before the experimentation starts.

This statement calls

FAFRIV which is the procedure which prints out the definitions of the
input states and then sets FAFIRST

FALSE.

Although FAFRIV is called

only once it was made a procedure so that it could call on the local
procedure FAOL and FAINPUT without the necessity of having the standard
procedure FAFRIV declared within this block.
IF FACONTROL

THEN BEGIN

FADIRECTOR :=FADIRECTOR + I;
GO TO FABLOCK [FADIRECTORY[FADIRECTOR]]
END;
When the outer program decides upon an experiment it sets FACONTROL
TRUE thus allowing this statement to direct the flow of control to a
particular sub-block of the outer block it is in.

When the proper time

block is reached FACONTROL is set FALSE so that the normal flow of control can procede until the next time block is reached.
INITIALIZATION

:FAOUTPUT;

FAADATA;
FATIME :=001;
FABOOLCT:=FABOOLCT-1;
FAINTCNT:=FAINTCNT-1;
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FAREALCT :=F AREALCT-1;
GO TO FAOP;
A set of statements like these precedes every time block.

Control

only reaches these statements after a time block has been executed and
the next would normally be executed.

These st~tements interupt this

flow of control to report back to the outer program the values of the
output and state variables, as well as the time block which was about
to be executed.

These statements transfer these values to the approp-

riate corrnnunication vehicles and the transfer control to FAOP the point
in the outer program which will compare the state reached with those
previously discovered and make the appropriate entries in the state
table.
FALOOI:
F AAF AOUTPUT;
F AAF AAJJPJ. A;
FACONTROL:=FALSE;
These statements get control just before an experiment is executed.
The experiment will consist of executing the time block immediately
following.

These statements receive control in the switch executed

earlier (FABLOCK) and take values from the corrnnunication arrays and
store them into the state and output variables.

In this particular

case these statements would actually be unnecessary as this time block
sets up the initial values irrespective of any old values stored in
them.
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F ABOOLCT :=F AREALCT :=FAINTCNT: = 1-

This statement sets the pointers for the communication arrays back
to one so that the results of the experiment may be stored back in
correctly.
BEGIN

INTEGER I

:= 1

FOR I

DO DATA(I] := FALSE

TOPOUT

STEP 1

5

UNTIL

:=BOTTOMOUT

:=FALSE ; END;

This is the first time block essentially unchanged.
WORK: F AOUTPUT ;
FAADATA;
F ATIME :=002;
FABOOLCT:=FABOOLCT-1;
FAINTCTN:=FAINTCNT-1;
FAREALCT :=F AREALCT-1;
GO TO FAOP;
FAL002:
F AAF AOUTPUT;
FAAFAADATA;
FACONTROL:=FALSE;
FABOOLCT:=FAREALCT:=FAINTCNT:= 1;
BEGIN
:= 4

INTEGER
STEP

I; IF

CONTROLUP

- 1 UNTIL

1

DO

DATA( 1] :=BOTTOMIN; END ; IF
I :=

STEP

] ;DATA( 5

1

UNTIL

] :=TOPIN

4

DO

THEN

DATA(I

BEGIN

+

.FOR

I

1] :=DATA(I ] ;

CONTROLDOWN THEN BEGIN
DATA(I ] :=DATA(I

END ; TOPOUT

:=DATA(

+
5

FOR

1
] ;BOTTOMOUT

Bl8.
:=DATA[ 1 ] ; GO

TO

WORK; END ; END

These statements are essentially like earlier ones except that
the second time block replaces the first one and the variable FATIME
is set correspondingly to report that the second time block is the
one about to be executed.
GET TO$; RUN,ALGOL,TAPE
This statement indicates that the remainder of the standard outer
program is to be brought in and the resulting ALGOL program run by the
ALGOL translator.
INPUT ST ATE

1

BOOLEAN VARIABLES:
FALS

FALS

TRUE

FALS

This is the definition of input state 1.

It can only be read

with the key discussed earlier which gives the order of the entry of
the input variables into the communication array.

That order is given

by the earlier statement as CONTROLUP, CONTROLDOWN, TOPIN, BOTTOMIN.
Thus the first input state is one in which CONTROLUP=CONTROLDOWN=
BOTTOMIN=FALSE and TOPIN=TRUE;
INPUT STATE

2

BOOLEAN VARIABLES:
FALS

FALS

INPUT ST ATE

FALS

FALS

TRUE

TRUE

3

BOOLEAN VARIABLES:
FALS

FALS
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INPUT STATE

4

BOOLEAN VARIABLES:
FALS

FALS

FALS

TRUE

TRUE

FALS

FALS

FALS

TRUE

TRUE

FALS

TRUE

TRUE

FALS

FALS

FALS

TRUE

TRUE

INPUT STATE 5
BOOLEAN VARIABLES :
TRUE

FALS

INPUT STATE

6

BOOLEAN VARIABLES:
TRUE

FALS

INPUT STATE

7

BOOLEAN VARIABLES:
TRUE

FALS

INPUT STATE

8

BOOLEAN VARIABLES:
TRUE

FALS

INPUT STATE

9

BOOLEAN VARIABLES:
FALS

TRUE

INPUT STATE 10
BOOLEAN VARIABLES:
FALS

TRUE

INPUT STATE 11
BOOLEAN VARIABLES:
FALS

TRUE

B20.
INPUT STATE

12

BOOLEAN VARIABLES:
FALS

TRUE

FALS

TRUE

These are the remaining 11 state definitions.

The reader will

note that only the allowed input combinations occur and all of the
allowed input combinations occur.
STATE

1

TIMEBLOCK NUMBER

2

BOOLEAN OUTPUTS:
FALS

FALS

BOOLEAN STATE VARIABLES:
FALS

FALS

FALS

FALS

FALS

This is the definition of state 1.

It can be read with the aid of

the key to the state definitions printed earlier.

This definition shows

that both outputs and all 5 bits of information stored in the stack are
FALSE.
STATE

2

TIMEBLOCK NUMBER

2

BOOLEAN OUTPUTS:
FALS

TRUE

BOOLEAN STATE VARIABLES:
TRUE
STATE

FALS

FALS

3

TIMEBLOCK NUMBER

2

FALS

FALS

B21.

BOOLEAN OUTPUTS:
TRUE

FALS

BOOLEAN STATE VARIABLES:
FALS

FALS

FALS

FALS

TRUE

STATE 4
TIMEBLOCK NUMBER 2
BOOLEAN OUTPUTS:
FALS

FALS

BOOLFAN STATE VARIABLES:
FALS

TRUE

FALS

FALS

FALS

STATE 5
TTMEBLOCK NUMBER 2
BOOLEAN OUTPUTS:
FALS

TRUE

BOOLEAN STATE VARIABLES:
TRUE

TRUE

FALS

FALS

FALS

STATE 6
TIMEBLOCK NUMBER 2
BOOLEAN OUTPUTS:
TRUE

FALS

BOOLEAN STATE VARIABLES:
FALS

FALS

FALS

STATE 7
TIMEBLOCK NUMBER 2
BOOLEAN OUTPUTS:

TRUE

TRUE

B22.
FALS

FALS

BOOLEAN STATE VARIABLES:
FALS

FALS

FALS

TRUE

FALS

STATE 8
TIMEBLOCK NUMBER 2
BOOLEAN OUTPUTS:
FALS

FALS

BOOLEAN STATE VARIABLES:
FALS

FALS

TRUE

FALS

FALS

STATE 9
TIMEBLOCK NUMBER 2
BOOLEAN OUTPUTS:
FALS

TRUE

BOOLEAN STATE VARIABLES:
TRUE

FALS

TRUE

FALS

FALS

STATE 10
TIMEBLOCK NUMBER 2
BOOLEAN OUTPUTS:
TRUE

TRUE

BOOLEAN STATE VARIABLES:
TRUE

FALS

FALS

FALS

STATE 11
TIMEBLOCK NUMBER 2
BOOLEAN OUTPUTS:
FALS

FALS

BOOLEAN STATE VARIABLES:

TRUE

B23.

FALS

TRUE

TRUE

FALS

FALS

STATE 12
TIMEBLOCK NUMBER 2
BOOLEAN OUTPUTS:
FALS

TRUE

BOOLEAN STATE VARIABLES:
TRUE
STATE

TRUE

TRUE

FALS

FALS

13

TIMEBLOCK NUMBER 2
BOOLEAN OUTPUTS:
TRUE

FALS

BOOLEAN STATE VARIABLES:
FALS

FALS

TRUE

TRUE

TRUE

STATE 14
TIMEBLOCK NUMBER 2
BOOLEAN OUTPUTS:
FALS

FALS

BOOLEAN STATE VARIABLES:
FALS

FALS

TRUE

TRUE

FALS

STATE 15
TIMEBLOCK NUMBER 2
BOOLEAN OUTPUTS:
TRUE

FALS

BOOLEAN STATE VARIABLES:
FALS

FALS

STATE 16

TRUE

FALS

TRUE

B24.
TIMEBLOCK NUMBER 2
BOOLEAN OUTPUTS:
FALS

TRUE

BOOLEAN STATE VARIABLES:
TRUE

FALS

FALS

TRUE

FALS

STATE 17
TI:MEBLOCK NUMBER 2
BOOLEAN OUTPUTS:
TRUE

FALS

BOOLEAN STATE VARIABLES:
FALS

TRUE

FALS

FALS

TRUE

STATE 18
TI:MEBLOCK NUMBER 2
BOOLEAN OUTPUTS:
FALS

FALS

BOOLEAN STATE VARIABLES:
FALS

TRUE

FALS

TRUE

FALS

STATE 19
TIMEBLOCK NUMBER 2
BOOLEAN OUTPUTS:
FALS

TRUE

BOOLEAN STATE VARIABLES:
TRUE

TRUE

FALS

STATE 20
TIMEBLOCK NUMBER 2

TRUE

FALS

B25.
BOOLEAN OUTPUTS:
FALS

TRUE

BOOLEAN STATE VARIABLES:
TRUE

FALS

TRUE

TRUE

FALS

STATE 21
TIMEBLOCK NUMBER 2
BOOLEAN OUTPUTS:
TRUE

TRUE

BOOLEAN STATE VARIABLES:
TRUE

TRUE

FALS

FALS

TRUE

STATE 22
TIMEBLOCK NUMBER 2
BOOLEAN OUTPUTS:
FALS

FALS

BOOLEAN STATE VARIABLES:
FALS

TRUE

TRUE

TRUE

FALS

STATE 23
TIMEBLOCK NUMBER 2
BOOLEAN OUTPUTS:
FALS

TRUE

BOOLEAN STATE VARIABLES:
TRUE

TRUE

TRUE

STATE 24
TIMEBLOCK NUMBER 2
BOOLEAN OUTPUTS:

TRUE

FALS

B26.
TRUE

TRUE

BOOLEAN STATE VARIABLES:
TRUE

FALS

FALS

TRUE

TRUE

STATE 25
TIMEBLOCK NUMBER 2
BOOLEAN OUTPUTS:
TRUE

FALS

BOOLEAN STATE VARIABLES:
FALS

TRUE

TRUE

TRUE

TRUE

STATE 26
TIMEBLOCK NUMBER 2
BOOLEAN OUTPUTS:
TRUE

FALS

BOOLEAN STATE VARIABLES:
FALS

TRUE

TRUE

FALS

TRUE

STATE 27
TIMEBLOCK NUMBER 2
BOOLEAN OUTPUTS:
TRUE

FALS

BOOLEAN STATE VARIABLES:
FALS

TRUE

FALS

STATE 28
TTMEBLOCK NUMBER 2
BOOLEAN OUTPUTS:
TRUE

TRUE

TRUE

TRUE

B27.

BOOLEAN STATE VARIABLES:
TRUE

FALS

TRUE

FALS

TRUE

STATE 29
TIMEBLOCK NUMBER 2
BOOLEAN OUTPUTS:
TRUE

TRUE

BOOLEAN STATE VARIABLES:
TRUE

TRUE

TRUE

FALS

TRUE

STATE 30
TIMEBLOCK NUMBER 2
BOOLEAN OUTPUTS:
TRUE

TRUE

BOOLEAN STATE VARIABLES:
TRUE

TRUE

FALS

TRUE

TRUE

STATE 31
TIMEBLOCK NUMBER 2
BOOLEAN OUTPUTS:
TRUE

TRUE

BOOLEAN STATE VARIABLES:
TRUE

TRUE

TRUE

TRUE

TRUE

The remaining state definitions use the same format as the first.
There are 32 representing all the possible combinations of five boolean
variables.

These state definitions are principally keys to check on the

system as the state table together with the outputs is sufficient to
describe the system.
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STATE TABLE COMPLETED
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

IO

11

12

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

3

1

3

1

2

2

2

2

2

4

4

5

5

3

1

3

1

3

3

3

3

3

1

1

2

2

6

7

6

7

4

4

4

4

4

8

8

9

9

10

2

10

2

5

5

5

5

5

11

11

12

12

10

2

10

2

6

6

6

6

6

3

3

10

10

13

14

13

14

7

7

7

7

7

3

3

10

10

15

8

15

8

8

8

8

8

8

7

7

16

16

17

4

17

4

9

9

9

9

9

18

18

19

19

17

4

17

4

10

10

10

10

10

4

4

5

5

6

7

6

7

11

11

11

11

11

14

t4

20

20

21

5

21

5

12

12

12

12

12

22

22

23

23

21

5

21

5

13

13

13

13

13

6

6

24

24

25

22

25

22

14

14

14

14

14

6

6

24

24

26

11

26

11

15

15

15

15

15

7

7

16

16

27

18

27

18

16

16

16

16

16

17

17

21

21

15

8

15

8

17

17

17

17

17

8

8

9

9

24

16

24

16

18

18

18

18

18

15

15

28

28

28

9

28

9

19

19

19

19

19

26

26

29

29

28

9

28

9

20

20

20

20

20

27

27

30

30

26

11

26

11

21

21

21

21

21

11

11

12

12

24

16

24

16

22

22

22

22

22

13

13

31

31

29

12

29

12

23

23

23

23

23

25

25

32

32

29

12

29

12

)
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24

24

24

24

24

17

17

21

21

13

14

13

14

25

25

25

25

25

13

13

31

31

32

23

32

23

26

26

26

26

26

14

14

20

20

30

19

30

19

27

27

27

27

27

15

15

28

28

31

20

31

20

28

28

28

28

28

18

18

19

19

27

18

27

18

29

29

29

29

29

22

22

23

23

30

19

30

19

30

30

30

30

30

26

26

29

29

31

20

31

20

31

31

31

31

31

27

27

30

30

25

22

25

22

32

32

32

32

32

25

25

32

32

32

23

32

23

This is the state transition table.

'the output table could

easily be printed here if desired though the information has already
been outputed in the state definitions.

In this particular example,

a state reduction algorithm would not be able to reduce the number
of states in the system.

In many other examples some redundant states

could be found by means of one of the standard algorithms such as
that described by Huffman.
Any implementation of this system need not make the assignment
of state variables indicated by the state definition.
Although the nature of this problem is such that a complete study
of the state table can be made, there is no need to simulate the system.
The following program is given as an example of how simulation can be
used to study a system described in SFD-ALGOL.

You will notice that

the program is essentially the same as the original description except
that at the head of each time block a procedure TIME is called which

B30.
reads in data from some external source and prints out the state of
the machine.
The results of this simulation with a small amount of data are
shown.

You will note that the success of the simulation depends on

the data not containing any situations with both control lines TRUE
simultaneously.
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aEGIN
DATA! 1
I 5
)J
BOOLEAN ARHY
_coNTROLOOWN ,TOPJN
J BOOLEAN CONTROLUP
COMMl::NT INPUT
BOTTOM II'~ J
.. ·-· COMMENT our~uT J BOOLEAN TOPOuT .BOTTOMOOT
J
PROCEDURE TIMEJ BEGIN
INTEGER cA l J OwN BOOLEAN SECONDJ
JF" sEcoND T~EN BEGIN
READ «W> >J
SE:::OND := TRU~;
E\JD ELSF t:lEGl:ll
NAM~ (CAT)i READ <<1D>>;
CONTROLUP : = ';;AT = 1 J
NA~~ <CATJJ READ <<1D>>;
:• CAT ll 1J
CONTR OL DOW~I
NA~c (CAT)J READ <<1D>>J
TQPIN
1= CAT • 1J
NA~c CCAT); READ <<1D>>;
BOTTOMIN
:: CAT :z 1J
NAME (CAT~ 5<JF DATA [CATI THEN 'TRUE' ELSe 1 FALS'))J
PRINT c~ 5 <4A,4B>, <E>);
ENO;

END;

..

-···-··------- - - -

TIMEJ
lNITlAL!ZATION
BEGIN
INTE~ER I
;
J I :a:
FOR l . : = 1
STEP 1
DO DAT AI I
UNTIL
5
FALSt::
;
TOpQUT ::BQTTOMOUT
I
--··- •-· --- ------· - - - -----------·--·----··-·· ··•·- -END;
WORK: T!MEJ
BEGIN
INTE~l::R I
;
IF ~ONT~OLUP
THEN BEGIN
+
UNTIL
FUR I
:= 4
STEP• 1
1
t::zDATAIJ
IJ
DATA! 1
]l:BOTTOMlNJ
El'<U ;
IF ~ONTROLDOWN THEN BEGIN
JI:
UNTIL
4
no DAT A11
FUR I
:= 1
STEP 1
DATAII
+ 1
IJ
DATA[ 5
Ji:TOPIN
J
END ;
TOpOUT ::DATA[ 5
JJ
IJ
BOTTUMOUT
:=BATAI 1
GO
TO WORKJ
END;
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AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL

B=GIN COMMENT CARD PUNCHING FIHST STATGE FOR SFD TRANSLATORJ
I~TEGER ARRAY CODE(Q:350nlJ .lNTEGER CoDECNT,LISTCNTJ
~EAL ARRAY iUENTS(1t15oOJJ
INTEGER ARRAY L1STc1:75olJ
I~TEGER PPOINl,RT~AR,LFTMARJ
BJO~EA~ PRlNTUNLy;
INTEGER LASTLD;
INTEGER TIHECNT,NEWCODEJ
I~TtGER ARRAY TIMEAUO(Ol50JJ
AL ~ROCEDURE SPACE J
AL
BEGIN
AL P~l~T((18>>J ~POl~T := PpUINT + 1J
AL

=1\JD;

AL ~ROCEOLJRE Nl-:l~LINEJ
AL Bi:: GI i~
AL lz PRINTONLY THEN
AL
PRINTC<E>, ➔~ LFTMAR-11< B>> ELSE
AL 8::GlN
AL
P~PJT«W>);
AL PJNCH<<E>, ➔ $LrTMAR-1$<8>);
E \JD;

~POINT :: ~FTMAR;
AL :NO;
AL p~oCEDURE PRI~TCHAR(SYMB,;vALut SYMB: INTEGER SYMBJ
AL . Bi:GIN INTEGER l,J,K ,P;
SWJTGH CHAR~ A1,A2,A3,A4,A5,A6,A7,A8,A9,A10,A11,A12,

AL

Al3iA14;A15,A16,A17,A18iA19,A20,A21,A22,A23J
AL I; SyMB = 16 ~ RT~AR-PPOINT<5 THEN NEWLINEJ
AL ~ IF SYMB>LAST&D THEN BEGIN
______ __ I_~ PP OI NT __ + _ 6 _ _>__ R T MAR T HEN NE WL I NE ;

NAMi:CSYMB>;
AL P~l~T<< 1 FAD1,3Z>>;
AL
PPO!NT := P~OINT + 6i
GJ TO EXIT
E \JD;
IF SYM B < n ~ sy~B > 23 THtN GO TO wRD ELSE BEGIN
AL
AL I~ ?POINT+ 2 ~> RTMAR THEN GO To CHAR(SYMBI ELSE
3E GI ~ NEWLINti GO TO CHARISYMBI
ENDJ
----· Al.

AL

E \JD;

At : PRINT<<~•'>>;
A2
PRINT<<•~•>>;
A3 : PRINT(('*'));
A4
PRINT((t/ 1 ) ) ;
A3
PRINT<<'''>);
A6
PRINT<<~<'>);
A7

Ag

I

A9

A10Z
Ail:
A12:
A13:
At4:
A15:
A16:
A171

PRINT<<~=•>>;
PRINT<< 1 > 1 >>;
?RINTC('1 1 >>;
PRINT(<'~'>>;
PRINT(('A'));
PRINT<<•,•>>;
PRINT,('~'>>;
i->RJNT<<'·,•»;
PRINT<<•~•>>;
PRINT<<•:•>>J
PRINT<<~;•>>;

PPOINr::PPOINT+1J
PPOlNT::PPOINT+lJ
_PP_OI NT: =PPO I NT+U
PPOINr:=PPOINT+1J
PP01Nr::PP01NT+1J
PPOINT::PPQINT+1;
PPOINT:=PPOINT+1J
PPO!Nr:=PPOINT+1J
PPOINT::PP01NT+1;
PPOINT::PPolNT+1;
PPOINr:=PPOINT+1;
PPOINr:=PPOINT+lJ
PPOINT::PPOlNT+1J
PPOINT::PPQINT+1;
P~OINy::PPOINT+1;
PPOINr:=PPOlNT+1J
PPOINr::PPOINT+1;

GO TO
GO TO
GO TO
GO _ TO
GO TO
GO TO
GO TO
GO TO
GO TO
GO TO
GO TO
GO TO
GO TO
GO To
GO TO
GO TO
GO TO

EXITJ
EXITJ
EXITJ
EXITI
ExITJ
EXIT J
EXITJ
EXITJ
ExITJ

exrT;
EXITJ
EXITJ

ExITJ

EXITJ
EXITJ
EXITJ
ExITJ

_ __ A_1 ~J __ PR t NT < <~.!_=.~>) J _PP Ol NT ~ =PP Q I NT.~-- 2 J __ GO TO EX l TJ _ _
A191 PRINT<<~t'>>J PPOINTl•PPOINT+1J GO TO EXITJ
A201 PRtNT((')'))J PPOINr: ■ PPOINT+1J GO TO ExITJ
--------:2rc-?Rt NT f <• i f >;-;· PP OI NT I =PP OI NT+ 1 J GO TO EX I TJ
·
A221 PRINT(<'l 1>)J PPOINrZ:aPPOINT+1J GO TO ExITJ
----- ---A~ 3 I PR I NT ( <Q >> J
PP OI NT I :a PP O1NT+ 1 J GO TO EX I TJ
AL W~0_1___ 1 F' SYM~-- ~- 0--~~ SyHBR >_.. 53 _ THEN _BEG I tC NAME C•SY}'1_~J__J_
AL IF PPOtNT + ~ > nTMA THEN NE~LINE
J
___ AL. '_ PR I 'IT ( <2 Z>> J
AL PPOINT t= PPOlNT +2 END E~SE BEGIN
AL Ir sv~a < 53 ~ sy~B ~ 39 THEN SPACE
------------p - i i: - AR S (SY M8 >--.,.· - 2·3 f . ----·
. --- ----- -- J
J: :a LIST [ P+ 1 J ~LIST [ P J J
_ A
_L_ IF pPQJNT + 4•J > RTHAR TH~N
AL

"EWL.INEJ

-- AL - NA-ME (~ .. J(l DENTS-[ LI s·TI P-J "'1 +K J > > J PRJ NT ( ,tJ(4A) > J -- . ---J
AL 1r SY~B = 4~vSYMB=29vSYMB m42vSYMB=43vSYMB•46 T~EN SPACE
---- -c-p PO I NT t =PP O! NT + 4 * J J END .I EX 1T t ENO J .
.
p~oCEUU~E PRE~NT(ARAy,LIMIT>;INTEGER ARRAY ARAYJINTEGER LIMITJ
- .. -1. ~ --. BEG 1 N I NTEl1 ER- i J BOOLEAN AFTERSPACEJ - j NTEGER - TEMp _
j_ ___ _
__ A_I., ______~-E wL. t NE J___ ___ .. _ ... .
_ __ _____ __ .. ___________ .. _ __ __ _ _ _ __ ___ ___ _ __ _
AL '
AFTERSPACE 1= FALSEJ
I •ARA
:~ 1 YIST~P
1 UNTIL
------~-FOR
TE ~p:
I IT _______
. . . -LIMIT
. . ···- Do
-· BEGIN
-------·· ··-··· . - - . -- -- --· ..
I~ TE~P < 53 ~TEMP>
23 THEN
BEGIN
_ _____, -·-PR 1'H < < 1R> . > J PPO 1NT 1 =ppQ I NT+i J AFTERSPACE a •fR.UE- E t\J ll J
PRINTCHARC

-------------

TEMP)J .

--- - ------

_________J_E._AE_T_ERSP_A.C_~ __ JHEt'l__ Bt:J, l_N_ eEUNl_( .<tB >u ~e.o HU L=!P.e.OJ.N_T_±i.L.
AFTERSPACE1=~ALSE

END; END;
- PRINT<(E))J ENDJ
- -AL P~I\ITONLY := THUEJ
---~...L.~-- ~ F T_M ~ R •-~ ~ I t:!J MAR: '!'_7_2_J_P e_o INT I !4 J __ . _______________________________ _
eEGIN COMMENT DAVE PARNAS kLECTRICAL ENGINEERING J
J\IT2GF.R LJ
--------- -- RE AL ARR AY CH AR S I 1 : 4 8 l , PR WORD ( 1 I :t. 2 J J
AL L~ TE GER ARR AY__ _ . _ REED ( .. 2 I 8 4 l _ _ _ __ . J _ _
__ _
I\ITEGER COUNT.I COMMENT FOR USE IN REAOCHAR ONLYJ
INTEGER CQMM,QUOTEJ
--1i- REA~ CHARJINTtGER LETT~RcoUNT,I,J,~RocNT,SPcJ
BOOLEAN-· ABCONJ
R~AL PROCEDURE
READCHARJBEGIN
- - -----I\ITEGER- LJ .
·-· -- -----·
·- ..
-- .
.
----

p~

CoUNT

-AL
- :-.RE.A[)

=

( <w>) i

BEG_IN

73 JHEN

.. ____________ _

- - - --------

C~ U~ T ~ 4;
END;
READCHAR ~ REtD(COUNTlJ COUNT~ COUNT+1J
ENDJ
a,oLEAN PRoCEDuRE 8LANK(SYM9)JREAL SYMBJ BLANK~ SYMB•o J
BOOLEAN PRo~coURe DIGIT<SYMBOL)J REAL SYMBOLJ BEGIN
.
REAL ITEMJ DIGIT~ FALSEJ FOR ITEM~ •o•,•1t;t2t,1J1,,4,,
-- -- ---- ' 5 ' , -; 6 ' , ' 7 • , ' B ' , ' 9 ' , ' • ' , ' •

D!GIT

~

1

DC) I F S YM8 0 L • I T EM- T HEN BEG1-N

TRUEJuO TO EXITJ
-----------------Et-fDf EX 1 T t -END - f
BOOLEAN PROCcDURE LETTER(Sy~B>JREAL SYMBJ BEGIN.
------------- . .
RE AL I TE MJ LETTER ► FALSE ;
F' 0 R I TE M ., 1 A• , ' B' , ' Ct
' E' ,.

, t

D' ,-

'F', 'G', 1 H', 'I', 1 J', 'K 1 , 'L', 1 M', 'N', '0',

- -

'T ' ;

.

.-

.

'p•, 'Q', 'R', 'S',

•u•,•V','W','X','Y','Z' Do IF' SYMB. ITEM THEN BEGIN

-------------------

Lt;TTER

TRUeJ GQ To EXIT ENDJ

tot

EXITI 1::ND

J
---·------- INTEGER PRQCE:DURE CHARNO(SY\18>

BEGIN

JREAL SYMBJ

INTEr,EH IJ REAL IOJ I .. O JFOR ID .. '+','•*,'*''

'I','

-------- ·--

-

t 1, 1

<', 1 :z', '>',

'. ',
• <,,' > 1 , ' I',' I ', 63

1

~',

1

..,

1

, '""',' • ', '~•, ', •, t

•','I', 'J t,

DO BEGIN
I .. 1+1JIF Io = SVMB THbN BEGIN
CHARNO .. IJ
GO TO EXIT

ENOJ

ENDiEXlT:

E \JD

J

--------- BOOLEAN PROLf:DURE LETORO I G( SYMB) J REAL - SVMBJ
L=TORDIG .. ~ETTER<SYMB) v D!GlT(SVHB)J

·------- - 1 "-J Tt: GER PROCEDURE L I ST NO C I DENT • WR DC NT > j I NT EGER WR DC NT I
REAL ARRAY lOENTJ BEGIN
- --- ·
INTEr,EH l,J; FOR I .. 1 STEP 1 UNTIL -LISTCNT DO BEGIN

If LISTII+ll~LIST(ll=WRDCNT THEN BEGIN

------------------

FOR J .. O STEP

i

UNTIL WRDCNT-1 Do

-

IF JDENTS[~IST(IJ+JJtlDENT[i+JJTHEN GO TO lNCl
END ELSE GO TO 1NCIJLJSTN0 .. 1+23JGO To EXITJ INCII
ENOJ

EXTEND t L I ST CI\J T.. L 1 ST CNT+ 1 J FOR I .. 0 STEP 1 UN T I L WR DC NT 001- -DO !DENTS CLISTlLISTcNTl+IJ .. IDENT(l+iJJ LIST(LISTC~T+11 ..
LIST!L!STCNTJ+WRDCNT;LrSTNo~LISTCNT+23:EXIT1END;
I~TEGER pRQcEuURE BcGINORtND; BEGIN

CODE { COD EC NT J =?. :> TH EN SP C .. SP C+ f EL SE I F
CQUhlCODECNTI = 30
T~E~ SPC .. srC-1, BEGlNoREND .. spC END
J
P~OCEOURE PACK(CHAR ,PRWoRD,LETCNT,WRDCNT)JARRAY CHAR ,PRwoRoJ
---- PJTEGER LETCNl, WHDCNT J
.
-- . ----BEGIN
--- ---- --I NT EGER l , J ; I NT EGER LET LE F T ; I .. 1 J J .. 1 J LET LE F 't •LET CNT J NEW WR DI
IF LETLEFT ~<4THEN BEGJN
PR woRo I r 1.. cH AH I J 1• 16111216+ cH AR, 1, *655 36•C-HARfJ;·21•256+cH fRTJ•-;ro-·
J • J+4J LET~~FT • LETLEFT"4J
I .. 1+1J GO TO NEWWRDJ
. END ELSE IF LETLEFT ~ 3 THEN BEGIN .
.
AL PRWoRDtll ..
-- A C -C-iAR I j J *16 777216-+CHAR l ~.1+1 l •65536+CHAR l j+21 ·•256 f l .. 1+1 J GU TO EXIT
END ELSE IF LETLEFT ·= 2 THEN BEGIN
AL p~WORDIIJ .. C4AH(JJ•1677721b+CHAR[J+11•65536J
------- -- . -- I F"

J•

·1 .. I•1J GO To t:XITJ

END ELSE IF LETLEFT = 1 THEN BEGIN
AL P~WORD[JJ .. CHAR[JJ•16777216J 1 .. 1+1J GO TO EXIT
.
ENDi EXIT : WRDCNT • I-1 ENDJ
AL ST A-qf:-- s·uFFEHSET Co, REED IO r>
ABCON .. FALSt:i

r--- -

--------·co M"i--;--2-,-;-·--au oTE .. 23

--------LI S T I . 1 J ..

- - ·- -- ---- --- - ·-

;

.

1 I I OEN TS I 1 J.. ' ARR AI J I DENTS [ 2 I .. ' Y

LIST ( 21~ 3JIDENTS[

I

J3_1 .. •9EGI•_JIDENTS( _ 4l _•'N __ _'_!_ ______________

LIST[ 31 .. 5JIUcNTS( 5) .. 1 900~•JlDENTS1 6J .. '6AN 'I
LISTI 4) .. 7JlLJENTS( 71 .. •cOMM•JIDENTSr 8J .. 1 ENT '•
LISTI 51 .. 9JIUcNTSI 91 .. •oo 'J

_

---· LI ST I 6 I .. 10 J I LH:: NT S I 10 I .. 'f: l.. S Ii: ' J
____

-_ ___

_

LIST[ 71 .. 11,1uENTS(11J .. 'eND 'J
1 J
LIST[ s, .. 12,1uENTS(12J .. 'FALS'JlDENTS113J .. 1 E
L I S T [ 9 J .. 1, 4 I I UENTS I 14 J .. ' F' 0 R ' J
LIST(iOl .. 15JIUcNTSl151 .. 1 G0 'J
LIST[11).,t6JIUcNTS(16J .. 'T0 'J
LlST(12J .. t7JfU~NTS(17J .. 1 1F 1 J
L I ST ( 13 l .. t As I UEN i S I 18 I ., 1 I NT E • J I OEN TS 119 J .. ' GER ' J
LIST(t4J .. 20JJUeNTS(20l .. 1 tNPU•JIDENTSr21J .. 1 T
'J
L I Sf ( 1 5 Jt. ?. 2 J I UENTSI 2 2 l +- ' L ABE ' J 10ENTSI 2 3 J .. ' L
'J
LlST(1bJ .. ~4JIU~NTS(24J .. •oUTP•JlOENTS(25J .. 'UT 1 1
LIST[t7J .. 26JILJ~NTS(i6J .. •owN ,,
LIST(t8J .. ?.71IUENTSt271 .. 'PROC,;IDENTS[28J .. •EDUR'J
IPENTS[29J .. ~E
'J
LIST[19) .. 301tUENTS[30J .. 'R=A~•s

___ L I S T ( 2 0 l ., 3 1 J I IJ £:: NTS [ 31 l .. ' S TcP ' J

LIST[21J .. J2JtLJcNTS(321 .. 'STR1 1 JIDENTSt331 .. 1 NG 1 1
LtSTt,2J .. 34:IUENTS[J41.,'SWIT•JIOENTSr351.,'CH 'J
LIST(23J .. ~61fUENTS(J6J .. 'THEN•1
LIST[24J .. i71IUcNTS(J7J .. 'TlME•J
AL ,.LISTtlil .. J81lUENTSt3Al .. 'NUNS•1IDENTS139J .. 1 TATE'J
LIST[26J .. 40JlUb.NTS(40l.,'TRUE•1
LlST(27J .. 41JlUl:NlS(41J.,•111~Tl 1 JIOENTS[42) .. 'L
'J
LIST(2S) .. 43sIWENTSt4JJ .. •vALU 1 JlOENTS[44J .. 'E
,,
1J
LIST[29J .. 45~IOENTSl451 .. 'wHI~•;IOENTS(46J .. •E
LI ST I 3 0 l ::: 4 71 l OF.NT S ( 4 7 I I• q: AAF. tJ IDEN TS [ 4 8 I I• ' AI- ___ ! _ J___ ________ _
LIST (31J:= 4~J 1DENTS( 4 Qll••F'Ai,QIJ IDENTS[50JI• 'OL '
J
AL LISTl32l:=51. ,ID!::NTSl51Jle'FAI~'JIDENTSl52ll•'T
•J
LIST LS~I ::: 5..iJ IDENTS(~3J l••F'ARE'i tDENTS[54J 1• .,ALCt•

J

LIST 134):= 5!:>J lDENTS[55Jc:i='F'AINtJ IDENTS[5611• •TcNT'
J
LIST (35):= 57J IOENTS(57J:••F'Ai::iOtJ t0ENTS[58JI• '0LCT'
J
LIST l36J:= i:;9J IOENTS(59lr••F'ATlt1 IDENTS[60JI• .,ME '
J
AL LIST(371 := 61JIDENTS(o1JI ■' F'AD•11DENTS[62Jl• 1 UMMY•J
L I S T l 3 ~ l : = 6 3 J I DEN TS ! 6 3 I I • ' F' ARE • J I OE NTS [ 6 4 I I • ' LOUT '-_ _ J __ _ ______ _
LIST t39Jz= 6=>J IOENTS[6!511• t F'A1NtJ IDENTS(66JI• 'TOUT'
LIST (4r'JJP= 67i IDENTS(67Js••FA8Qtl
LISTt41I :=69; lDENTS(69J l ■ 'FAQP' J

J

tDENTS(68JI• 'LOUT'

J

AL L[ST(42J:: 70'1DE 1\JTSt70l1=•F'AOL'J
AL LIST(43J:: 71J LISTCNT la: 42;
C~A~ ~ READCHAH#CODECNT ~ 1J \JEWCHSlr CHAR•' •THEN BEGIN
CHAR~ R~ADCHAR; GO io NEWCH
E \JD J

IF LETORO1G<C~AR> THEN GO TO NEWID ELSE BEGIN
cooeccoucCNTI ~ CHARNO(C~AR)JCOoECNT ~ CODECNT

HEADCHARJ
tr COUE(~OUECNT-1)

+

1

J

CHAR ..

~

QUoT~ TH~N

GO TO NEWCHJGO TO ALPHCON ENOJ
NcWIO: IF DtGlT<CHAR) THEN ABCON .. TRUEJLETTERCOUNT~o,
MIDID: LETT~RCOUNT ~ LETr=RCQUNT + 1JCHARS[LETTERCOUNTJ .. CHARJ
C~A~ ~ ReAOCHAH; IF LETO~UIG(CHAR) THEN GO To MIDIO ELSE
PAC<<CHARS,?RWORD,LETTERcOUNT,WROCNT)JCODE[COOECNTJ ..
LISTNO(?RWORO,WRDCNT)J IF A0CON THEN CODEICODECNTJ ...

CODE(COOECNTJ
ABDON~ FALStJ IF BEGINQRE~D ~ 0 THEN BEGIN
I~ CODE{~ODECNTl = COMM THEN 8EGIN REPI Ir READCHAR _,,,
---ll·--f~EN GO TO REf; CQDECNT .. CoLlECNT•U
CHAR .. RcADCHAR END J
CODECNT .. CODECNT + 1J GO TO NEwCH ENDJ
AL ~ASTID:=LlST~NT+23J
- AL -·G:, TO FINALELXIT;
ALPrlCON: LETTcHCQUNT .. OJ MlDALPHCON:IF CHAR~ 1056964608 THEN BEGIN
LcTTEHCOUNT .. LETTERCOUNT+1; CHARS(LETTERCOUNTJ .. CHARJ
CHAR .. HcAUCHAR; GO TO MIDALPHCON
-- E\JDJpACKcCHARS,PR~ORO,LErTERCOUNT,WROCNT)J
CODE(CODECNTJ .. -LISTNQ(pRWoRo,~RoCNT)JCODECNT ~ C0DEcNT+2J
-- ~ COOE(CooEcNT-1] .. 23; CHAR .. READCHARJ
GO TO NEWCHJ
FINALt:LXIT: ENDJ
AL BEGIN INTEGER SYM3,STACKpNT,ARINFCNTJ
AL BOOLEAN TlME,PROC,T8,0P1
~~ L. _ I \J T EGE R ARR AY D I R ECTORY [ lZ 5 0 I , S T ACK : P RE S ENT, 0 L D,
ARI\JFll:4001
J
AL
I~TEGEH AUPUT;
--- .AL -- I \J TEGER PR l) CC n
AL · INTEGER AHRAY BEGSTACK (1:5Ql, INNER (0:100JJ
---~L ~ INTEGER ARRAY BLDCKNO,Dt~EC1t0NS(OliOOJ,DIRECTPNT(0:20IJ
AL
INTEGER REGPNT, 8~GCNTJ
· -I\JT::GER DIHECTOR,BLOCKCNT,I;
AL I\JT=GER PLACEi
--- A,L I \J T =GER J;
VALUE a; INTEGE_R OJ
_______ _£~_0 CED~-RE ADTU COD E < 0 ) J
BEGIN
___AL \J E.~CODE : =NF. WL; 0 DE + 1 ; CO UE I NEWCOD E I : =Q J

'

E \JD J

pRUCEUURE ERROR<NUM8ER>JINTEGER NUMBERJ ~EGIN
\J AME < S YMt:l ) ; P R I N T « 2 D> > ; - AL
NAME<NUMBER);
p~ I .\JT < <' ****EHROR', 2D, '*•**', E> > J
END
J
pqQCEDURE NF.XTCHAR;BEGlN UQDECNT ::CoDECNT+1JSYMB:aCODEtCODECNTJ END;
- - -p~OCEOURE STACK1<SIMB>JlNTEGER SIMBJ BEGIN
STACK 0 NT::STA~KPNT+1; STA~KtSTACKPNTJ:=SIMB ENDJ
BOOLEAN PROCEUUHf IDENT<sIMB)JlNTEGER SlMBJIOENTt=SIMB>52J
AL INTEGER PRoCtDURE CuRRENT(SyMBOL)jVALUE SYMBOLJlNTEGER SyMBOLJ
AL STA~T: IF SyMbOl < 53 THEN CURRENT::SYMBOL ELSE IF PRESENT[SYMBOLJ>0
AL TH::N CURRENT :=SYMBOL ELSE IF PRESENT(SYMBOLl <O THEN BEGIN
AL SY~BOL :=-PRtSENT lSYMBQLJi GO TO START END ELSE BEGIN
AL cu~RENT := SYMBOL;
AL P~l\JTC(' IF NOT LABLE QR PROCEDURE PARAMETER THEN '>>J
ERRORC72);
AL
END;
AL

----·iC___ -

AL

AL - I NT EGER OLDL~T;
AL
----A-L. --P~OCEDURE PTsT; BEGIN
AL NAME <STACKPNT,l ➔ STACKPNr<STACK(IJ»;
~- AL P ~ I 'H < <' S T ACK PNT I S
' , + 3 U, 1 EN TR I ES AR E : t,E>
~ AL ___ , __

~

-

STACKPNT< 20C, +3D,E>

--- E \I DJ

AL ·

)J

- .

PROCEDURE ADDINLJSTJ ~EGJN

----AL A DPJ T : =11 J

AL
ENDJ
ADDOuTLisTJ BEGIN
AL
?ROCEDURE
AL AOP ~T := 311
END;
AL P~OCEDURE lJNSTACKlJ
AL B~G!N
AL STACKPNT::STAGKPNT-1J

---Ac- E\I OJ

PiOCEDURE INStHTCQDE;
BEGIN
I 'HEGER T;
----- - I \J TE GE R ARR A -Ht I s T, i L1ST ; RC I ST l1
J\JTEGER BCT,ICT,RCTJ

y

AL
---

s-roo_n__

=>RuCEDURE PRlNTDEFJ BEGJN
N=W !.. INt:;

FjR J

:-:: 1 STt:P i'··-uNTIL-BCT- 1Yo-·-0e-cfrN

Pil\JTCHAR<BLi~TlJJ>J
---- -- F J -t 8 CT TH I:: N PR I NT CH AR ( 14 ff- -- . --- ---- -----E \JD;
N::WL!i\JEJ

Pil\JT(<1C, 1 ?NTEGER:' >)J
- ----- ·--- ------N:: WLI \J E;
FOR J == 1 srt::P 1 UNTIL JCT Do BEGIN
-- P ~ I \J TC HAR< I L I ~ T l J I > j
- -- - - - --------______ J f J -t 1 CT __ TH t: N__ P;:n NT CH ~e_< 1_4) J _________ _____ _
E \JD J

- -

N=wL.INE;
- - - Pi I \J T < <1 C, ' RE AL.:··, > >; .
NcWLP.JE;
FJR J :=

1 sftP 1 UNTIL RCT DO BEGIN
Pil\JTCHAR<RLIST[JJ>J
IF J -t RcT THE:N PRINTCHARfi4>J

_ __ E \JU J

___________ _

N5WLINEJ
E \JO J

p~QCEDURE AD( l,Llsr,cn1 ·1NTEGEA ARRAv ""LisiT -INTEGER T;CTj BEGIN

cT I : CT+U

-------~ L I ST [ CT 1 : = I ;
E \JD;

- - - p ~ OCEDURE

AO Bl l

.
>J

J\JTEGER 1;
AD<I,BL.IST,ACT>;
P~OCEOURE AOR~I>;
I \JTc:GER 1;

- -

AD<l,RL.IST,RCT>i

p~oCEDuRE ADtlf);____
I \JTEGER I;

---------A[f( I,

H.Ts T,

IC Ti;

I\JTEGER 1; INTEGER J; _
--- AC -TIMECNT :: TIMECNT +1;
AL R: r , = I cT : =8 c_
Ti _=o; _______ _

- AL F:, R I : = 1 Sr t: P 1 UiH I L D l R.E: CT OR D0
AL orREcTJoNS(1+UlREcTPNT(T1MECNTJJ:=DlRECToRY(IIJ
----AL. Dl~ECTPNTITIMECNT+1J :=DyRECTPNTlTIMECNTI + DIRECTORJ
AL 1; TI~ECNT = 1 THEN BEGIN FOR Jl=41,39,17,25 DO ADToCoDE (J)J
FJR 1:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL LlsTCNT Do BEGIN
ALT := IF PRESENT(ll > 0 TH~N PRESENTIII ELSE OLD(IJJ
. AL 1; T = 34 THEN
AL BEGIN
AL ADR<I>;

FOH J:=53,21j'6,22,1B,I,17,56,18,56,1,-1,17
AL E\JD.I
AL J; T = 33 THEN
AL 8::GIN
AL ADB(I>;
FOR J :=54,21,58,22,18,1,17,58,18,58,1,•1,17
AL E\10;

DO AoTocooe (J)J

DO ADTOcODE <J>J

AL IP T = 35 TH~N
AL B=GIN

-- AL ADI < I > ;
FOR J :=55,21,~7,22,18,I,17,57,18,57,1,-1,17
--A-L-- E \I lH
-

DO AoTocooE (J)J

E\JD; FOR I:=1 STEP 1 UNTlL LISTCNT 00
I;(?RESENT[IJ>35APREsENT[I)<39)v(pREsENTIII <OA(QLD(IJ>35AQLDIIl<39))
AL. T-lE ,\J 3i::GIN
--- --- F OR J ; = O, I , 1 7 DO ADTOCO DE < J > J
J:= IF PRESENTCIJ > 0 THEN PRESENT(IJ ELSE OLDIIIJ
IF J = 37 THEN ADR<l> E~sf IF J = 36 THEN ADB<l> ELSE ADI(l)J
E \ID J

F~R J :-=

61;1is~-56-, ii~62-.-i -B-,5-i:17,,63,18~-5A-;30~-17Do--A-DfocoriE--TJ) _J__ - ...

AL

FJR J :: 4j_,u,39,17,25
Do ADTOCODE
(J)J
AL pqINT< < •THE STATE DEFINITIONS WILL CONTAIN THE VALUES OF THE •~
---- --- 1 OU TP U T VAH I AB Lt: S I N THE
F OLL DwI NG ORDER : ' , E, ' BOOLE AN 1 1 » J - .
-- - P~PJTDEF;

8 :: T : = RC T : = I L T : = 0 J
__ ______ _
- -F JR - I : :: 1 - S fEP --1 U ~TI L. -LIST CNT DO BEGIN ---- -------------------- ALT := IF PRESENT(ll > 0 TH~N PRESENTlil ELSE OLDlllJ
--.. -AL I; T = 34 THEN
.
.
F'R J:= I,18,~3,21,56,22,17,56,18,56,1,•1,17
DO ADTOCODE <J)J
AL I; T = 33 THEN
F~R J :: I,18,54,21,58,22,17,58,
18,~8,1,•1,17
DO ADTOCODE <J>.1

- -,C- I r

=

35 THEN
.
FOR J := I,10,~~,21,57,22,17,57,18,57,1,-1,17
T

DO ADTOCODE (JlJ
E\JDf - FOR - l:=1 -STEP 1 UNTIL LISTCNT no
IF(PRESENTlI1>35APREsENT[I)<39)v(PREsENT(II (QA(QLDIIJ>35AQ~D(lJ<39))
T~E~ FOR J := O,O,l,17
DO ADTOCODE <J>J
FJ~ J :: 30,17
DO AoTOCODE CJ)J
A[AL FJR J:= 41,65,17,25 DO ADTOCODE(J)J
-------- FjR --f -T=--1: STE:P 1 UNTIL LlSTCNT DO

BEGIN
T := IF PRESENT(lJ>O _THEN PRESENT[ll ELSE OLD(IIJ
-- I ~ T = 14 THEN 8 E GIN
ADR(I);

FJR J:=53,21,56,22,18,I,17,56,18,56,1,•1,17

~ E \I lJ i

-- --- - - - -AL I~ T = 13 THEN

_A_C_8: GI N -·-----

-

--

- -

.

.

-

-

DO ADToCoDE (J)J

-· - --

AL ADB(I>J
-FOR J :=54,21,5ij,22,18,I,17,58,18,58,1,-1,17
AL E\JDJ
- AL--IF' T - = ·- 1_5 -··- THt:N BEGIN
.

DO ADTOCODE
--•---- -

AL ADI<I>;
_
FOR J 1=55,~1,~7,22,18,1,17,57,18,57,1,~1,17
AL E\JD;
------ E\JOJ ___ F"OR - I •·=l: - STEP·- 1·· uNTlL - LISTCNT DO ----AL Bi:GIN

-·

(J)J

DO AOTOCoDE CJ)J

T := IF pREsENTIIJ>O - THEN PRESENT(ll ELSE - OLD(IJJ

-

AL IF' 1' = 17 THEN ADR<l> ELSf: IF T = 16 THEN ADB<I> ELSE IF' T • 18 _THEN

AL ADI<l>l
.
. .
AL IF' T > 15 AT< 19 THEN FOR J:= O,I,17 DO ADTOCODE(J)J

-- AL -

E ·\JD ;

--

.

.

.

AL FJR J :: 30,11
Do
ADroCoDE(J)J
- AL- P~I\JT(<•- THE iNPUT STATE UEF(NITio;;fs--WEILL coNTATN --TH.E Viii.JES ,,
AL 1 0F THE INPIJT VARIABLES IN THE FOLLOWING ORDERl',E,•BOOLEANl•>)J
---AL - P ~ I \J T DEF ;
. . . ..
..
- -AL · JCT:: BCT:= H~T:= OJ
AL .
..
.
_ A L_

! t H__E AD~ I ~ _! : :: Nt:_W90 DE+ 1 J

. __ . __

AL END OF THE INPUT OUTPUT PROCEDURE GENERATIONJ
----- --F~R J ·=-=-- 39-~1r · ·- -DO ADTOcODE . <J >;
F~R 1:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL LisTCNT DO BEGIN

--A-c--;f : = 1 r

p R1: s E

N"n er·-> -o r Ht:: N- ·P,q Es eNTl I r eI·se--c,-c oTi fJ ------ ---------

-

AL IF' T = 3 THEN
- AL -B::G IN
A.L ADA<I);

---- - Fo R · J f=5·3 ;·21, 56·;2 2·~-fa-;-l~-11, 56, fa, s6·; i~ -~i ~If-·-oo--A
·oroco oe ·cJ>'i-A. L E\JDJ
AL IF' T = 2 THEN

~L_ B~GIN _______ _
AL ADB(J>J
FOR J := 54,21,5a,22,1e,1,17,58,18,5e,1,-~,17 00 AOTOCOOE(J)J

AL E\JDJ
AL .B:
IF GT
.. AL
I N=.. ---4 --THEN
-- . - ·-------- . -·----- -- - AL ADI(I>J

- - - F:, R i : =- 5 5 , 21, 5 7; 2 2; 18 ; I ~ 17, 5 7, 18 , 5 7, 1, -T~ 1 7 . 0
AL E\JDJ
-- - E \J DJ F OR I -- 1 =1 - ST EP -1 - UNT I L L I S T CNT D0

a·· AD TOCO DE

CJ >J

IF (PRESENT (11 >4 APRESeNT [Il<avPReSENT [IJ(QA(OLD rIJ)4A0LD (IJ(B)
)

AL

T-◄ EN

BEGIN

F::>R _ J_ f= ···o, f~ 17·- ob- ADT0CQUE ( J ,--J - ----- - - ---AL J i= IF" PRESENTlIJ>o THEN PRESENT[IJ ELSE OLDlIJJ
----· 1F J -=--6 THEN ADRcI>ELSE lF J = 5 THEN ADB(I> EL.SE ADt<l)J
E \JO J
-- A[ FOR I l= 47,TlMEC~T DO AOTOCOOE(I>J
FOR J 1_~ _.9_~_3_9,_~7- __ --~o -~or9co~~ <J>1

FjR 1:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL LISTCNT DO BEGIN
- T s = I F PRESEN T I I J > 0 TH I: N. PRE SEN T l I ) ELSE OLOl I J J
AL I;:- T = 3 THF.N
-------F j fC.T f= . I , i 8 , 5 3 , 21 , 5 6 , 2 2 , 1 7 , 5 6 , 18 , 5 6 , 1 , -1 , 1 7
Do ADTOCQDE (J>J
_AL IF T = 2 THEN
FjR J s= I,18 1 54,21,58,22,17, 56,18, 58,1,•1,17
DO ADTOCODE (J)J
AL IF' T = 4 THEN
- -AL -- FOR J ,:: I,18,55,21,57,22~17,57,18,57,1, ·:.1,17 - ·oo ADToCoDE(J)j·--- -·
E\JDJ FOR I :='- STEP 1 UNTll LISTcNT DO
IF'( 0 RESENTlII> 4~PRESENT(lJ< B)v(pREsENT(lJ (QA(QLDlI!> 4AOLD(IJ< 8)>
T~E\J FOR J i : 0,0,1,17
DO ADTOCQDE<J>J
--AI-- T1M~ AOD t TI HFCN T+1 J s·=NEW Co DE+ 1 J
AL NAME<TIMECNT);
- °AL-- P~I\JT<<• AT TIME BLOCK •:2r.,,, THE STATE DEF'INlTIONS WILL ,,
AL •CO\JTAIN THF. VALUES OF THE SATE VARIABLES ',E,
--- ~-c --•~FTER THE OUTPUT VARIABLc:s· IN THE FoLL0.1.flNG · oRDERi-;,E;- ,eooL.EANlt))I
AL PRI\JTOEF;
-- AL. ICP=BCT:=RCP= OJ
E\JO OF THE PROCEDURE INSERTCOOEJ

~

- A[-· ~RO CED URE )(ST ACK <S 1 MB > J I NT EGER -S I M8 J ------·------

AL
AL
AL
---AC -

BEGIN INTEGEk TE~PJ
IF TEMP= 47 THEN BEGIN
JNSTACK1;
ST ACK 1 < SY M8) f -

TEMPS:STAcK(STACKPNTJJ
-

AL 30 TO ExITJ
AL
ENDi
__ AL _ I 1 =0; LJN_ST_ACK1; _ RA::> s__ I F _ St_ACK t STACKPNT l =25 __ THEN __BEG I N_J _I _= _______ _
AL 1+1; uNSTACK1iGO TO RAP ENDJ
J:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL
--;.,ALL-·STACK1<SIMB);~OR
EXIT:
.
. I ... DO. . STACK1(25)1
-- - . -- .. - ·-·· --------------- -AL Boo
STACK1(TEHP,;
-------·
LE AN P HCJ r, ElJ ~ND;
URE Ty·p E<Sy MB> i - H~ TE GER - 5'fMBJ ________________________________ _
TYPE := SYMR:~6 vSYMB:36 v Sy~B=42J
-- - P~OCEDURE UJRccT;aEGIN DJRECTQR :=DIRECTOR +1J
DIRECTORY(DIRtCTOR]::BLOcKCNT + 1J

_ A_L__ _3E GC NT 1 =BEGCN T + 1 J -

-

-- ----- - ---

AL

8EGPNT::BEGPNT+1;
BEGSTACK (9EbP~TJ1=8EGCNTJ
_______ _ 8 L. OCK NO I BEG ~NJ J : ~D _tR~_CT O_RVI DIRECT OR J_J _____________ _
BLOCKCNr:=o
ENDJ .
PRoCEDuRE RCSTORE(SIMB)J VALUE SIMBJ .INTEGER SIMBJ - _____ BEGIN __

AL

~

- .

I F P RE SE NT ( S I M8 I .

<

O THE N BE G I N

. - --

AL

LlSTCNT :=LISTCNT-1; PRESENT[SIMBl 1= OLDISIMBI ENO ELSE
PRESENTISIMbJ:= 0
AL E\JDJ
AL P~OCEOURE RESTOREALLJ START1
AL I~ IOENT<STACKlSTACKPNTJ)vSTACKISTACKPNTJ= 37 TME~
----8:GIN REST0RE<STACK(STACt<PNTJ>JUNSTAcK1J GO TO START -·ENOJ
P~OCEDURE UNS1ACK(SIMB)J INTEGER SIMBJ
BEGIN . ·
---------1 r ~·

AL

s·nrn· ~

3 O - THEN GO TO PST ART

J

IF STACKISTA~KPNTJ=47 v~<PROCv TIME> THEN BEGIN .
--- ---- -8:. 0 CK CNT : = D1 RECTOR y l Dl RECTOR J J DI RECTOR I =DI RECTOR• 1 J
AL
3EGp ;'.JT _: = BEGPNT_•1J
______________________ ---·-------·

_ __!_L ___ I N\J ER [ BEGS TA~ KtB EGP NT I I I =~LOCK CNTJ
E \ID J

_______ I ~ ST ACK I ST ACK PNT J = 4 7 THEN BEG I N UNSTACK 1J RESTORE ALL J NEXT CH AR J
TIME :=FALSE; GO To s1 ENUJ
.
AL IF STACKISTA~KPNTI = 25 THEN B~GIN IF TIME v PROC THEN
Bc:GIN UNSTACK1J
NEXTCH~R;RESTUREALLJGO To TS1 ENO ELSE BEGIN UNSTACK1JRESTOREALL J
AL \JEXTCHAR; IF STACKPNT = 0 THEN GO To OVERALLEXIT
AL E~s; GO TO s1 ~ND END;
AL PSTART:IF STAGK[STACKPNT1=41 THEN BEGIN
~k_U\ISTACK1;RESTUREALLJ
AL P~occr:=PRoccT-1; ·
AL P~ACE :: STAC~lSTACKPNTIJ
AL N=XTCHAR; IF ~LAC== 3 THEN BEGIN UNSTACK1JPROCl•FALSE
J GO TO 01 ENU ELSE IF PLAC~ = 5 THEN BEGIN UNSTACK1J
GJ To To1 END ELSE IF PLACE= 7 THEN BEGIN UNSTACK1J GO
TJ P01 ENOJ
P~l\lT<< 1 pLACE IS UNDEFINEU',E>>J
HALT
AL E\JD END;
P~OCEUURE GLDtC<SIMB); INTEGER SIM8J
STA~r: 8EGlN lf P~ESENTlslMBJ > 0 THEN BEGIN OLD(SIMBJ
PRESENT[
SIMoJi
AL LtSTC\IT:=LlST~NT+1;PRES~NT[LISTCNT)l:1J
AL
CODE[COD~c~TJ :=LISTCNT; xSTACK<S1MB)J
AL p~ESE~TISIMRJ :=-LISTCNT tND
ELSE
AL
IF PRESENT(~IM8] = 0 THcN BEGIN XSTACK<SIM8)J
=>REs::NT(SlMGJ:= 1 END ELSE:
B=GlN SJM8 ::-PRcSENT(SIM~IJ 30 To START ENOJNEXTCHAR ENDJ
p~OCEDURE GSOtClSIM~>;lNT~GER SIMBJ COMMENT THIS IS BASED ON AN
-- - ASS'.JMPTION COl'ICER\JING $1,JITCH DECLARATIONS WHICH MUS( BE VERTFIEDJ
AL srAqT: 8EGIN H p~ESENTtslMBJ>0 THEN BEGIN OLD(SIMBJl=
AL P~ESF.\JT[SIMRJ,LISTCNT:=L1STCNT+1JPRESENT[LISTCNTJ1=

•=

AL

AL
AL
AL
AL

AL
AL

AL

AL
AL
AL

12;

C:'.)DE{COOECNTJ ;:: LISTCNTJ
STACKiCSyMH); PRESENTISYMo)l=- LISTCNT END ELSE
I~ ?RESENTISIM8J = O THEN BEGIN srACKt(SIMB)J
::iRESEMT[SIMBl :=12 END ELSE BEGIN
__ -·-·· __
SIM8:=•PRESENTlSI~BJ;GO TO START ENO;REPEATllF SYM8~17
T~E~ BEGIN coLJE[CQDECNTl1=CUR~ENT<SYMB)J
N=XTCHAR; Go TO REPEAT END; NEXTCHAR END;
P~OCEOURE ARJNFSTocSyMB)J VALUE SYMBJ INTEGER SYMBJ BEGIN
A~I\JFCNT:=ARlhFCNT+1; ARJNF[ARINFCNTJ:= SYMBJ
E\JDJ
~RoCEDuRE GAkUEC(TYP~)JVALUE TYPEJ INTEGER TYPEJ
BEGIN

I \JT E:G~R OIM:
INTEGER FI~K,ITCNT,TEMP,I,J;
I\JTEGF.R ARRy,CNT;
OIMl: DJ
Nt:XTCHAR;
STA~T: IF PRESENTISYM8l > 0 THEN BEGIN OLDISYMBJ:=
p~ESENTISYMRJ,LISTCNT:=LtSTCNT+1JPREsENTILISTCNTJ:=ADpUT+
<l~ TYPE= 4~ THEN 6 ELS~ IF TYPE= 26 THEN 5 ELSE 7 )J

AL COOEICOOECNTJ := LISTCNTJ STACKi<SYMB)J
AL
PRESENT ( SYMBJ :=-LISyCNl END ELSE IF PRESENT(SYMBJ • O THEN
AL
t!EGIN
----· ·-P ~ ESENT l S YMR I : =l I F TYPE = 4 2 THEN 6 ELSE I F TYPE = 2 6 THEN 5 El. SE 7
AL
> + ADPUT
AL JSTAC~1<SYMR> lND
ELSE 8~GIN SYM8 := - PHESENT[SYMBJJGO To START ENDJ
AL FI\IK:= COOElCOUECNTJ;
AL FOR I :=24,FlNK
DO ARlNfSTO(I)J
NEXTC~AR;
IF SYMB=14 THEN BEGIN NExrCHAR;Go TO STARTJ
A~INFSTQ(14> ~ND;
iTC\IT:= O; OIM:=1;
EACHIT: ITCNT;=JTCNT+11
- A~- FJR I :: 32,60,-ITCNT,18 Do ARINFSTO(l)J
U . l NEXTCHAR; IF SYMB
-1- 16 THEN BEGIN
··- - - IF' 5Y"18 = 21 THEN DIM:=DIM+1J
IF SYMB = 22 THEN DIM
I= DIM-lJ
AL c,oE1CoDECNTJ ::CURRENT(SyMB);ARINFSTo<CoDE[CoDECNT))J
- - GJ To LU
E \ID J

FJR I := 43,-1,50 DO ARIN t S~O<l);
L2: NEXTCHAR;
I; DIM - O ~< DIMttvSYMB-14> THEN BEGIN
--- -~-i F SY "1 B = 21 THEN . U1 M: = .
DIM+ 1 J
IF SYMA = 2? THEN DIM:=DtM-1;
--AL CJDi:: ( CODECNT I: ::CURRENT C Sy MB); AR I NFSTO ( CODE [ CODECNT I> J
GO TO L2;
END;
AL IF DIM= 1 TH~N BEGIN ARJNFSTQ(28)J GO To EACHIT END J
A~INFCNT:=ARI NFCNT•l;
-------A~ RY : =I F. ·,- Yp E ;; 2 6 T HEN 5 4 EL SE I F TYPE ~· 4 2 . THE N 5 3 EL SE 5 5 JC~ Tl=
IF TY~~= 26 THEN 58 ELSE IF TYPE= 42
T~EN 56 ELSE
57
J
____AL __ f OR I _ : ~ 2 8 , 2 :i , AR Ry , 2 1 , CNT , 2 2 , 18 , F I NK , ..
AL 21,60,•1 DO AHINFSTO(l)J
FOR I := 2 ST~P 1 UNTIL lTCNT Do
AL ' ~OR J:= 14,60,-1 DO ARIN~STo<J>;
_ ALJ: OR I : = 2 2 , 1 7 , CNT , 18 , CNT , l , • 1 , 3 O, 1 7
.DO AR I NF S TO < I U
AL
IF SYMB = 14 THEN BEGIN NEXTCHARJGo TO START ENDJEXITI
AL
NExTCHAR;AD~UT::Q ENDJ
AL
PROCEDURE ~ARA~OEc<SYMd)J INTEGER SYMBJ
____AL "_IF' PRESENT(SYMBJ = . 0 .THEN STACK1<SYMB> ELSE
AL
STARTZ IF PHf::SENT ( SYMBl > 0 THEN BE .G IN OLDISYMBJ 1 11 PRESENT(SYMB);
AL LISTCNT :=LI::iTCNT +1; PR~SENT (LISTCNTJ:=0J CODE[CODECNTJ 1:LISTCNT;
AL STACK1<SYM8);
AL PRESENT (SYMBJ:=-LISTCNT tND ELSE IF PRESENT[SYMBI < 0 THEN BEGIN
AL SY~Bl=•PRcSENT(SYMBJ; Go TO START ENDJ
AL PROCEDURE 5ptC<KEY>J
AL VALLlE KEY;
I\ITEGER KEYJ
BEGIN lNTEGEH TEMPJ
START:
·------f EMP : =·-cuRRENT <SYMB >;
AL 0 RESENT t TEMPI t= ~EYJ
COOE(CODECNTJ;=TE~P;
---'N
~=_XTC~AR; IF ~YMB = 14 TH~N BEGIN NExTCHARJ GO TO START ENDJ

N;XTCHAR;
~NU;
~ROCEDURE GVlUc:C<TYP~)J iALUE TYPEJ INTEGER TYPEJ
START: BEGIN !F P~tSENTlsYM8J>OTHEN BEGIN OLDISYMBJt=PRESENTISYMBJJ
LISTcNT :=LJSTCNT+1JPRtSENT(LISTcNTJ := AOPUT • <
JP TYPE= 4? THEN 3 ELSE lF TYPE= 26 THEN 2 ELSE 4)J
C:lDE(CODECNTJ :=LISTCNTJ
- ~L srACK1<syM8);~RESENT[SYMBl:=-LlSTCNT END ELSE IF PRESENT
[SY~8l = 0
AL THEN BEGIN PH~SE~T(SYMBJZ=
ADPUT +(
I~ Ty 0 E=4~THEN 3 ELSE IF TYPE= 26 THEN 2 ELSE 4
>
AL
; STACK1cSYM8) ENO
--- --· E!. SE 8 EGI N Syr,, 8 : =_. P RE SE NT l SYM9 l J
GO TO S T ART END J NE X TC HARJ
I~ Sy~B t 17 TH~N BEGI N N~XTCYAR; GO TO START END ELSE NEXTCHARJ
AL
ADPUT := 0
ENDJ
p~QCEDURE I1_Dt:CcSIMB);lNrc:Gc:R SIMBJ
STA~T:BEGIN I~ PRESENT(SyMBl > 0 THEN BEGIN OLD[SYM8)1:PRESENT[SYMBIJ
LISTCNT :=LJS1CNT+1; PREs~NTILlSTCNT]:=21JCODE[CODECNTll=LISTCNTJ
- AL isrACK<sIM8>J
PRt:StNT[SIMBJ:=-~ISTCNT END ELSE IF PRESENT[SIMBJ:O
A L·-· TH EN 8 E G I N P k E: SE \J T [ S I MB l : =c> U XS TACK <S I MB ) E ND EL SE BE GI N
SIMB := - PRESENTISlM8IJ
~'.) TO STARt ENUJ \JE:XTCHAR ENOJ
p~oCEDURE lSO~CcsIN8); lNTEGEq SIMBJ
AL

-------C ::HH E \J T

-

.

CJM"1E\JT THIS ~HOCEDURE: MAKES AN ASSU~PTtON ABOUT SD•S CHECK ITJ
START:BEGIN I~ PRESENT(SJMBl>O THEN BEGIN OLDISIMB)l=PRESENT(SIMBJJ
LlSTCNT:=LlST~NT+1;PRESENT[LISTCNT)J:32J
--A-L. C :l DE I CDDE CNTJ : :: Ll STC N T; STA CK1 < S IM 8 > J PRE SE NTI S I MBI ~ .. L I S TC N T
~NO ELSE IF PRESENTCSIMRl = 0 THEN BEGIN PRESENT(StMBI l= 32J
0 E I CO DE CNT J : =S Y"1 EH
- - ...
- STl\CK1<SIM8) E:ND
- - E~S~ BEGIN SIMB:=~PRESENT(SlMB);Go To START END~
AL R~PEAT:IF SyM~ t 17 THEN BEGIN CODEICODECNTll=CURRENTCSYMB)J
--·iL:-- NEXTCHAR; GLi . TO REPEAT ENO;
- - ----- . --. --NEXTCHAR END;
A( - ~R □ CEDURE IAHUEC<TYPE)JVALUE TYPEJ INTEGER TYPE
J
_AL_ _ 8::GIN
_____
-------··
-- ----- ---- - -- --------1\JTEGER DIM;
DlMl=Oi
Nt:XTCHAR;
AL STA~T:IF PRESt:NTISYMBl>O THEN BEGIN OLDISYMBl l=PRESENT[SYMBIJ
---- - L IS TC 1-.J T : =L JS TC NT .
+ 1 ; PRESENT (LIST CNT I : =
I ~ TyPE = 4? 1HEN 26 ELSE If TYPE= 26 THEN 25 ELSE 27 J
- ~C- CODEICDOECNTt:=LISTCNTJSiACK1<SYMB)J .
pRESENTISYMB} :=
-LISTCNT E~D ELSE IF PRESENTISYMBJ= 0 THEN BEGIN
PRESE1-.JT[SYMB1::IF TYPE=4? THEN 26 ELsE IF TYPE= 26 THEN 25 ELSE 271
AL
STACK1CSYM~) ENO
..
E~S2 BEGIN SYMH:=-PRESENTlSYMBIJGO To START ENDJ
R;r: NEXTCHARi
-AL coDE1CoDECNT)::CuRRENTCSyMB);
Ir Sy~B= 17 THcN BEGIN NEXTCHARJ GO To EXIT END
J
------IF' -SY'1B - = 21 THl::N BEGIN olM:=olM+1JGo TO RET ENOJ
Ir SY'18 = 2~ THEN B~GIN DIM:=OlM-1J GO TO RET ENDJ
Ir Sy'18 = 14 ~VIM:OTHEN BtGIN NExrCHARJ GO TO START ENDJ
G~ To RETJ
cXIT:

--·rc--c'.)

AL

E'\ID
;
P~O~EDURE lVTU~C(TYPE);INTEUER TYPEJ
AL
BEGIN
STA~T:IF PHES~NTISYM8l>U TH~N BEGIN OLDISYMB)t 2 PRESENTISYMBIJ
LISTCNT==LlsTLNT+j
J PRcSENT[LlSTCNT)::
I~ TYPE= 4? lH~N 23 ELSF I~ TYPE= ?6 THEN 22 ELSE 24J
AL c,DE[COOECNTJZ=LISTCNTJSTACKi<SYMB)JPRESENT[SYMBJ::
- LI STCNT t:tJU
AL E~SE IF PREsENT(SYMBJ=O THEN BEGIN STACK1(SYM8)J
AL CJD::[CQDECNTI ::SYMB;
P~ESE\JT[SYMRJ :=
-- IF TYPE = 4? THEN 23 ELSE IF TYPE = 26 THEN 22 ELSE 24
AL
E\JO
AL E~SE BEGIN 5yM8::-PRESENTISYMBJJ GO TO START END;
AL N::XTc~hRJ ; I ► Sy~s t 17 THEN BEGIN NEXTCHAR; GO To START END ELSE
AL N::XTC--lAR END;
AL :o~MENT TE~PURARy; PROCEUURE R~CORD(SIMB>J INTEGER SJMBJ
AL 3E3I'\I IF PRE~ENT I SIMB] > O THEN Go TO EXIT ELSE
AL IF P~ESENTrSlM~l = 0 TH~N ERHoR(72) ELSE IF PRESENT (SIMBI < 0
- iL- ~~E~ BEGIN STAkT: SIMBt=-PRESENT!SIMBJJIF PRESENT!SIMB)<O THEN
GJ To START ELSE COOE[COQECNTJ;=syMB ENDJ Ex1r:ENDJ
-- - p~o ,'.:EOURE PRoLE:DE;
STA~T:8EGIN Ir PRESENT[SyMBJ >O THEN BEGIN OLDISYMBJ:=?RESENT(SYMB)J
----~-L IS TC \J T : =L. IS TC NT+ 1; PRES t= NT (LIST CNT I : =
AL IF c □□ ErconELNT-?)=36 TH~N 9 ELSE IF CODE[CODECNT-21 c 42 THEN 10
AL ELSE 1U CoDt::[CoDECNTJ::LlSTCNT;STACK1<SYM8);
AL P~ESE\JT{SYMRJ:=- LJSTCNT END ELSE IF PRESENT(SYMB)
AL= 0 T~EN REGIN STACK1<SYM~)J PRESENT
AL ISYM9l := IF COOE(CQDEONT•2J=26 THEN 8 ELSE IF CODE{CODECNT-2J=36
-1~-- rHEN 9 ELSE 1r CQDE1CoDEGNT-2J= 42 THEN 10 ELSE 11 END ELSE
BEGIN SYMB::-~HESENT(SYM9J; GO To START ENOJ
AL STACK1(PLACE);
AL GJ ro IF TIME v PROC THEN P1 ELSE Po ENOJ
-Ai.--- T I M:: ADO I OI z = CODEC NT + 1;
TIMEC\JT:: O;
N::WCQOE:=cOnECNT;
J\JITIALizATIQN:CoOECNT:=ARlNFCNT:=QJSTACKPNT:=oJ
-~ STACK[Ol := 0
;
TIME:=PRoc::o~:=Ts;=FALSE;
B~OCKCNT:=DIRtCTOR:=o;
AL FOR I := 1 STtP 1 UNTIL 300 DD PRESENT(?) := OJ
- AL-- L I STCXJT : = LI STCNT +23;
AL OLDLST::LISTLNT;
AL N:XTCHAR;
AL
ADPLJT := Oi
AL 3EGC~Tz:o;
AL 3EGP\JT :=O:
AL P~OC:Ci := 0;
AL DI~ECTPNTl1J := o;
FOR I := t STEP 1 UNTIL 50 DO INNER( I I :=OJ

-- S-0 Os ( F

S y M B = 4 7 T HEN BEG l N N EX TCH AR ; GO T O T S O EN DJ
I~ SYMB: 2~ THEN BEGIN NEXTC~AR; DIRECT; GO TO 01 ENDJ
AL E~ROR(O);

-~ L_ S 1:

_ l~ SY'-1A = 2~ lHEN 8EGIN NEXTCHARJ DIRECTJ GO TO D1 ENDJ
IF SYM8 = 1~ THEN BEGIN uNSTACK(17)JNEXTCHARJGO TO s1 ENDJ
IF" Sy~B = 31'.l 1HEN lJNSTACK<30)J
--A-L--IF' -Sy~A = 47 THEN . BEGIN Nl::XTCHAR; GO TO TSO ENDJ
_IF" IDENT(SYMB> THEN BEGIN GLOEC(SyMB)JNEXTCHARJ
AL Gj TO S1 ENO;
_ i\_L_ E~ROR C 1> J . . . __
.
_
Ot: IF SyM8 = 45 THEN 8EG1N NEXTCHAR;GSDEC(SYMB)JGO TO D1 ENDJ
AL IF SyM8 = 41 THEN BEGIN Nt:XTGHAR;PLACEtc3;PRoCEDE ENDJ
AL IF' SYMB = 24 THEN BEGIN GARUEC(42)J GO TO 01 ENDJ
AL IF SY'-18 = 4A rHEN BEGIN AUPUT:=51JNEXTCHARJGO TO D1 ENDJ
--------1=--- sy-18 = 37 THEN BEGIN AUDlNLISTJNExTCHARJ GO TO D1 ENDJ
I~ SyMB = 39 THEN BEGIN AUDOUTLIST;NEXTCHARJGO TO D1 ENDJ
IF' TyPE<syMA) THEN BEGIN NEXTCHARJ Go fO D2 ENDJ
AL
ARINFSTO<0>;
_

---- ---STACKi-<25->; GU - TO- S1;

AL 02:

--- AL IF' SyMB = 41 THEN !:H:GIN Nl:::XTCHAR; PLAOE'1:.3JPROCEDE ENDJ
IF SVMB = 24 lHEN BEGIN GARDECCCOOEICODECNT-1J)JGO TO 01 ENDJ
. -- GVT OE C < CO DE r CODE CNT .. 1l ) J l:i O T O D1J
AL TSQI
---AL --IF' -S{MB ~- 25 THEN BEGIN Nt:XTCHAR;___ DIRECTJAL ' I \JSERTCooE;
--~A.L :-T 3 : =T I ME : = TR Dt: f GO T 0- TD 1 END J
AL ERRQR<U>J

- AL~rs 1: ·

-- AC

IF SYMS = 25 THEN BEGIN NEXTCHARJ GO TO TD1 ENDI

'IF' Sy "19:: 1 7 TH I: N BEG I N UN ST Aa K( 1 7 ) J NEXT CH AR J GO TO TS 1 END J

____________ IF SYMR = 30 _THEN UNSTACK(30P
___ _ __ __ _ _ ..
_______ _
rs2: IF IOENT(SYMB)AC0DE!CODECNT+1]:16~coDEICODECNT+2J~7 THEN
AL BEGIN ILOECcsYMB);NEXTCHAR ENOJ
IF IDcNT\SYMa) THEN 8EGIN RECORO(SYMB)JNEXTCHARJGO TO TS2 ENDJ
IF'
SYM8=25
vSYMB=3ovSYMB
= 17 THEN. Go ---To - TS1
------- --- \JEXTCHAR;
GO TO TS2J -- - -- - -J ------- . --------- --- TD11 IF SYMA = 45 THEN BEGIN NEXTCHARJ ISDEC<SYMB>JGO TO TD1 ENDJ
~[~lF SyMB = 41 THEN BEGIN NEXTCHAR;PLACE&=5JPROCEDE ENDJ
.
AL Ji;'__ S_'fM8 = 24 THEN BEGIN _ tAROEC(42)J GO JO ___ TD1 ____ ENDJ _________________ _
- IF TYPF.<SYMB> THEN 9EGIN NEXTCHARJ GO TO TD2 ENDJ
AL JF' . TB~ PR0CC T= 0 THEN BEGIN
-- AL T3i:: FALsE;
.
..
____A_L ~__ STACK1(47); END __ ELSE _________________________________________________ _
AL ~TACK1(25)J GO TO rs1;
·lL · T D2 I

- AL--p· . SyMB:

THEN BEGIN NEXTCHARJ PLACE1:5JPRQCEDE ENDJ --IF SYMA = 24 THEN BEGIN IAROEC(COOE(CODECNT~11,1GO To To1 ENDJ
AL IVTDEC<CODE[CDDECNT-1l)J GO TO TD1J
41.

po: PRoC:=TRUE:;
AL QP:= TRUE;

IF SYMB ;it 19 THEN BEGIN NEXTCHARJGO TO P01 END EL.SE
REP?: NEXTCHAR;
- -AI ___ I F - I De·NT ( Sy MEl > THEN P AR AM DEC ( Sn1 8 ) J
AL IF' Sy~8 ~ 2n THEN GO To REP2;
--~L N~XTCHA~J END;
~ L__ NE~TC HAR ; GO IO P V1 J

---- -·pt;

AL

NEXTCHAR~

3EGIN

-

AL PV11 IF SYMB = 51 THEN 9cGJN HOPI NEXTCHARJ IF SYMB
AL -- ~ 17 THEN BEGIN CODEICOocCNTI l=CURRENT(SYMB)J
AL GO TO
HOP ENDJ NEXTCHAR
ENOJ

------ AL - p 011

AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL

IF' Sy~B = 44 THEN BEGIN NEXTCHARJ SPECC44)J GO TO PD1 ENDJ
IF' SY~B = 3~ THEN BEGIN NEXTCHARJ SPEC<21>J GO TO PD1 ENDJ
IF' Sy~B = 45 THEN BEGIN NEXTCHAR;SPEC<32)JGO TO PD1 ENOJ
Jr Sy~B = 4i THEN BEGIN NEXTCHAR; SPEC
C 30)JGO TO PD1 ENDJ
I~ SyMB = 24 THEN BEGIN NEXTCHAR;SPECC26)J GO TO PD1 ENDJ
I~ TYPE<SYHB> THE~ BEGIN NEXTCHARJ GO TO PD2 ENOJ
P~occr:Q PRQCCT +1J

----- AL - S T ACK 1 ( 41> J

AL G' To Tsu
--- . AL pD2:
AL Ir SYMB = 41 THEN BEGIN NEXTCHARJSPEc<o1o>JGQ TO PD1 ENDJ
------ AL:° IF' Sy M8 = 2 4 l HEN BEGIN NEXT CH AR;
S?EC(tF coot(COOECNT-2J = 42 THEN 26 ELSE IF CODE[COOECNT•2J • 26
AL T~E~ 25 ELSE 27)J GO TO p01 ENDJ
AL 5PEC(IF COOEl~ODECNT-11 : 42 THEN 23 ELSE IF COOE[CODECNT-11•26
-------------- AL T~E\.J 22 ELSE ~4)J GO TO p1J1J
OVERALLEXtTl
AL
NEWL!NEJ AL

--- AL -BEGIN I NT EGER I} -AL · F,R I :: 65 STEP 1 UNTIL LISTCNT DO BEGIN
-- : A L

NAME < I > ;

P Hl NT <

<

5 Z >> J

AL
P~INTCHAR<I>J
--- AL N=WL.P.JEJ
AL E\IDJ
--- AL:- E\I DJ
AL
BEGIN lNTtGER I,HARKJ
COMMENT THIS 81 THE PROGRAM WHICH ASSEMBLES THE . INFORMATION
I\ITO THE FINA~ FORM OF THE INNER PROGRAM;
AL ' START : CODECNT - :: O; BEGCNT::O( --------------------- - -- - ------ -- ----AL ARlNFCNT :: OJ
AL TlMECNT := o;
AL JOE -~TS[24l==·· ► Aou•J - - --------- ----- -- --------------------------------------------------------AL~ I DE NT S l 2 5 I : : • TPUT , ;
AL IDE\ITS[2QJ::~ ► AIN'J
AL IDENTSl21J;=•·flNT . •J
--- ~L __ P~PJTONLY :: r:AL _SEJ_
AL N!:WI..INEJ
OJTSIDEZ
NEXTCHARJ ·

AL C-tECKSVMB:

tr SYHB = 25 THEN BEGIN
BEGCNT I= BEGCNT +1J
I~ : PPOINT + 7 > RTMAR THEN NEWLINEI
N4ME(BLoCKNO(~EGCNTJ)J

-- A[ .

P R I NT ( <' F' AL ~ , 3 Z , ' I ' >) J
I= PPOlNT + 7J

PPOINT

-------PRINTCfHAR<2c;>'
-- I F' i INNER ( BEGCNT J > O THEN BEGIN NEWL I NEJ

- P-~INTCHAR<45>S
__
p_qI~T<<'FABLO~K'>>J

IF' ' ARINF'(ARJN~CNTJ = 32 THEN GO TO GUTPROC
E \JO J
AL A~INFCNT := AHlNFCNT + 1J GO TO JUMPJ

GJTPROCI
N5WLINEJ
P~INTCHAR(41);PRINT<<'FAA'>)JPPOINT 1= PPOINT + 3J
P~INTCHAR(STA~KISTACKPNTJ>J
P~INTCHAR(17)i
FOR J:?ARINFCNT,1+1 WHILE ARINF[IJ~ 24AARINF(IJ-O DO
BEGIN
I~ ARIN~!l+1J = 21 A ARIN~[l-1) = 18 THEN ARINF(lJ 1csTACK(STACKPNTJ;
P~l~TCHAR(ARJNF(IJ)J
E\JD;

N;WLINEJ

AL P~I~TCHAR(41)i PRINT(<'FAAFAA•

))J PPOINTl•PPOINT+6J
PRINTCHAR(STA~KISTACKPNTJ>J PR1NTCHAR<17)J
FOR I 1~ ARIN~CNT,I+1 WHILE ARINF[IJ~24 DO BEGIN
P~INTCHAR<ARINF[IJ)J
n• , ARINrl I! = 25 THEN BEGIN MARKl:IIJ
Gj TO SKIPAPRlNT;

E \ID J

E \JD J

Sl<IPAPRINTl

♦- 1- I+ i WM I l. E AR INF [ I J ~ 2 4 D0
I~ ARINF!Il = 18 THEN GO TO STARTPRINTJ
STARTPRINT:
FOR I :~ 1+1 WHILE ARINF lll ~ 24 DO IF
ARINFIIJ - 17 THEN
P~I~TCHAR(ARINFIIJ> ELSE GO TO MARKPRINTJ
MARKPRINT: PR1NTCHAR(18)J
---A-C roR MARK:=MARK+1 WHILE ARINF!MARKJill18 DO -PRJNTC-H AR(ARtNr-(MAR_K_J ,,
PRINTCHARC17>}
FOR I ,~ I+1 WHILE ARINr(l) ~ 24
ARINFCIJ ~ 0 DO BEGIN
MAR><:=I;
PRINTCHARCARlNFIIJ);

----·-- -- r OR I : :1 MARK

A

E \ID J

U\ISTACK1J Ir STACKPNT ~o THEN GO TO GUTPROCJ
--~---· ARINFCNT := MARK;
I~ ARINr(AR!N~CNTJ~O THEN GO TO ADSTuFFJ
AL

AL ·
AL
AL
AL '
AL '

AL

AL
AL
AL
AL
---- AL
AL
·:-·. AL

JU "1P:

IF aEGCNT = 1 THEN FOR l :: TIMEADDlol STEP 1 UNTIL TIMEADD{1J•1 DO
Bi:GIN
IF' Co DE (II a O THEN BEGIN
NEWLINEJ
P"1l\lT<< 1 FAA 1 »;
PPOINTP1 PP0INT + 3J
I :: I+1
.
END;
P~INTCHAR(COD~lll>J
E \JD J

IF BEGCNT = 1 THEN BEGIN
NEWLINE
;
PR1\ITC< 1 FAINPNT<FAINPUT>J' >>J
Nc:WI.. I NE J
PRINT<<•IF PA~lRST THEN FAFRIV(FAINPNT,FAOL)J');J
-~-· ~L NEWLINEJ

AL E\JDJ
AL IF INNER(BEGCNTJ >O THEN BE:GIN
N::WL.INE J
P~I\JTC<'IF ~A~ONTROL THEN BEGIN'>)J
N::WL.INEJ
P~I\JT(<•FAD1RtCTQR 1:FAD1RECroR + 1Jt))J
N::WLINEJ
AL P~I\JTC<'GO TO FABLOCKIFAOlRECTORY[fAOIRECTORJJ'>
N::WI..INEJ
AL P~INT<<•ENUJ~>>;

)J

N2 WI.. I NE J
E \JD J

AL GO TO CHECKSYMBJ
AL E:ND;
1r sy~B: 47 THEN BEGIN INTEGER SPCJ
TIMECNT := TIMECNT + 11
S;>C := O;
85GCNT := BEGONT + 1J ,

F ::> R I : :: Tl ME ADD( T I HE CNT J S TE P 1 _~__N_T I ~ __!J_~
S'r'M3 := CODEil);
.
Ir SYMB = 0 THEN BEGIN
-· I F' COOE: I I -1 I -,. 0 THEN NE WL 1NE;

P~I\JTC<'FAA•>>; PPOINT ::PPOINT
G::> TO L oOKUP ;
.
-E\JD;
I~ SYMB = 47 THEN BEGIN
N::WL.I\JE;
I := I+U

-~-~op l ~ JM~ CN'T' + 1 J • 1

+ 3J

______ ___ N AME < T I ME CNT > J

P~l\JT(< 1 FATIMt :=•,3z>>J
AL P~l\JTC<';'>H
AL N::WL.INE;
A. L P~I\JTC<'FABOQLCT:=FABQOLcT-1;•>>;
AL N:WL.INEJ
AL PR1\JTC<•FAINT~NT::FAJNTCNT~1J•>>;
AL N::WL.INEJ
__ AL P ~ I \J TC<' FAR 1:: A~ CT : =FARE AL CT--1; ' ) ) ; __ . ____ _ _____________ _
AL N:WL!NEJ
AL P~I~T<<•GO TO FAQPJ'));
Ni::WLINE;
N~ME<BLOCKNQ(UEGCNTl>J
AL ~RINT<<•FAL',32,'l'>>J
N=WLINEJ
30 To LOOKUP;

E \JD'

AL P~l\JTGHAR<SVMb)J
L:lO><uP: ENDJ
AL N~WLI~c;pRINT(<•FACONTHOL::FALSE;•>>J NEWLINEJ
•L P~!NT(('FABOQLCT::FAREALcT::FAINTcNTt= 1J'))J
AL N!::Wl..INE;
LOO:':: NEXTCHAHi
-- -- .... I F' Sy .-18 = 2 5 THEN SP C: =Sp C+ 1 ;
1; SyMB = 3o THEN SPc :=SPC~1J
IF SYMB ¢ 37 ~ SYMB. - 39 THEN
AL
P~INTCHAR<SyMl:J)J

DO 8 EGI N

__ AL

IF SPC ~o TH~N GO To LOOKJ
G:) TO OUTSIDE>
E \IO;

- --A[ ~RlNTGHAR<SYMB>;
AL I~ CQDECNT < lIMEADO[O) - 1
AL P~INTC.:HAR<17)i

THEN GO To oUTSJDEJ

AL Ni:WLINEJ
FORM Z: 1 t >) J
AL :>RINT« 1 I := OJ
;
AL Ni:WL.INE
AL F~R I ::2 STEf 1 UNTIL DJRECTPNT(TlMECNT+11 DO BEGIN
PRINTCHAR<14)JpRINrCHAR<-DIRECrIONS(l))J
AL

---- AL E \J D;

AL N::WL.INE;
----- AL - P~PJT(<•oo REG IN 1· ::· I+f;DIRECTIONS[ I I•= ;., ·-- ENDJ'))J
AL N::WLINE;
---- AL P ~ I NT < <' I : =0 ; - FOR M : =- 0 1 >> J AL N::WLINEJ
AL F'R I :: 2 STtP 1 UNTIL t1MECNT+1 DO BEGIN
AL P~I\JTCHAR<14)l
- -AL P~ PJT CHAR <-DI HECTPNT I I I fi ________ ------ - - - - ------------AL
E\JDJ
--- A
-L- N
=WC f NE j ------ ---- --- ---- . ----· -- - --

- -- . - -- -- ---- --

---- -

------------ ---

AL P~INT<<' DO Bt:GIN IZ:1+1J DlRECTPNT[JJl=M ENDJ'))J
--· AL". N =wL I N t: , ------ - -- ------- ------ -------- ----- --------- .. - ----- -- . -------- ----------- ------ ---- --E \JD i

--

----- --

-----

----- -

-

-

ENDl
------~L___ E \JD OF _T_H~- -~!:l_~ ~-~ __CO t-! 8 IN AT l_0 ~;

APPENDIX D
STANDARD OUTER PROGRAM FOR STATE DIAGRAM PRODUCTION

_)L
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL

BEGIN COMMENT
STANDARD OUTER PROGRAM FOR STATE DIAGRAM PRODUCTlONJ
I~TEGER MAXSTATE,NOINPUTs;
.
INTEGER MAXTIMEJ
MAXTIMEt= 2501
MAXSTATE := 103;
NOINPUTS:: 161
BEGIN
I~TEGER ARRAY BOOLCT.REALCT,INTCNTl11MAXSTATEJJ
l~TEGER FACONTHOLJ
I~TEGER ARHAy ~AINT(11100IJ
BOOLEAN ARRAY fABOOL(1Z1oOJJ
R~AL ARRAY PAREAL[11100JJ
AL BOOLEAN FAFIR~TJ
CJMMENT THE AbOVE ARE THE COMMUNICATION ARRAYS roR THE INNER
p~OGRAH, THE ~lZES SHOU~D BE ADJUSTABLE FOR VARIOUS PROBLEMSJ
I~TEGER FAHEALCT.FABOOLCT.FAINTCNTJ
COM~ENT THE AtiOVE GI ~ THE NUMBER 0~ ENTRIES IN THE COMMUNICATION
A~RAYS OFR THt INNER PROGRAMJ
I~TEGER FARELOUT.FABoLOUy,FAINTOUTJ
COM:-1ENT THESE STATE THE NUMi:iER OF OUTPUT ·vARIABLESJ
I~TEGER FAT!Mt::J
I~TEGER ARRAY fADIRECTORyt1:25JJ
C~M~ENT THIS COMMUNICATES TO THE INNERPROGRAM THE DIRECTIONS
TO .THE NEXT TlME 3LOCK THE OUTER PROGRAM WANTS EXECUTEDJ
l~TEGER FADtRbCTORJ

AL INTEGER FADUMMY01.FAOUMMy02,FADUMMY03,FADUMMY04,FADUMMY05,
AL FAOJMMYn6,FADUMMY07,FADUMMY08.FADUMMY09,FADUMMY10,FADUMMY11J

AL INTEGER ARRAY lNTLISr.BOoLIST.REALlST(11MAXSTATEJJ
-·--AL -- I NT EGER ARR AY 1 NT VALUE I 1 : 4 5 0 OJ J
.
.
.
AL BOOLEAN ARRAY BOOLVALUE[1Z1300)J
AL ARRAY REALVALUE(1:60QJ;
I~TEGER NSJ
---AL- I~ TEGER . ARR A·y STT 3LE l OiM AXStATE, 11 NO INPUTS j-J- -·-------I~ TEGE R I,J,K,L,MJ
I~TEGER ARHAY DIRECTIONS[Ol100J,DIRECTPNT(1120JJ
INTEGER FAlNPUT;
_________ _
------. I :-.J TEGE R OLti S TJ
AL I~TEGER ARRAY TIME l11MAxSTATEJJ
AL PROCEDURE FAFHlV<PIG.GlP)J PROCEDURE PlG,GIPJ
__ AL BEGIN
AL F9R I I• 1 s~~p 1 · u~r1L NOI~~UT~ DO BEGI~
AL PIG<I>J
AL GIPJ
AL NAME(I)J
AL P~INT( < • INPUT sTArE ,.3D,E))J
AL ?RINT<<•INTE~cR VARIABLe 5 a•.E>)J
AL NAME < J ~ $FAINTCNT-1$(FAINTIJJ.>>J
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
-~L

PRI~T(•$FAINTCNT-1$<10D>.<E>>J
PRINT<<•REALVARIABLES:•>.<E>)J
NAME < j ~$FAHEALCT•1$(FAREALlJl))J
P~INT<•$FAREALCT-1$<12zL.','>.<E>>J
P~INT«•BOOLEAN VARIABLEs:•,E>)J
FOR J s~ 1 ST~P 1 UNTIL FABOOLCT-1 DO BEGIN

AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL

NAME<IF FABOOLlJf THEN 'TRUE• ELSE'FALS' )
CUMMENT THIS 1S A spACE sAVERJ
P~INT<<4A,6B>>J
E\IOJ
P~lNT«E>>J
rAREALCT:=rA~OOLCTl=FAINTCNT 1a 11

J

EIJDJ
EIJDJ

START%
COMMENT PLACE THE DIRECTJON SEETING STUFF HERE

NSli:t OJ
AL F~R 1:~1STEP 1 UNTIL MAXSTATE DO FOR JI• 1 STEP 1 UNTIL NOINPUTS DO
AL STTi3LEtI-Jlt= OJ
R:AL.ISTl1l :=JNTLISTltJ 1=900LIST [11 I= OJ
AL rAINTCNT::FABOOLCT1mFAREALCT1=1J
OLOST:a:: OJ
AL FAFlRST :: TRUcJ
AL FldNPUT1=1J
FADJRECTQR 1= 1J
AL FACONTRoL:=TRUEJ
AL, F' :'.l R ·t : = 1 ST EP 1 UN T I L 2 5 DO F AD I REC TO RY t I J 1 11 1 J
GO TO F'ALOOU
FAQP:
AL · FAFIRST :: rA~SEJ
AL FOR 1:~ 1 STEP 1 UNTIL NS DO IF TIMEtIJ•FATIME ~
AL FAI~TCNT = INTCNT[II ~FA900LCT = 800LCT[II~ F'AREALCT=REALCT[IJTHEN
B:GlN
FOR J :~ 1 srcP 1 UNTIL FAJNTCNT DO IF FAINT[JJ - INTVALUEI
J\ITL.JST(tl-1+JJ THEN GO To UP!J
AL FOR J:=1 sTeP 1 UNTIL FAREALCT DO
AL IF' FAREAL(JJ~HEALVALUE[REALISTlil•1•J
AL J TrlEN GO TO UPI;
AL F:'.lR J:= 1 STEf 1 UNTIL FABOOLCT DO
AL Ir FABOOL(Jl~~OO~VALUE[BoOLlSTlI)
•1•JJ
THEN GO TO UPI;
STTBLE[OLDSr~ ► AlNPUTJ:alJ GO TO EXPSELJ
AL U=>II ENO;
NS

I: NS+i;

TIMEINSJ:=rATlMEJ
AL NAMi:(NS>;
AL P~INT(<•STATE ',30-E>)J
NA.ME<FATIME>J

P~INr<<• TlME~LOCK NUMBER ',30,E>)J
N~ME(I •$FAtNTOUT"1$(FAINT(lJ>)J
P~INT(('JNTEG~R oUTPuTS1,.E>.~~FAJNToUT-t$(10D>,<E>)J
NAME($F'OR I :~FAI~TOUT sr~P 1 UNTIL FAINTCNT DO $(fAINTlll))J
P~INr<<•tNTEG~R STATE VARAIB6ES:i,e>;~SFAINTCNT-F'AINTOUT+1s<100>,<E>)J
J

NAME(I ~ $rARcLQUT-1$(FAR~AL(IJ))J
PRI~r<<• REAL OUTPUTs:•,e>-~$FAREL0Uy-1$(10o>-<E>)J
NAME($rQR I := FARELOUT sTEP 1 UNTIL FAREALCT Do S(FAREALtIJ))J
P~I~T<<•REAL STATE VARIABLES:•,E>
,

1~FAREALCT•FAHELOUT+1$(12ZL>-<~>)J
AL NAH2<I~$FABoLOUT-1$(IF FABOOL[ll THEN 'TRUE•ELSEtFALS•>>J
P~INT<<• BOOLcAN 0UTPUTS1 ',E>, 1$FABOLOUT~1$<4A,6B>,<E>>J
NAHE($FOR I := FABOLOUT sTEP 1 UNTIL FABOOLCT DOS
AL < IF FABQOLtll THEN •TRUE' ELSE •FALS' ))J
P~INT(( ,Boo~tAN STATE VARIABLES:•-E>,
~$FABOOLCT~FABOLQUT+1$(4A,6B>,

(:>>;

-- ~[AL
AL
AL

R:At.CT[NSJ!= ~AREALCP
I~TCNT(NSl :cfAINTCNT;
Boot.CT[NS] !:FABQOLCT;
FOR I :=1STEP 1 UNTIL ~A1NTCNT DO lNTVALUEIINTLIST[NSJ~1+111=FAlNT
tIlJ
fjR 1:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL FAR~ALCT DO REALVALUEIREALISTtNSJ-1+1Jl•tAREAL
tIlJ
FOR I I= 1 STEP 1 UNTIL fABOQLCT DO
BjOLVALUEt80UL15TtNSJ-1+Jl:=FABOOL
CI l ;

~L
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL

AL ·

iL

AL ·
AL
_ AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
. AL
AL
AL

AL
AL

AL
__AL

I~TLISTINS+1J;=INTLlSTINsl+fAINTCNTJ
R5ALISTINS+1 )l=REALISTINSl+FAREALCTJ
STTBLE[OLDSr-FAINPUTJ:=Ns;
a,ot.1STtNS+11:=BOOLIST[NSl+FABOOLCTJ
J
I~ NS= MAXSTATE THEN GO TO PRTABLE
EXP.SEL:
I~ CLOCKco> > MAXTIME THEN GQ TO PRTABLEJ
FOR OLDST :: lF OLDST>OTH~N OLDST ELSE 1 STEP 1 UNTIL NS DO
FOR FAINPUT := 1 STEP 1 UNTIL NUINPUTS DO
IF STTBLEt0LU8T,FAINPUTl = O THEN BEGIN
Il= 01
FOR J:= orRecTPNT[TIHE(OLOSTJJ+1 STEP 1
UNTIL DIRECT PNT[TIME(0LOSTl+1l DO BEGIN
I :=I+ 1;FAPIRECTORY(I]:=UIRECTIONSIJI ENOJ
K: =INTL! ST l OLIJST l-U
JZ=INTCNT[OLDST) ;
FOR I :~ 1 ST~P 1 UNTIL J DO
F'l~T[Il:= INtVALUE[K+II;
K := REALIST[ULDST]"ii
J :: REALCTtOLDSTJ;
FOR I := 1 STtP 1 UNTIL J UO
F"AREAL [IJ:=RtALVALUE[K+yJ;
J := BOQLCTtO~DSTJ;
K := BOOLIST[OLDST1~1;
FOR I :~ 1 STcP 1 UNTIL J DO
FABOOL(Il:= BOOLVALUE[K+ll;
FAINTCNT::FABOOLCT:=FAREALCT:=1J
FACDNTROL :: TRUE;
FADIRECTOR t= 1; GO TO FAL001
E~01
P~l ~T<<•sTATE TABLE COMPLETEU,,E>)J
P~TABL!::
Ml= Q;

M:) RE:
KZ= IF NOINPlJTS - M

< 22 -THEN NOINPUTS•H ELSE 22J
NAMEcsFOR lr:M+i STEP 1 uNTlL M+K Do $(I));
P~I~T<<108>

,◄ K<3D,28>,<E>);
.
FOR J:= 1 ST~~ 1 UNTIL NS DO B~GIN
NAME<J,$FQR 1:= M+1 STEP l UNTIL M+K DO $(STTBLE[J,IJ))J
PQINTC<J0,7R>,~K<3D,2B>,<E>>;
ENDI
M:= M+22;
_IF~< NOINPUTS THEN GO TO MOQE;
GQ TO QUITJ
COM~ENT HERE ~OES THE PRQUUCT OF THE REST;
AL QJIT: END FNU END

09t12:19

APPENDIX E
SFD-ALGOL SIMULATOR PRODUCTION PROGRAM

AL dc:ti I 1\J
CJM'1t:\JT Sl 111)LA roR PHl)llUCTiON PROGRAM;
~L I~TEGER ARKAY COuE(0:350oJJINTEGER CQDECNT,LISTCNTJ
AL ~EAL ARRAY 1DENTSl1:15o0JJ
AL INTEGER AHR\Y L1STt1:75olJ
AL I\JTEGER PP0I~l,RT'1AR,LFTMARJ
AL ~OOLEA\J PRINTuNLYJ
AL lNTtG=R LAsr1D;
I ~ T:: Cit: rt AR1~ A( TI ii= AUil I O: 15 U I ;
AL 0 RJ~EDURE s~ACE :
AL
IF ?POINT 1 L~TMAR THEN
AL
BECJI .\I
AL P~I\JT(<tB>>J ~POI\IT := PpUINT + lJ
AL END;
AL :JR:)CEDtJRf. 1\Jl::hllt'J::;
AL 8::GIN
AL IF ;>RI\JTONLY IHl::: ;\J
P~l\JTC<E). ➔ t LFTMAR-1$<
AL
AL BEGIN

AL
AL

P~l\lTC<W>>;
PJNCH<<E>, ➔ ~L~TMA~-t~<B>>;

E\JDJ
?POINT :: LFTMARJ
.END;
P.~OCEOURE PRll'lTCHAR(SYMB>;VALUE SYMl:3; INTEGER SYMBJ ________ ________ _
3E GI ,\J
INTEGER 1,J,K,P;
SWyT~H CHAR~ A1,A2,A3,A4,A5,A6,A7,AB,A9,A10,A11,A12,

At3,Al4,A15,A16,A17,A18,A19,A20,A21,A22,A23;
AL IF SYMB>LASTlD TrlEN BEGIN
I~ ~POINT+~> RTMAR THEN NEWLINEJ
.. -- --- ·-·---- - -

AL
AL
AL
AL
AL

NAME<5YM8>;
.
P~l~T<<•FAU1,3z,1B>>;
P?OINT := P~OlNT + 6J
GO To ExIT
E\IOJ
IF SYMB < n v Sy~B > 23 THEN GO To wRo ELSE BEGIN
IF" ;,pol NT + ~ .. ) RT MAR THEN GO TO CH·AR [ SYMB I ELSE -----3EG I~ NEWLINt1 GO TO CHARISY~BI
ENDJ
E,\ Jl);

At
P~INT((•+'));
A2
~RINT(<'- 1));
A3
;:,RINT<< ~••>>;
A4
PRINT(<'t'>>;
A5
P~JNTt<•t')l;
A6 I PRINT<<•<•>>;
A7 I PRINT<<~=•>);
Aa : PRINT<<~>'));
A9 I PRJNT((~~·>>;
A10i PRINT<<'v'>>J
A11s P~INT<< 1 1>>;
A121 PRINT<<'•'>>;
A13: PRINT(<' .. '>>;
A14: PRINT<<•,'>>;
A151 PRINT<<•M 1>>;
A

PPOINT::PPoINT+lJ
PPOINT:=PPOINT+1J
PP01Nr:=PPOINT+1J
PPOINr::PPOINT+1J
PPOINT::PPOINT+1;
PPOINr::PPOlNT+lJ
PPOINT:=PP01NT+1J
PPOINr::PPtilNT+1J
PPOINT::PPoINT+lJ
PPOINr:=PPOINT+lJ
PPOINr:=PPOINT+11
PPOINT:=PP01NT+1J
PPOINT::PPQJNT+1J
PP01NT:=PP01NT+1J
PPOINT:=PP01NT+1J

GO
GO
GO
GO
GO
GO
GO
GO
GO
GO
Go
GO
GO
GO
GO

To
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO
To
TO
ro
TO
To
TO
TO

EXITJ
EXIT;
EXITJ
ExJTJ
EXITJ
EX I TJ
EX I Tl
ExITJ
ExJTJ
EXITJ
EXITJ
ExITJ
EXITJ
EXITJ
EX IT J

P~INT<<•: 1 >>; PPOINT:=PP □ INT+1J GO TO EXITJ
P~INTl(';'>>i PPOINr::PPOINT+l; GO TO EXITJ
PRINT<<':=•>>: PPOJNT:=PPOINT+ 2J GO TO EXITJ
?~INT(('(')); PPOINT:=PPOINT+ll Go TO ExITJ
PRtNT(<'''>>~ PPOINT::PPQINT+1J GO To exrT;
~~INT((' l'>>; PPUINT;=PPOINT+l; GO TO EXITJ
P~INT<<•J 1 >); PPOINr:=PPQlNT+1J GO TO EXITJ
PRINT((~));
PPU!Nr::PPOINT+1: GO TO ExIT;
w~o: IF SYMR < 0 ~ SyMB > -53 THEN HEGIN NAME(-SYMB)J
IF PP~INT + ~ > RTMAR THEN ~~WLINE
J
P~I"H<<~z>> J
P::, 0 INT ! = PP IJ l NT +;? EN IJ ELS t: 8 c GIN
J
I~ SyMd < ~1 ~ SY~B t J9 THt:N SPACE
P :~ ARS<SYHB> - 23;
J:=LfSTIP•1J-LlSTIPJ;
IF PPOINT + 4*J > HTMAR THEN
·\JE WL.I NE;
NAM~iK ... J{J!Jt:NTSILiSTIPJ-l+KI >>JPRJNT< .. J<4A))J
J
IF SYM8 = ~9 vsyM8=42vsYMB=43v5yM~=46 THEN SPACE
P?OINT ::PPntNT + 4*J; ENU; EXIT: ENO;
P~OCEoURE PREtNT(ARAY-LlMIT>;JNTEGER ARRAY ARAYJJNT~GER LIMITJ
AL
3EGIN INTEG~R lJ ROOLEAN AFTERSPACEJ INTEGER TEMPJ
A16:
A17:
A1B:
Ai9S
A2n:
A21:
A22:
A?J:

AL
AL

\JEwLINEi

AFftRspACt := FALsE;

F6R I ;: 1 STtP 1 UNTIL LIMIT UO BEGJN
TE'1P: =ARAY [II;

IF TE~~< 53

P~INTC< 1R>

A

TEMP>
23 THEN
BEGIN
)JPPOINT :=PPOlNT+1:AFTERSpACE1:TRUE

E\JDJ

P~lNTCHAR\TEM?);
IF AFTERSPACc TH~N BEGIN PHINT<<1B>>;PPOINT:=PPOlNI~-1~J _ _ _ __
AFTERSpACE::rALSE
ENO; ENO;
PRJ'JT((E))J ENO;
AL pqJ\JTD~LY:~FALSE;
AL . L F" T '1 AR: =4; HT i1AR: =7 2; PP O INT I =4;
:3E3I~ GQMME 1JT DAVE pARNAS ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING -·

J

---------------- ----·

l ·\JTEGErt U

REAL AHRAY CHARS(1:48J,PHWORD[1:12JJ
A~RAy REED{1:BQI ;
I\JTEGER Cour-.T; :oMMENT FOR USE IN READCHAR ONLY;
J\JTEGE~ COMM,uUoTE;
REAL CrlARJINftGER LETTERCOUNT,1-J,WRDCNT,SPCJ
BOOLF: ;\N ABCON;
Rt:AL PRUCEDURE READCHARJBEGIN
I \J TE GER L;

.

----- -

IF coUNT = 71 THE\J 8EGIN
NAME(L ➔ 80CREEU(Ll));

READ<<w>- ➔ 80<1A>);

Cou~r

~

REAOCrlAR

4;

~

END;
R~tD(COUNT);

COUNT~ cOUNT+1J

ENOJ

BOOL E AN P ROCE DlJ 1 E RL ANK C S YMB > J RE AL S YMB J BL ANK .. S YM8 = o··· J ... -··- -·-·----

800 LE AN PRn~EDURE DIGIT<SYMBOL)J REAL SYMBOLJ BEGIN
REAL ITEM; DIGIT .. FALsE; FOR ITEM .. 10•,•1 1 ,•2•,13,,,4,,
,5,.,,,,,_,7,., 1 13•., _1 9'-'•'-''°' Do IF SYMBOL=ITEM THEN BEGIN
DlGIT ► TRUE;GO TO EXITJ
END; F.XiT: ~ND
;

s,oLEAN PROCtUU~E LETTEH(SY~8);REAL SYMBJ BEGIN
REAL ITl:M; LETTl::R .. FA.LSE:;
FOR ITEM .. 'A','B•,•c•;•o-.-, --' E' ,

•F•

?

•

.

lj ' , '

'T'

I

H' , ' I ' , ' J ' , ' K' , ' L ' , ' M' , ' N' , ' 0 ' , ' P • , ' Q • , ' R' , ' S ' ,

w ,'X','Y','Z'

DO IF SYMB = ITEM THEN BEGIN
LtTTE~ .. TRUEJ GQ 10 EXIT ENOJ

,u,,,v•,

1

1

EXIT: t:I\JIJ
J
l~TE3ER PRnGEDu~E CHARNU(SyMH) JREAL svMBJ BEGIN
INTEG~H 1; REAL ID; 1 .. 0 ;FOR ID .. '•'•'-','*',
'/','t','<','='•'>','-t-','~','"','.',' .. ',',','•'•'=','J',
t .. ' •

'< 1 ,'>','l'•'l',6.3

L>o HEGII~

I .. 1+1JIF ID= SYMB THEN BEGIN
:HAH~O .. 11
GO TO EXIT
f: i'lj D;

END;EX1T:
. . '\
E\JD
;
BOOLEAN PRUC~UU~E LETORUlG<SYMB> JREAL SYMAJ
.. --------- - - -·
LETORDIG .. L~TTER<SYM~)
DIGIT<SYMB)J
l~TEGER PRuCElJU~f. LISTNO(IDENT,WRDCNT>;INTEGER WRDCNTJ
R=AL ARRAY 1UENT; BEGIN
INTE<i!::k l,J; FOR I .. 1 STf::P 11_1NTIL LISTCNT DO BEGIN
I~ LIST(I+1l-LIST(ll=WRDCNT THEN BEGIN
FOR J .. O STEP 1 UNTIL WRDCNT-1 Do
IF rDt::NTS(LIST( I ]+JJ-t!DENT(t+JJTHEN -Go ···ro -TNCl_ ___ _
END EL:,f:: GO TO lNCliLISTMO .. I+23JGO To EXITJINCIS
END;
EXTEN11:LISTCNT .. Ll5TCNT+1JFOR I .. 0 STEP 1 UNTIL WRDCNT-1
DO IDENTS [LIST(LISTCNTl+IJ .. IDENT(l+1li LlSTILlSTCNT+1J~ .
LlSTILISTCNTJ+W~DCNTJLJSTNo .. LISTCNT+23;ExrrzEND;
I \J TE GE R PRO CI.: UlJH E 8 t: GI NO Rt: NU ; BE: GI N
. -- IF CODFl CODECNTJ =25 THEN SPC .. SPC+1 ELSE IF
CoUtlCODECNTI = 30
T~E~ SPC .. s~C~1; 8tGINoREND .. 5pC END
;
P~OCEOURE Pt,,CK(CHAH #PRWoRU,LETCMT,WRDCNT)JARRAY CHAR ~PRwoRoi ------- -1\JTEGER LETCNl,WHDCNT;
BEGIN
INTEGER &,J;INTEGER LETLEFT;I .. 1;J .. 1JLETLEFT .. LETCNTJNEWWRDI
IF' LETLEFT ~<4T-1!:N BEGIN
y

P~WORDIIJ .. CHAH(Jt•16777216+CHAR(J+1J•65536+CHARIJ+2J•256+CHAR[J+3JJ
J .. J+4J
LETL.l::FT .. LETLEFT-4;
I .. I+ti GO TO NEWWROJ
. - - ----

END ELSE IF LETLEFT = 3 THEN BEGIN
AL

AL

RwoRO(II ..
C~AR(Jl•16777£16+CHAR(J+1)+65536+CHAR(J+2J•256J
l .. I + 1 ; li U T O E X I T
0

END ELSE IF LETLEFT = 2 TH~N BEGIN
AL P~WoRo(IJ .. CHAH(JJ•1677721b+CHAR[J+11•65536J
I~I+l; GO TO bXIT;

END ELS~ IF LETLf::FT = 1 THEN BEGlN
~L PrtWORLI[IJ .. CHAH(JJ•16777216; I .. 1+1; GO TO EXIT
END; FXIT : WROCNT .. I-1 ENDJ
START: NAMlCL ➔ 80(REEO(L)));READ<<w>, ➔ 80<1A))J COUNT .. 4J
ABCON .. FALSL:J
COMM .. 27;

0 J OT E .. ?. :s

;

' J
LlSf[ 11 .. 1;Jllf:NTSI j_J .. 1 AiiRA•;IDENTS[ 2 I .. ' V
LIST[ 21~ 3:IU~NTS( JJ .. •B~Gl 1 ;IDENTS[ 4 J .. ' N
'J
LIST[ 3J .. ~;JUt:NTSl 5J .. 'RDOL 1 ;IDENTS1 6J .. 'EAN 1 J
LIST( 4) .. 7JIUcNTSI 7J .. 'cOMM 1 ;IDENTS( 81 .. 'ENT 'J
LIST( 5) .. 9JIUcNTS( 91 .. •oo IJ
~ISTt6l .. tUJIU~NTSl10l .. 'ELS~'J
LIST[ 11 .. 11;IUcNTS[111 .. •eNU •;
LISTI BJ .. 12;IU~NTSt1?.J .. 'FALS'JIDENTS[13J .. 'E
' J
LISTI 9J .. 14JIU~NTS114l .. 'F0R 'J
.
LIST(10J .. 15;IU~NT5[15l .. 'G0 1 J
LIST1111 .. 16;JU~NTS11~1 .. •ro ')
LIST(12} .. 17JIU~NTS(17J .. 'JF 'J
L I S T [ 1 3 J ... 1. 0 ; · l U f: NT S l 1 8 1 ... ' JNT E ' J I DE NT S ( j_ 9 J .. ' GE R ' J - -· -- -

LIST(14J .. 2D;IUlNTSl?.Ol .. 'JNPU•;lDENTS[21J .. 1 T
' J
I J
LtST[15Jt-22;IUENTS122J .. 'LA8E 1 ;IDENTS123Jt- 1 L
LIST[16J .. 24;JUENTSl24lt- 1 QUTP'JlDENTS[25J .. 'UT ' J
LlST[17lt-26JIUf:NTSl26l .. 'O~N 'J
LIST(18J .. 27:IUENTS[27) .. 1 PROC 1 ;1DENTS12a1 .. •EDuR'J
IOF.NTS[?.9J .. 'E
•;
LIST[19J .. ~0JIUENTS(30Jt- 1 REAL 1 J
LIST[201 .. 31JIUtNTSl311 .. 'sTEP 1 J
LIST(21lt-32tIDENTSl3~lt-'STRI•;lDENTSt33Jt-'NG 'J
LtST[22lt-34;IU~NT3[3~J .. •S~IT•;IUENTSr35Jt- 1 CH 'J
LIST(23J .. 36;I~ENTS[36Jt-'THEN•;
LlST(24J .. 37JIU~NTS[37)t- 1 TlME 1 J
AL LIST(25lt-3H;IU~NTSl3Rlt- 1 NONS 1 ;IDENTSt39Jt- 1 TATE'J
LJST[26Jt-40;IUF.NTS(4nl .. 'TRUE•;
LlST(27J .. 41;IUENrs[41)~•u~Tl 1 JlDENTS[42J .. 'L
'J
L I S T ( 2 8 I .. 4 3 J I I) f:: NT S [ 4 3 l .. 1 V AL U ' ; I DEN T S ( 4 4 J .. ' E

1

;

1
LIST[29J .. 45;IUENTS(45lt-'WHIL 1 ;IDENTS[46) .. •E
J
1
1
LtST [30J:= 47; IOENTS(47J:= FARE J IDENTS[48J:= ·'AL ' J
J
LIST [31]:= 49; IDENTS[49J:= 1 FA8QIJ JDENTS[5Q]l= •OL
1
1
LIST 132]:= 51; IDENTSl51J:= FAIN J JDENTSl52]1= •T
'
LIST [33]:::: 53; IDENTS[53J:= 1 FAREq yDENTS(54Jl= lflALCT'
LJST [64):= 5~; IOENTS[55J:=•FAIN'l IDENTS[56)l= ·"TCNT• -LIST t35J::: 57; IOENTS[57J:= 1 FABO'i IDENTS[58Jl= 'fl0LCT'
LIST [361:= 59; IDENTSl59l:= 1 FATl 1 J !DENTSl6QJ:= "ME '
-·
1
1
AL ' LlSTt37I := 6U J!H:NTS(61l ::
FAD,; 1DENTS[62I :: UMMY• J
LIST (38]:= 63; IOENTS(63):= 1 FARE•i IDENTS[64)1:i:i "IILour-, ·· J
LIST (39J:= 65; IDENTS[65):= 1 FAIN'i IDENTS[66J::s •TOUT'
LIST [4Q]:= 6]; IDENTSl67J:=•FABQIJ IDENTS[68ll 2 ♦ LOUT'

L I S T [ 4 1 I : =6 9 ; l DE N T S t 6 9 I I : '
·-· --AL : L I ST ( 4 2 l : = 7 O; I DEN T S [ 7 0 l : = AOL ' J
AL LIST[43J:= 71J LISTCNT le 42;
CHAR .. READCHARiCODECNT ~ 1i NEWCHllF CHAR=•

J
J
J
J

J

F _AOP 1 ;
1F

'THEN BEGIN

CHAR .. HcADCHAR; GO TO NEWCH
E \JD J

IF' LETO RD l G(CH AR> THEN GO TO NEW ID ELSE BEGIN _ ---·--------···.
CODE[COD~CNTJ ~ CHARNO<CHAR>JCOOECNT • CODECNT + 1 J
CHAR~ R!::ADCHAR;
IF CODE!~ODECNT~1J ~ QUoTE THEN
GO TO NEWGH;GO TO - ALPHOON ENDJ
.
N~WID: IF DtGIT(CHAR> THEN ABCON ► TRUEJLETTERCOUNT•OJ
MJDIDz LETTtRCOUNT .. LETrERCouNT + 1;CHARS(LETTERCOUNTJ ► CHARJ

J

AL
AL ,
AL
AL

C~AR ► READCHARJ IF LETORPIG(CHAR> THEN GO TO MIDID ELSE
PAC~<CHARS,PHWORD,LETTERCOUNT,WRDCNT)JCODE(CODECNTJ•
LISTNO(PRWORD,WRDCNT)J lF A8CoN THEN CoDE[CoDECNTJ-COOE[COOECNTJ
J
ABCON ~ FALScJ IF BEGlNQREND - 0 THEN BEGIN
IF COUE[CODECNT) a COMM THEN BEGIN REPI Ir READCHAR -•••
T~EN GO TO REP:CoDECNT ► CoO~CNT-11
CHAR~ RcADCHAR END J
CODECNT ► COOECNT + 1J GO TO NEWCH ENDJ
LASTIUr=LIST~NT+23J
GO TO STARTPRlNTJ
A~PHCONI L~TT~RcoUNT~: OJ MlOALPHCON:
IF CHAR - 63
THEN BEGIN
LETTEACOUNT ► LETTERCOUNT+1J CHARSlLETTERCOUNT, - CHARJ
CHAR~ RtADCHARJ GO TO MIDALPHOQN
E~DJpACKcCHAR~,PRWOHD,LErTERCQUNT,WRDCNT)J
c,oE[COOEcNT] ~ -LJSTNO(PRWoRo,wRocNT)JCODECNT • CODECNT+2J
CODEtCoDECNT-1) ~ ?.3J CHAR~ READCHARJ
GO TO NEwCHJ
FINALt:LXITI ENDJ

AL STARTPRINT:

BS:GIN
!'HEGER I,J,K,LJ

AL NEWLINEJ
FOR I := 1 ST~P 1 UNTIL coDECNT Do BEGIN
J

z= CODEii!;

AL IF' · J = 37 . , J = 39 THEN pRINTCHAR(27)J
AL J;;' · J = 48 THEN PRINTCHAR(27);
P~INTCHAR(J>;
AL Ir J = 37..,, J ~ 39 THEN PRJNTCHAR(17)J
AL IF' J .= 48 THEN PRINTCHAR(17>;
AL I~ J : 47 THE~ BEGIN
AL P~INTCHAR(i?>J
AL N:WLINEJ

AL

E\IDJ

IF' J:25THEN BcGIN
LrTMAR:~LFTHAH+J;
N;lil\,.I~E;
E~DJ
I~ J = 30 THEN

BEGIN
L~T~AR:=LFTMAH•3J
Jr CoDE!I+ll ~ 17 THEN NEWLlNEJ
AL E~DJ

AL tr J = 17 THEN NEWLINE;
Al,. E~DJ
Al,.

E,\IDJ

AL E\IDJ

PAGEJ ?RINT SCRATCH;

